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A. area of j th segment of cross sec ti on 
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1.1 General Discussion 
Structures may be subjected to the effects of high energy detona-
tions in the vicinity of the structl,lre or to the effects of explosions, 
chemi ca 1 or otherwise, within the structure. Either of these effects · 
results in imparting initial velocities to the structure. The safety 
of the structure depends on the ability of the various structural ele-
ments to withstand the maximum deformati ans and forces due to these 
initial velocities. In adclition, the integrity of the structure as a 
whole.is dependent on the interactions of the various structural compo-
nents. 
A knowledge of the behavior of a structure under impulsive loading 
is necessary to determine if the structure is capable of withstanding 
different types of explosions. This knowledge is also necessary to 
efficiently place a detonation to cause the collapse of a structure. 
1.2 Statement of the Problem and Objectives 
The purpose of this study is to develop a method of analysis, con-
sidering nonlinear and large displacement behavior, for plane reinforced 




A lumped parameter model of the frame is de.veloped using a bar 
spring analqgy. Any statiG loading and distributed impulse loacts are. 
consid,ered. Linear and small deflection theories are used to solve for 
stat.ic deflections. Nonlinear and large displacernent behavior are con-
sidered for the c;lynamic response. The history of the response of the 
frame to collapse is traced. 
1.3 Previous Work 
There has been very 1 ittle reported on the effects of impulse 1 oad-
ing of reinforced concrete frames. Work has been reported on impulse 
1 oadi ng of beams; arches, p 1 ates, rings and she 11 s, and on underground 
structures.such as arches and rings. 
Dynamic testing of engineering materials is documented as early as 
1872 (1). One of the earlier tests of impact on reinforced concrete 
bearns was performed by T. D. Mylre.a in 1940 (2). He investigated the 
impact resistance of reinforcing steels of various grades by tests of 
simple beams. Results indicated the great value of even small amounts 
of reinforcement in beams subjected to impact. World War II and the 
atomic era increased the interest in dynamic loading, and procedures 
and equipment for testing were greatly improved. 
In 1953 N. M. Newmark presented an approach for preliminary d~sign 
of structures to resist blast loadings (3). 
J. Penzien, in a paper "Dynamic Reponse of Elasto-Plastic Frames" 
(4), pr~sents the results of an analytical investigation involving a 
single mass system that. has an idealized el.asto-plq.stic resistance 
deformation relationship. The system is subjected to the ground motion 
measured during the El Centro earthquake. 
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The behavior of a rigid portal frame subjected to a pulse of load-
ing is analyzed by Rawlings (5) making the assumption that the material 
has rigid plastic chi;l.ri;icteristics. An examination of the influence of 
strain hardening al'.ld of large changes in structu.ral geometry is made. 
Dawkins (6) reported on the 11 Dynamic Response of a Tunnel Liner 
Packing System. 11 In this study he considers large displacements and 
nonlinear behavior of reinforced concrete liners.· 
Haltiwanger and Blackburn (7) made use of the study performed by 
Dawkins to investigate the effects of nuclear blast, lQading on a buried 
arch. 
A computer oriented method is desc;ribed by Lionberger and Weaver 
( 8) for dete.rmi n i ng the dynamic response of rectangular plane frames 
with nonrigid bea.m to column connectiofls. The moment-rotation relation-
ships for the nonrigid connections are assumed to be bilinear and the 
effects of e,lasto-plastic behavior in the columns, finite joint sizes 
and initial vertical loads are included in the analysis. 
F. Y. Cheng (9) presents a general matrix formt.1lation suitable for 
use of the digital computer for dynamic analysis of frameworks composec;I 
of prismatic members. Dynamic stiffness coefficients are derived in 
the. form .of nond.imensional para.meters. 
Walpole and Shepherd presented a paper on the 11 Elasto-Plastic 
Seismic Response of Reinforced Concrete Frames 11 (10). Elasto-plastic 
analysis is achieved by the step-by-step numerical integration of the 
differential equa,tions of motion. The structure is assumed to behave 
in a linearly el.astic manner wit.hin each short step interval of time. 
The elastic properties of the structure are changed from one interval 
to the next. 
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Dawkins presented 11 A Method of Analysis for Reinforced Concrete 
Beam-Columns Subjected to Impulse Loa di ng 11 ( ll). This paper provided 
the basis for the approach used in the frame analysis which follows. 
l. 4 Method of Approach 
The solution method used herein i.s to treat the reinforced concrete 
frame as a lumped parameter model made up of bar and spring elements 
which have force-deformation characteristics derived from the properties 
of the frame. The bars are axially deformable, flexurally rigid and are 
connected at the nodes (joints) by flexural hinges. The characteristics 
of a joint are determined from the characteristics of the real frame 
between midpoints of adjoining segments. Loads are replaced by equiva-
lent concentrated loads at the nodes, and the distributed mass is also 
concentrated at the nodes. The response of the frame to static loads 
is determined and the dynamic effects are superimposed on the initial 
static displacements. 
The static solution of the lumped parameter model of the frame is 
obtained by using a back-and-forth recursion solution technique (12). 
Deflections are assumed to be small and stresses and strains are assumed 
to be within the elgstic range for.the static solution. 
In the dynamic solution, deflections may be large and stresse.s and 
strains may be in the nonlinear range. A step-by-step numerical inte-
gration procedure is used to solve the governing dynamic equations (13). 
CHAPTER I I· 
METHOD OF AN.ALYSIS 
2.1 General 
The. response of frames to impulse loading is qependen~ on the 
material behavior, th.e geometry of the frame and. the ti111e history of 
the response.· A procedure combining a lumped para.,me,ter model with 
numerical integration of the resulting differential equations of motion 
may be used to account for the effects of all the above variables. 
Lumped parameter models have been used successfully for the analysis ·Of· 
linearly elastic beam-columns subjected to both static and dynamic 
loads (12). This procedure ~as also been applied to tunnel liner-packing 
systems in which non~inear material properties and the ti.me history of 
the response are taken into account (6). These methocis were successfully 
combined in a study which analyzed nonlinear, nonprismatic beam-columns 
(11) and can be adapted to analyze portal and gabled frames subjected to 
impulse loads. 
2.2 Development of the Model 
The lumpeci parameter l)lOdel is developed by replacing the frame wi.th 
a mechanical model composed of a series of bar and spring elements which 
have force deformation characteri.stics derived from the properti~s of 
the original members. A typical arrangement of bars and springs is 
shown in Figure 1. 
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(a) PORTION OF GABLED FRAME WITH LOAD 
STATION il2 I 
COORDINATE X i-2 










i + l 
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Xi+ 1 
( b) MECHANICAL MODEL 
Figure 1. Lumped Parameter Model 






The frame is initially undeflected. It is assumed to lie in the 
X-Y plane with loads and displacements occurring in the X-Y plane. The 
frame is divided into regions and the terminus of each region is assign-
ed a station, or node, number as indicated in Figure l(b). Each region 
of the frame is replaced by an axially-deformable, flexurally-rigid, 
massless bar with adjacent bars connected at the nodes by flexural 
hinges. The distributed mass of the frame is concentrated as point 
masse.s at the stations of the model as shown in Figure l(b). Loads on 
the frame are replaced by equivalent horizontal and vertical concentrat-
ed loads acting at the nodal points of the model. 
The geometry of the model is completely defined in the unloaded 
state by the X and Y coordinates of the nodes. In a deflected con di ti on, 
the geometry depends on deflections in the. X and Y directions as well as 
the original coordinates. A typical segment of the frame showing typical 
displacements of the model is shown in Figure 2. 
The internal deformations of the frame are related to the displace-
ments of the nodes. The response of the frame to static loads is deter-
mined and the dynamic effects are superimposed on the initial static 
displacements. 
2.3 Static Solution 
2.3.l Support Conditions 
For the static solution process, all supports are assumed to be 
linear, elastic springs. Translation restraints are accounted for at 
the joints of the structure by applying linear springs having stiffnesses 
Sxi in the X direction and Syi in the Y direction. Large stiffness 
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BAR NO. i-1 i+l i+2 
STA. NO. i-2 i-1 i ... l i+2 
Figure 2. Displacements of Model 
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values are assigned to these springs to approximate unyielding supports. 
If there i.s a need to approximate t.he effe.cts of distributed supports, 
springs can be appliec:I at every joint in the region of the distributed 
support. A fixed end condition can be approximated by applying appro-
priate springs at two adjacent nodes. 
2.3.2 Applied Loads 
Any type of s ta tic 1 oadi ng may be. app 1 i ed to th~ frame. Loads are 
replaced by equivalent concentrated loads at the nodes. The loading is 
assumed to be such that horizontal and v~rtical deflections of the frame 
are small and that linear and small deflection theory may be used in the 
solution process. 
2.3.3 Strain-Displacement Relations 
The original length of the ;th bar, Figures l and 2, is: 
- ( . )2 ( )2 1/2 L. - [ X. - X. l + Y. - Y. l ] 1 1 1- 1 l-
and the change in length of the ;th bar may be expressed as 
L1L. = (u. - u. 1) cos Q. + (v. - v. 1) sin Q. 1 1 1- . 1 1 1- 1 
where 
L1L; = the change in length of the ;th bar; 
Ui = the deflection of joint i in the X direction; 
v. = the deflection of joint i in the Y direction; and 1 
Q. = the slope of bar i. 
1 
The average axial strain in the i th bar is 
11L. (u. - u. 1) cos Q. + .(v. - v. 1) s.in Q. 
- 1 - 1 . 1- 1 1 1- . 1 





The change in slope of bar i is 
(-u; + ui-l) sin Qi - (-vi + V;_1) cos Qi 
6Q. = (2.4) 
1 L; 
and. the cha,nge i.n angle between two adjacent bars at joint i is obtained 
froi:n 
(-ui+l + u;) sin Qi~l + (vi+l - v;) cos Qi+l 
= ---.~~~~~---.--,-.......,....~~~~~---.~~---
L; + 1 
(-u. + U· 1) sin Q. + (~ .. - v. 1) cos Q. 1. ,_ . ., 1 ,_ . 1 
L; 
(2.5) 
The average change i.n c.urvature. over the length of beam b,etween 
midpoints Qf adjacent bars at jo-int i is 
LiQ i + l - 6Q i 
~i = 1/2 (L; + Li+l} 
(-ui+l + u;) sin Qi+l + (vi+l - vi) cos Qi+l 
= ~~~~---,,,....,..,,-...,,.--....,.......,.--~--~.--~~----'----
l / 2 (L·+· 1}(L. + L··+l} 1 . l 1 ' 
(-u. + u. 1) sin Q. + (v. - v. 1) cos Q1• 1 . l- . 1 1 1- (2.6) 
The average bar strain; c:;, and the average change in curvat.ure, ~i, are 
used for determining the axial thrusts and joint moments in the model 
due to static loads. 
2.3.4 Beam-Colurnn Cross Section and 
Material Description 
Cross sections of membe_rs are limited to rectangular reinforcec;I 
concrete similar to that shown in Figure 3. The cross section is defined 
at each joint in the model. Materials in the cross section have stress-
ll 
strain characteristics as illustrated in Figure 4. For the static solu-
tion, the deflections are assumed to be small and small displac~ment 
geo1T1etry rela,tions can therefore be used in the solution process. 
The neutral axis ·Of the cross section is determined using the equa-
tion for a transformed rectangular reinforced concrete. section, whic.h is 
assumed to be cracked, from Gerstle (14) which .follows: 
where 
kd = d {-[np + (2n - 1) p'] 
+ /[np + (2n - 1) p 1 J2 + 2[np + (2n - 1) p' ~ 1 ]}, (2.7) 
kd = dept.h from top of se.cti on to neutra 1 axis; 
n = ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel to that. of concrete; 
p = percentage of bottom steel; 
p 1 =percentage of top steel; 
d' =depth to top steel; and 
d =depth to bottom steel. 
After the. location of the neutral axis is determined, the axial and 
flexural stiffnesses of the cross section can be readily determined from 
where 
(AE)i = (AT) (ESl) + (AB) (ES2) + (d) (B) (ECl) (2.8) 
(AE)i = axial stiffness of the ;th cross section; 
AT= area of top reinforcing steel; 
AB = area of bottom reinforc;ing steel; 
ESl = modulus of elasticity of top steel; 
ES2 = modulus of elcl.sticity of bottom steel; 
























B = width of cross section; 
ECl = modulus of e 1 as tic ity of concrete; 
(EI)i 
- 2 - 2 
= (AT) (ESl) (d - d) + (AB) (ES2) (d - d) 
d . -a-
- 2 
+ (Cf) (B) (ECl) (~) , 
(EI) 1 = flexural stiffness of the ith cross section; 
d' =depth to top steel; and 
d = depth to bottom s tee 1 . 
2.3.5 Force Deformation Relations 
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(2.9) 
The axial thrust in eac;h bar and bending moment at each joint in 
the model are obtained from the a.verage bar strai.ns and q,ver~ge joint 
curvatures. 
The thrust in bar i is calculated as follows: 
T. = 1/2 [(AE). 1 + (AE).] E· 1 . . . 1- . l l (2.10) 
and the bending rnoment occurring at joint i is obtained from 
(2.11) 
Forces introduced by the translation restraints are obtained from 
the foundation spring stiffnesses and joint displacements by 
where 
F . = -S . u. 
Xl Xl l (2. 12) 
F . =·the foundation resistance at joint i in the x direction, and Xl 
F . = -S . v. 
y1 y1 1 (2.13) 
where 
F . = the foundation r~,sistance at joint i. in they direction. y1 
These forces, Fxi and Fyi' are opposite in c;lirection to the dis-
placements ui and vi' respectively. 
2.3.6 Equilibrium Equations 
Free body diagrams of bar and joint i are shown in Figure 5. 
For equilibrium of bar i: 





v. =shear in bar i. 1 
For the equilibrium of joint i: 




1 eads to 
where 
L:F = 0 y 
+ F . + Q . = 0; 
·Xl Xl 






ic Solution Free Body D. iagrams--Stat· 
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Qxi = applied static load at joint i in the x dire~tion; and 
Qyi =applied static load at joint i in they directi.on. 
2.3.7 Governing Equations 
16 
Two governing equations are obtained by combining the strain dis-
placement and force d~formation relations with the equilibrium equations. 
This gives joint displacements in terms of appliad loads. 
Combining Equations (2~3, 2.6, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, and 
2.15) gives an equation of the form: 
ai,11 ui-2 + ai,12 vi-2 + bi,ll ui-1 + bi,12 vi-1 
(2.17) 
Combining Equations (2.3, 2.6, 2.10, 2.11, 2.-12, 2.13, 2.14, and 
2.16) gives an equation of the form: 
a1",21 u. 2 +a. 22 v. 2 + b. 21 u. l + q. 22 v. l 1- 1, 1- - 1, 1- 1, . 1-
+ ei ,21 ui+2 + ei,22 vi+2 = -Qyi" (2.18) 
The detai.led equations showing the values of the coefficients (an, 
bn, en' dn' en) for Equations (2.17) and (2.18) may be found in Appendix 
A. 
These equations may be written in matrix form as fo 11 ows: 
17 
+ [Ci, 11 Ci ,12] [Ui] + [d .. i, 11 di, 12.] lUi+ l] 
c. 21 c. 22 v. d. 21 d. 22 1., 1, 1 1, 1, vi+l 
di , 11 di , 12 U; + 1 
+ + 
di,21 di,22 vi+l 
.. q . Xl 
= (2.19) 
or 
[.A.] [U. 2J + [B.] [U. 1J + [C.] [U.] + [D.] [U.+l] 1. . 1- 1 1- 1 . 1 1 1 
(2.20) 
The coefficients of the governing equations are stiffness GOefficients 
related only to the cross section, material and initial geometry of the 
frame. 
2.3.8 Solution of Equations 
The governing equations must be satisfied at every joint in the 
frame. This leads to a set of simultaneous matrix equations in the un-
known joint displacements u and v. · These u and v displacements are 
interrelated and must be solved for simultaneously. The values of the 
coefficients are calculated for each joint in the frame in the STATIC 
subroutine of the computer program and will be di.scussed later. 
The governing equations can be written for each joint in the frame 
and will be of the form shown in Figure 6. Thes~ equations are effi-
ciently solvect by a two-pass elimination procedure. On the initial pass, 
[C0 ] [U0 ] + [00 ] [u1J + [E0 ] [U2] 
[Bl] [Uo] + [Cl] [Ul] + [Dl] [U2] + [El] [U3] 
[A2] [Uo] + [82] [Ul] + [C2] [U2] + [02] [U3] + [E2] [U4] 
















[Am-2] [Um-4] + [Bm-2] [Um-3] + [Cm-2] [Um-2] + [Dm-2] [Um-1] + [Em-2] [Um] = -[Qm-2] 
[Am-1] [Um-3] + [Bm-1] [Um-2] + [Cm-1] [Um-1] + [Dm-1] [Um] = -[Qm-1] 
= -[Q ] m 
Figure 6. Simultaneous Governing Equations for Each Joint 
the equations are reduced to the form 
[U.] = [a.]+ [s.J [U.+l] + [y.] [U.+2J 1 1 1 1. 1 1 
where 
[a.]= [o.] {[Q.] + [A.] [a. 2J + [p.] [a. 1J} 
. 1 1 1 . 1 1- . 1 1-. 
[s.J = [o.J {[p.J [y; 1J + [D.]} 1 l · 1 1- . l 
[y.] = [o.] [E.] 
1 1 1 
and 
[o.J = -{[p .. J [s. 1J + [A.J [y. 2J + [C.Jl-1 l . , ,_ . , . ,_ , 








At the initial station, o, of the frame; [A0 ] and [B0 ] are both 
equal to zero. The values of [ai]' [Si] and [yi] may therefore be 
obtained from the known values of the coefficients of Equation (2.20) 
starting at the initial station and proceeding to the final station. At 
the final station, m, the coefficients [Om] and [Em] are zero, resulting 
in zero values for both [ym] and [Sm]. A solution for [Um] is then 
obtained from Equation (2.21). Likewise, at the next to last station, 
m-1, Ym-l will be zero and [Um_ 1J may be obtained from Equation (2.21). 
All other values of [Ui] are calculated by using Equation (2.21) and 
proceeding back to the initial station. 
This solution process is particularly convenient for a computer 
soluti.on since it can be summarized as a set of equations which are 
solved repeatedly at station after station along the frame. For be.am-
column problems, the coefficients ai' Si and Y; may be thought of as 
expressing the physical continuity of the system. All of the known 
input data are included in these coefficients. These coefficients at 
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any one station depend not only on the load and stiffness data at that 
station, but also on effects from all previous stations and have, there-
fore, been termed ''Continuity Coefficients." 
In the computer program to further simplify the complete solution, 
three fictitious nodes are added at each end of the frame. No load or 
stiffness data exists for these fictitious nodes.. In the computation 
of the continuity coefficients, the fictitious extensions, to the frame 
automatically generate the required zeroes at the ends of the matrix 
equations. These zero terms are the means by which the recursion pro-
cess is enab 1 ed to get under way and then to get turned around at the 
far end so that deflections may be calculated. This process eliminates 
the necessity for specializing the coefficients for the end conditions 
(12). 
After the u and v displacements of every joint have been determined, 
the internal moment, shear and axial thrust can be calculatec;i for each 
bar and joint in the frame using these displacements and the equations 
developed earlier. 
2.4 Dynamic Solution 
2.4.1 General 
The effects of the impulse loadings are superimposed on the dis-
placements due to the static load. Since the dynamic displacements may 
be very large, the small displacement geometry relations used in the 
static solution are no longer applicable. In addition, the stresses and 
strains do not remain in the initial linear region of the stress-strain 
curves. Inertia forces are also developed at the nodes Qf the model and 
must be included in the equilibrium expressions. 
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To facilitate programming the solution for the computer, the 
changes in deformations which occur in the time interval ~t are restrict-
ed to small deformations. 
2.4.2 Support Conditions 
For convenience in the static solution process, unyielding supports 
are approximated by very stiff elastic springs; However, because of the 
high frequencies associated wi.th these large stiffness values, unyield-
ing supports must be specified as such for the dynamic solution. The 
velocities and accelerations of the joints at unyielding supports remain 
identically zero for all time after the impulse load is applied. This 
procedure necessitates dual specifi4ation of some support conditions; 
however, the efficiency of the solution process is greatly increased. 
As in the static solution, a fixed end.condition can be approxi-
mated by applying appropriate conditions at two adjacent nodes. 
2.4.3 Applied Loads 
• 
The impulse loads can be applied in either the horizontal or verti-
cal direction, or both. The impulse loads vary sinusoidally over por-
tions of the frame. These loads are replaced by equivalent concentrated 
loads at the nodes. 
2.4.4 Strain-Displacement Relations 
At any instant in time, the deflections .of the model are represented 
as shown in Figure 2. The length of the ;th bar at that time is 
L; = [(xi + Ui - Xi-1 - u;-1) 2 + (Yi + v; - Yi-1 - v;-1) 2]112 
(2.27) 
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where ~i and y i are tne original coordi nai;es of the node, and ui an ct vi 
are the displacements from these original coordinates. 
The axial strain in bar i is · 
L. - [(x. - x. 1)2 + (y. - Y· 1)2]1/2 1 1 1- . 1 1-
e:i = --...... --------,2,.........--. ---..... 2,.....,...11...,.,2..--
[ ( x. - x. l) + (y. - y. l) ] 1 1- . 1 1- .. 
(2.28) 
The slope of bar i is given by 
. . 
(2.29) 
and the change in. slope of bar i is 
(-u. + u. 1) sin Q. + (v. - v. 1) cos Q. t.Q • = 1 1 - . 1 . 1 . 1 - 1 
1 Li 
(2.30) 
The change in angle between two adjacent bars at joint i is obtai.ned 
from 
= (-ui+l + ui) sin Qi+l (vi+l - vi) cos Qi+l 
Li+l 
(-ui + ui~l) sin Qi + (vi - vi_1) GOS Qi 
L. 1 
and the average change in curvat.ure at joint i is 
2.4.5 Force-Deformation Relations 
(2. 31) 
(2.32) 
rn the static solution it was assumed that loads were such that the 
materials of the beams and columns remained in the init.ial linear region 
of the stress-strain curve. To account for nonlinear stress-strain 
behavior and to includ.e the effects of strain history.(15), the force-
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deformation response of the beam-column must be determined from the dis-
tribution of stresses over the cross section. The segmented crqss s~c­
ti on shown i.n Figure 7 is utilized with each segment initially having a 
stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 4. Fqr monotonically increasing 
deformations, the stress in each segment corresponding to a given strain 
is obtained from the curve. When the deformations begin to reverse, it 
is assumed that the stress diminishes with diminishing strain along a 
line parallel to the initial linear portion of the c~rve, slope Et or 
Ec, as s.hown in Figure 4. The stress will follow the dashed line until 
a zero stress le.vel is reached at which point, with continued decrease 
in strain, it is assumed the stress will follow a curve parallel to the. 
initial stress-strain curve for strain in the oppo~ite ~irection. If a 
subsequent. reversal in strain occurs before the stress level is zero, 
the stress will increase along t.he unloading line, Et or Ec in Figure 
4, unti.l the point on the curve where the stress is equal to that where 
a change in slope of the original curve occurs. At this point, the 
stress will follow the slope of the next portion of the original curve 
until the original curve is reached., at which time th.e original stres.s-
strain curve will be used. 
Although the location of the centroid of the cross section, Figure .. 
7, is dependent on mat.erial properties, it is assu.med that the centroid. 
of the cross section remains at the position given in the static solu-
tion by Equation (2.7). The segmented. cross section is shown in Figure 
7 along with typical strain and stress distributions. The strain dis-
tribution shown is de.termined by denoting the strain at the centroiq as 
Ea and the curvature at the cross section as ~- The depth from the 
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Figure 7. Stress and Strain Distribution at Cross Section 
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readily determined. The level of strain in this jth segment is obtained 
from the strain distribution and is written: 
E • = E + d • '''. J . a J.,.. (2.33) 
The stress in the jth segment is determined from the stress-strain 
curve for the segment which has been adjusted ac:cording to the procedure 
outlined earlier to account for the strain history. The stress distri-
bution for the entire cross section is calculated and may be as shown 
in Figure 7. 
The thrust and moment at the cross section are now calculated by 




T = L C\ Ak' (2.34) 
k=l 
T = thrust at the cross section; 
a = stress in the kth segment; 
x 
Ak = area of k th segment; and 
n = total number of segments in cross section. 
The bending moment corresponding to the stress distribution is 
M = bending moment at the cross section; and 
dk = distance from the centroid of the cross section to the kth 
segment. 
Since the average strain has only been defined for the bars in the 
model, while the curvature has been determined at the joint, the follow-
ing averaging process must be used to obtain the complete strain 
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distribution required for calculation of thrust and moment. The thrust 
in each bar is determined from a strain distribution with Ea= Ei' 
where Ei is the strain given by Equation (2.28) and~= 1/2 ( i-l + -i)' 
where ~i~l 'nd -i are given by Equation (2.32). Similarly, the moment 
at each joint is that resulting from a strain distribution with ~ = -i 
from Equation (2.32) and the average strain Ea = 1/2 (E; + Ei+l) where 
Ei and Ei+l are given by Equation (2.28). 
2.4.6 Equilibrium Equations 
Free body diagrams of bar i and joint i for the. dynamic solution, 
at any instant iD time, are shown in Figure 8. For equilibrium of bar i, 
t:M = O: 
- l ( V1. - -L M. - M. l ) .. i 1 1 -
For equilibrium of joint i, 
where 
And 
t:Fx = 0: 
-Ti cos Qi + Ti+l cos Qi+l - Vi sin Qi + Vi+l sin Qi+l 
.. 
+ F . + Q . - m. u. = 0, 
Xl Xl 1 1 
F • = foundation resistance in the x direction; 
Xl 
Qxi = applied external static load in the x direction; 
m. = mass at joint i; and 
1 
ui =acceleration of joint i in the x direction. 







Figure 8. Free Body Diagrams--Dynamic Solution 
where 
Fyi = foundation resistance in they direction; 
Qyi =applied external static load in th.e y direction; and 
~i = acceh~ration of joint in the y direction. 
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(2.38) 
All of the terms in ~quatfons (2.36, 2.37 and 2.38), except Qxi and 
Qyi'are functions of the join~ displacements u and v. Values of u and v 
must, therefore, be found before these expressfons can be evaluated. 
2.4.7 Solution of Dynamic Equations 
Equation (2.36) can be written in terms of u and v displacements 
and the result substituted into Equations (2.37) and (2.38) giving two 
equations in two unknowns, u and v. These two equations of motion repre-
sented by Equations (2.37) and (2.38) are solved by a step-by-step 
numerical integratfon procedure as developed by Newmark (13) and adapted 
for computers by Melin (16) and Wilson and Clough (17). It is assumed 
that the accelerations of the joints vary linearly with time during a 
small time interval lit. If the val.ues of acceleration, velocity and 










The solution is started by assuming values of acceleration, ut+t.t 
.. 
and vt+t.t' at every joint in the frame. These assumed values enable 
. . 
values of ut+t.t' ut+t.t' vt+t.t' and vt+t.t to be obtained from the above 
equations (2.39 through 2.42). The displacements calculated are then 
used to calculate thrusts, shears, moments and reactions. New estimates 
. . .. 
of the accelerations ut+t.t and vt+t.t are now obtained using Equations· 
(2.37) and (2.38). These calculated values of acceleration are compared 
with the initial assu.med values, and if the agreement is not satisfac-
tory, the process is repeated with the calculated accelerations being 
used as the new assumed values. This process is repeated until the de-
sired agreement between the assumed and calculated acceleration is 
reachecl. When satisfactory agreement is obtained, the stress-strain 
curves for each element of the cross section are adjusted to account for 
strain history and the iterative process is repeated for the next time 
interval. 
2.4.8 Stability and Convergence of Numerical 
Integration 
The -stability and convergence of the iterative process outlined 
in Section 2.4.7 above is governed by the length of the time interval 
t.t. Newmark (13) has shown that stability and convergence are assured 
if t.t is approximately 1/5 to 1/6 of the shortest natural period of 
vibration of the model. 
An equivalent uniform beam is utilized to determine the required 
time interval t.t. This equivalent beam has a bending stiffness given by 
where 
(EI)~= bendiDg stiffness of equivalent uniform beam; 
m =total number of joints in the model; and 
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(2.43) 
(EI)k =bending stiffness of joint k obtained from Equation (2.9). 
The mass per unit length of the equivalent beam is 
where 
1 . m 
µ = -~- I: ( mk) ' 
L k=l 
µ = mass per unit length of equivalent beam; 
L = total length of beam; and 
mk = concentrated mass at joint k. 
(2.44) 
If the equivalent beam is replaced by a lumped parameter model hav-
ing m joints as shown in Figure 9(a), the highest mode of lateral vibra-
tion of this model for small defl~ctions will be as shown in Figure 9(b). 
The period of vibration for this mode can be written as 
(2.45) 
The time interval is taken as T~/10. 
This procedure will suffice for those frames which have limited 
variations in cross section geometry throughout and for which the spac-
ing between nodes in the model is sufficiently small. For other cases, 
the time interval should be calculated from a more complete estimate of 
true structural behavior as shown by Dawkins (6). A trial and error 
procedure can also be used as recommended by Clough (17); however, this 
could.be costly in terms of computer time. 
RIGID, MASS-
LESS BAR 
I- L .1. Im L/m .1. 
FLEXURAL HINGE 
STIFFNESS = ( El)e /m 
POI NT MASS= µ.h 
LTI -1- . -1 · 
m L/m 
(a) LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL OF EQUIVALENT UNI-
FORM FRAME 
(b) ASSUMED DISPLACEMENTS 
Figure 9. Equivalent System for Estimating Shortest Period 
of Vi bra ti on 
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2.4~9 Adjustment for Dynamic Solution Process 
It is assumed that the frame is at rest under the external static 
loads. The initial displacements of the system for the dynamic solution 
will be the static displacements, u and v, of each joint. However, 
si.nce small deflection theory is utilized in the static solution, and 
large deflection theory i!:i assumed for the dynamic solution, the initial 
strains as calculated by Equations (2.3) and (2.38) differ. This differ-
ence, if not accounted for~ resuHs in spurious initial dynamic forces. 
To eliminate these spurious dynamic forces, the force in the X and 
Y direction at each station is adjusted, and the accelerations at time 
zero are set equal to zero. In adjusting the forces at each station, 
an acceleration for each node in the frame is calculated based on the 
initial static displacements. The force on each node is then adjusted 
by subtracting this acceleration times the mass of each node from t.he 
applied force. The acceleration at time zero is then set equal to zero, 
and the solution process may proceed without the spurious dynamic forces 
(18, 19). 
2.4.10 Collapse Criteria 
The Primary purpose of this study is to determine the magnitude of 
the impulsive loaci required to cause collapse of the frame. It is, 
therefore, necessary to establish limits on the response of the frame 
which constitute collapse. Exce.ssive horizontal displacement, excessive 
vertical displacement, shear failure and failure due to interaction of 
bending moment and axial load are selected as the four collapse modes. 
The limits on these collapse modes must be provided as input data for 
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the computer program discussed in Chapter III. Eac~ limit is compared 
·with th~ calculated response of the frame at every station a~ the end 
of each time step. If any one of the limits is e~ceeded, the frame is 
assumed to have collapsed, and the computer printout designates the 
location and type of collapse. 
CHAPTER I II 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3. l General 
The analytical procedure described in the preceding chapter has 
been prograrrrned for solution on a digital computer. The program is 
written in the ASA FORTRAN language and should require only minor revi-
sions to be operable on any computer having a storage capacity of 25,000 
word equivalents. On a machine operating with a word size of less than 
60 binary bits (15 significant decimal figures), double precision arith-
metic must be used. A summary flow diagram for the program is shown in 
Figure 10. A complete FORTRAN listing of the program is included in 
Appendix C. 
3. 2 Input Information 
The program has be.en deve 1 oped to generate 9utomati ca lly as much of 
the required data as possible in order to minimize the amount of input 
data and to permit the soluti.on of as many problems as desired on a 
si.ngle run. The specific formats of the input data are given in Appen-
dix D. The input data are arranged in tabular form, and the general 
input sequence is described below. 
3. 2. 1 Run I denti ficati.on 
Two a 1 phanumeri c cards are re qui red at the beginning of each run. 
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START 
Read and echo 
run ID 
A i--------'I 
Read prob ID 
Prob name YES 
blank? 
NO 




Static solution NO 
required? 
YES 
Solve for static 
horizontal and 
ve rt i cal di s pl s . 





Number of dynamic YES A 
loadings = O? 
NO 
Do for each 
load set 
Set time 
T = 0 
EXIT --@ 
Set displ. =static displ. 
Set vel. = initial vel. 
Set accel. = O 
Ci---------1 
Set time 
T = T + H 
Estimate accel., 
vel. and displ. 
at time T 
Calculate thrusts, 
shears and moments 
Calculate accel., 
vel. and displ. 
Calculated accel. NO 







Collapse condition YES ---fs\ 
exceeded? '-V 
YES ® 
Figure 10. Summary Flow Diagram 
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3.2.2 Problem Identification 
One alphanumeric card is required at the beginning of each problem. 
The program stops if the Problem Name identifier is blank. 
3.2.3 Table 1--Control Data 
One card containing the problem control data is required. 
3~2.4 Table 2--Joint Coordinates and Cross 
Section Description 
The initial station on the frame is assumed to be located at coor-
dinates x = D, y = 0. Data giving the location at which a change in 
direction of the members of the frame must be provided. Data giving the 
location of each station at which a change in the cross section descrip-
tion occurs is also required. The general form of the cross section is 
assumed to be rectangular and is divided into a suitable number of seg-
ments. The depth of each segment is equal to the depth of the section 
divided by the number of segments. A reinforced concrete cross section 
is assumed, and a description of reinforcement must be provided for 
every cross sec ti on. · 
3.2.5 Table 3--Stress Strain Curves 
A maximum of five di.fferent material stress-strain curves may be 
specified. The continuous curve is represented by straight lines be-
tween the stress and strain values input. The curve is assumed to pass 
through the point stress equals zero, strain equals zero, and th.is point 
cannot be included as input. The ten points required for each curve 
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must include the coordinates of five points in the negative region and 
five points in the positive region. The final coordinate value used by 
the program is the product of the multiplier and the input value. Non-
zero multipliers must be included for each curve. The last curve input 
is used for the reinforcement. 
3.2.6 Table 4--Beam-Cqlumn Mass and Supports 
A nonzero, positive mass must be assigned to every s.tation on the 
frame if a dynamic solution is to be performed. The mass may be speci-
fied as either distributed or concentrated. A sufficient number of 
supports must be provided to restrain all possible displacements of the 
frame as a rigid body. A fixed end condition can be approximated by 
specifying the appropriate restraints at two adjacen,t stati ans. Horizon-
tal and vertical restraints are applied to the stations of the frame and 
may be either distributed or concentrated. Unyielding supports must be 
specified. The accelerations and velocities of the masses at unyielding 
supports are set to zero. 
3.2.7 Table 5--Static Loads 
Static loads are applied to the stations and may be either distri-
buted or concentrated. The sign convention for loads is shown in Figure 
11. 
3.2.8 Table 6--Impulse Loadings 
The effects of impulse loading are superimposed on the displacements 
due to static loads. Impulse loads may be concentrated or distributed 
with either linear or parabolic variation along the horizontal or 






1) LOADS ARE POSITIVE AS SHOWN ABOVE. 
2) VERTICAL LOADS ARE ALWAYS POSITIVE UP. 
3) HORIZONTAL LOADS ARE POSITIVE TOWARD A 
VERTICAL LI NE THRU APEX OF GABLED FRAME 
AND TOWARD A LINE FROM CENTERLINE AT 
BASE THRU RIGHT CORNER OF PORTAL FRAME. 
Figure 11. Sign Convention for Loads 
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vertical direction of .the frame. Distributed values are lumped as 
equivalent concentrated values at the nodes of the frame.· The solution 
process is extremely sensitive to abrupt changes in slope of distributed 
impulse loading curves~ The program is arrange~ to permit the soluti-0n 
of a number of.different impulse loadings on a given frame. Each dyna-
mic solution is treated tndependently of other dynai:nic loadings~ The 
sign convention for impulse loads is also shown in Figure 11. 
3.2.9 Table 7--Collapse Parameters 
The frame is assumed to collapse when any one of the limits on 
horizontal displacement, vertical displacement, or total shear on a 
cross section is exceeded. Collapse is also assumed to occur whenever 
the combination of bending moment and thrust at any station exceeds the 
limits of the thrust-moment interaction diagram for that station. Inter-
action diagrams must be provided for every station on the frame and are 
specified in two parts. A single general shape for the diagram is speci-
fied in nondimensional form for the entire frai:ne. Multipliers for 
thrust and moment are supplied for every beam station. The final values 
of the ordinates of the interaction diagram at each station wi 11 be the 
product of the multipliers for that station and the nondimensional 
interaction diagram values. 
It is assumed that the interaction diagram is defined for moments 
about the plastic centroid of the cross section (20). Since moments are· 
defined about the elastic centroid by the analytical process described 
herein, it is necessary that the location of the plastic centroid for 
each station be determined in order to correlate computed thrusts and 
moments with values supplied by the interaction diagram. The. location 
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of the plastic centroid for each cross section is determined from the 
uniform compressive strain condition used to establish P-ultimate (15), 
(21). The va.lue of 4he uniform strain for P-ultimate must be supplied 
as input. data. 
3.2.10 End of Run 
A blank card is r~quired at the end of the data deck to terminate 
4he program. 
The arrangement of ·a typical data deck for one run is shown in 
Figure 12. 
3.3 Output Information 
The complete list of input data is printed in tabular form as the 
data are read. Calc;ulateq results are output according to an option 
specified by the user. 
Two options are provi,ded for output of effects due to static loads. 
The first option includes a complete printing of the hqrizontal and 
vertical displacements at each station~ th.a bending moment at every 
station, and the thrust and shear in each bar of the model. The second 
option for static loads will provide only a printout of th.e location and 
magnitude of the maximum value of each of _the above quantities. 
Three options are. available for output of ·the c;alculate.d dynamic 
response. The first two options are th.e same as those describe_d above 
for the static effects except the data are printed for each time step. 
The third option results only in the location, time and mode of collapse. 
Sa111ple output for the example problems of Chapter IV is included in 
Appendix D. 
INPUT DATA FOR 
Fl RST PROBLEM 
-
TABLE 2 - JOI NT COORD AND . 
CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
TABLE l - CONTROL DATA 
RUN IDENTIFICATION 
RUN IDENTIFICATION 
END OF RUN (BLANK CARD) 
Figure 12. Arrangement of Input Data 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEMONSTRATION OF PROGRAM 
4.1 General 
Several problems involving plane portal anc;I gabled, frames subjected 
to static and dynamic loc~.ds have been solved to verify .the computer pro-
gram and to demonstrate its use. These problems are described and the 
results discussed in the following sections of this chapter. Sample 
output data from problems run is included in Appendix D. 
4.2 Verification of Static Solution 
4.2.l Problem IPFl--Portal Frame With Uniform 
Load on Beam 
The static solution for a reinforced concrete portal frame with 
dimensions, cross section and loading as shown in Figure 13 was obtained 
using the computer program developed. The frame was hinged at its sup-
ports a.nd loaded. with a uniforrn static load on the bea,m. The frame 
model used contained 61 nodes. Stress-strain curves for concrete and 
steel in the cross section are shown in Figure 14. 
The results of the solution obtained are compared with the results 
obtained using a computer program for plane frames (22) in Figure 15. 
The slight differences, approximately 2 percent for deflection and less 
than one-half percent for moment at the center of the frame, could be 
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w = 500 lb/ft 




AB= 1 in2 
60 AT= I in2 
I· 15 1 ·I BEAM COLUMN CROSS SECTION 




-12.0 -8.0 -4.0 -8.0 -4.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 
-2.0 
-4.0 
CONCRETE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE STEEL STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
Figure 14. Concrete and Steel Stress-Strain Curves 
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Plane Frame Developed 
Node Description Program Program 
x-displ. 2.634 x 10-4 in. 2.616 x 10-4 in. 
20 y-di spl. -5.323 x 10-3 in. -5.249 x 10-3 in. 
moment -6.681 x 104 lb-in. -6.729 x 104 lb-in. 
x-displ. -2.895 x lo-13 in. 6.508 x lo-12 in. 
30 y-displ. -1.874 x 10-l in. -1.918 x 10-l in. 
moment 1.019 x 105 lb-in. 1.015 x 105 lb-in. 
x-displ. -2.634 x 10-4 in. -2.616 x 10-4 in. 
40 y-displ. -5.323 x 10-3 in. -5.249 x lo-3 in. 
moment -6.681 x 104 lb-in. -6.729 x 104 lb-in. 
(a) Problem IPFl--Portal Frame With Uniform Load on Beam 
Plane Frame Developed 
Node Description Program Program 
x-displ. 4.958 x 10-l in. 5.019 x 10-l in. 
20 y-displ. -3.076 x 10-~ in. -3.032 x 10-3 in. 
moment -7.358 x 103 lb-in. -7.356 x 103 lb-in. 
x-displ. 5.948 x 10-1 in. 6.025 x 10-1 in. 
30 y-displ. -2.039 x 10-l in. -2.071 x 10-l in. 
moment ·l.55~ x 105 lb-in. 1.558 x 105 lb-in. 
x-di spl. 5.632 x 10-1 in. 5.703 x 10-1 in. 
40 y-di spl. -1.409 x 10-l in. -1.429 x 10-l in. 
moment 1.896 x 104 lb-in. 1.899 x 104 lb-in. 
x-displ. 6.308xl0-l in. 6.389 x 10-1 in. 
50 y-displ. -1.656 x 10-3 in. -1.633 x 10-3 in. 
moment -1.274 x 105 lb-in. -1.274 x 105 lb-in. 
(b) Problem 1PF2--Gabled Frame With Two Concentrated Loads 
Figure 15. Static Solutions for Verification of Programs 
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reduced by increasing the number of noda 1 points in the frame. The re-
su.lts do demonstrate that the static solution is working properly. 
4.2.2 Problem IPF2--Gabled Frame With Two 
Concentrated Loads 
The static solution for a reinforced concrete gabled frame with 
dimensions~ cross section and loading as shown in Figure 16 was obtained 
using the computer program developeq. The frame was hinged at its sup-
ports and loaded with a 1-kip static horizontal load at the top of the 
left column and a 5-kip stati~ vertical loatj at the center of the left 
beam. Eighty-one nodes were used in the frame model. Stress-strain 
curves for steel and concrete are shown in Figure 14. 
The results of the so 1 uti on obtained are compared with the results 
obtained using a computer program for plane frames (22) in Figure 15. 
The slight differences in the two solutions of approximately 1.2 percent 
in the worst case indicate, as in the first problem, that the computer 
program developed for the static solution is working properly. 
4.3 Verification of Dynamic Solution 
4.3. 1 Problem IPF3--Simple Reinforced Concrete 
Beam With Static and Dynamic Loads 
A rectangular, singly reinforced concrete beam on simple supports 
with a span of 15 feet was subjected to a uniform static lqad of 500 lb/ 
ft and to an impulse loading varying sinusoidally over the length of the 
beam. The beam, cross section and loading are shown in Figure 17. 









Figure 16. Frame Data for Problem IPF2 
5w; 500 lb/ft J/ 111111\l 
I- 15' ... I 
BEAM WITH STATIC LOAD 
L = 180 11 
1211 1011 
AB = 1 in2 
.. 1 
BEAM CROSS SECTION 
I= 25 SIN Trx L 
DYNAMIC LOADING 
Figure 17. Beam Data for Problem IPF3 
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14. The beam model used contained 21 nodes, and the cross section was 
divided in to 12 se,gments. 
The static and dynamic solutions for the beam were obtained using 
the computer program developed. The results are compared with the solu"':' 
t.ion obtai.ned by Dawkins (11) using a program he developed for impulse 
loading of reinforced concrete beam columns. Th.is comparison is shown 
in Figure 18. 
The differences in the two solutions are due to the use of a 
cracked section in calculating the properties of the reinforced concrete 
cross section in the solution developed. Dawkins used an uncracked sec-
tion in his solution. The computer program developed was run inputting 
the values for axial stiffness and flexural stiffness calculated in 
Dawkins' program, and the results were identical. The dynamic solution 
process developed wi 11, therefore, solve reinforced concrete beams load-
ed with an impulse load varying sinusoidally over the length of the beam. 
4.3.2 Problem IPF4--Portal Frame With Sinu-
soidally Varying Impulse ~oad on 
Beam and Columns 
The dynamic solution for a symmetric portal frame with di mens i ans, 
cross section and loading as shown in Figure 19 was obtained using the 
computer code developed. The frame was hinged at its supports and sub-
jected to an impulse loading varying sinusoi.dally over the beam and two 
columns. The frame model consisted of 61 nodes and the cross section 
was divided into six segments. The stress-strain curve shown in Figure 
19 was used. The impulse loading applied was of such a magnitude to 
ensure that deflections were small. and that stresses and strains 
Quantity Dawkins 1 Solution Thesis Solution 
Max. defl. at midspan -0.3741 in. -0. 3956 in. 
Max. mom. at midspan l .6876 x 102 kip-in. 1.6876 x 102 kip-in. 
(a) Static Solution 
--·~- Quantity Dawkins' Solution Thesis Solution 
Max. defl. at midspan -1.537 in. -1. 704 in. 
Max. mom. at midspan 4.6726 x 102 kip-in. 4.530 x 102 kip-in. 
Failure time 0.0010054 sec 0. 0011324 sec 
I 
(b) Dynamic Solution 
Figure 18. Static and Dynamic Solutions for Verification 
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DYNAMIC LOADING 
Figure 19. Frame and Loading Data for Problem IPF4 
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remained in the linear region of the curve~ Failure parameters were 
adjusted to ensure failure of the frame did not occur during the time 
of the solution process. 
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The purpose of this solution was to observe the deflected shape of 
the symmetric structure under the dynamic loading applied and to deter-
mine the period of vibration of the structure. 
The deflected shape from the sinusoidally varying in:ipul se 1 oadi ng 
remained symmetric for the beam and columns throughout the time of the 
applied loading. The frame deflected in the manner expected for the 
loading app 1 i ed. The deflected shape of the frame at different ti me 
steps in the solution process is shown in Figure 20. A graph of dis-
placement versus time for different points on the frame is shown in 
Figure 21. 
In determining the period of vibration for the frame, it was not 
practical to carry the solution process through the entire period due 
to the large amount of computer time required. The solution was carried 
beyond the quarter period of vibration rather than the full period 
desired. Establishing this quarter period of vibration did provide the 
data needed to compare the period of vibration of the computer solution 
to that of a calculated. period of vibration. The calculate.d period of 
vibration and that obtained qy the computer solution developed differed 
by approximately 3.8 percent. This difference could be reduced by in-
creasing the number of nodes in the frame and the. number of segments in. 
the section. This would increase the computer time required consider-
ably. The solution is accurate enough to indicate the solution process 
is working properly. 
o 1.78 X I0-2 SEC 
o 2.84 X 10-2 SEC 
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Figure 21. Displacement-Time Diagrams for Specific Nodes of the 




4.4 Application of Program 
The computer P\'.'Ogram developed -has been uti_ l i zed in the analysi-s of 
a plane_ re.in forced concrete port,a 1 -frame fixed at i t,s supports and sub-
jected to combine_d st.atic and dynamic loads. Th_e dimensions, cross 
section and physical properties of the frame are, as s~own in Figure 22. -
The frame model containec;I 91 nqdes and the cross sect,ion was divided 
into 12 segments. 
The st~tic load applied for these s()lutions_. was _the dead loqd of 
the frame itself. _ Three separate c;iynan:iic:-lqads were applied, each simu-
lating a blast pressure from a different direction to the frame. Load-
ings appliec;I for the three cases are shown in Figure ·23. 
The problems solved and results of eac;h solution are discussed 
below. A listing of input data and portions of the output data for 
t,hese problems are incl_uded in Appendix D. 
4.4. l Problem IPF6--Portal Frame With Sinu_-
soidally Varying Impulse L_oad on Beam 
In this problem the reinforced concrete port.al frame was subjected 
to an impulse lqading v,arying -sinusoidally over the lengt_h of the beam. 
This loading simulates a detqnation at some distance above the frame. 
The solution from the dynamic loading indicated v,ery high mo~nts were 
developed at the corners of the frame as can be seen in Figure 24. This 
in turn resul te_d in high shears and with the coll apse parameters estab-
1 i shed~ the solution indicates th_e fr~me will fail due to shear in the 
bar at the top of the right column of-the frame at appro~imately 1.65 
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x-Displacement (in.) y-Displacement.(in.) Moment (k-in.) 
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic 
Node Static Failure Static Fa i 1 ure Static Failure 
5 -.00156 -.00156 - .00017 - .00017 + 7.6220 + 7. 170 
10 -.00548 -.00548 -.00033 -.00033 - 0.5778 - 11.560 
15 -.00922 -.00922 -.00050 -.00050 - 8.7780 - 45.340 
20 -.01024 - .01024 -.00066 -.00067 -16.9800 - 78.280 
25 -.00600 -.00600 -.00084 -.00084 -25.1800 -110.500 
30 -.00012 -.00012 -.00670 -.00865 -15.2400 - 83.220 
35 -.00008 -.00008 -.02275 -.02918 +13.7900 + 11.490 
40 -.00004 -.00004 -.03543 -.04620 +31.2000 + 44.390 
45 ~ 0.0 ~ 0.0 - .04017 -.05251 +37.0100 + 50.370 
50 -.00004 -.00004 -.03543 -.04620 +31.2000 + 44.390 
55 -.00008 -.00008 -.02275 - .02918 +13.7900 + 11.490 
60 -.00012 -.00012 -.00670 -.00865 -15.2400 - 83.220· 
65 +.00600 +.00600 -.00084 -.00084 -25.1800 -110.500 
70 +.01024 + .01024 -.00067 - . 00067 -16.9800 - 78.280 
75 +.00922 +.00922 -.00050 -.Ob050 - 8.7780 - 45.340 
80 +.00548 +.00548 -.00033 -.00033 - 0.5778 - 11.560 
85 +.00156 +.00156 -.00017 -.00017 + 7.6220 + 7. 170 
Figure 24. Problem IPf6--Displacements and Moments 
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left column did not occur, the shear in the corresponding bar to that of 
the failed column is high anci approaching failure. Several attempts 
were made to reduce the high moments at the corners of the frame in the 
dynamic; solution. The impulse loading was stopped short of the corner 
of the frame by one, two and then three noqes. Moments at the corners 
of the frame continued to increase. rapidly even with these changes in 
the loading condition. The. corners of the. frame wel'.'e then restrained 
but the mo~ents were not si gni fi cantly reduced u.nder this condition 
either. The dynamic loading was then applied as a force-time function. 
This lee\ to a slight but. not significant reduction in the moment values. 
4.4.2 Problem IPF7--Portal Frame With Sinu-
soidally Varying Impulse Load on 
Right Column 
The frame from the previous probl,ems was subjected to an impulse 
loading varying sinusoidally over the length of the right column. This 
loading simulates a detonation at some distance to the right .of the 
frame. The solution indicates the frame will fail due to shear at the 
top of the right column of the frame at approximately 2.5 x 10-6 seconds 
after the impulse is applied. The moments were again large as shown in 
Figure 25 and resulted in rapid failure of the frame. 
4.4.3 Problem IPF8--Portal Frame With Sinu-
soidally Varying Impulse Load on 
BeamandRight Column 
In this problem, the frame used in the two previous problems was 
subjecteci to an impulse loading varying sinusoidally over the le.ngth of· 
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x-Displacement (in.) y-Displacement (in.) Moment (k-in.) 
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic 
Node. Static Failure Static Failure Static Fai 1 ure 
5 -.00156 -.00156 -.00017 -.00017 + 7.6220 + 7. 170 
10 -.00548 -.00548 -.00033 -.00033 - 0 .5778 - 11.560 
15 -.00922 -.00922 -.00050 -.00050 - 8.7780 - 45.340 
20 - .01024 -.01024 -.00067 -.00067 -16.9800 - 78.280 
25 -.00600 -.00600 -.00084 -.00084 -25. 1800 -111. 100. 
30 -.00012 -.00012 - ~00670 -.00670 -15.2400 - 89.500 
35 -.00008 -.00008 -.02275 -.02275 +13.7900 + 14. 110 
40 -.00004 -.00004 - .03543 -.03543 +31.2000 + 32.050 
45 ~a.a ~ 0.0 -.04017 -.04017 +37.0100 + 38.020 
50 -.00004 -.00004 -.03543 -.03543 +31.2000 + 32.050 
55 -.00008 -.00008 -.02275 -.02275 +13.7900 + 14. 110 
60 -.00012 -.00012 -.00670 -.00670 -15.2400 - 89.460 
65 +.00600 +.00535 -.00084 -.00084 -25. 1800 -108.900 
70 + .01024 + .00863 - .00067 -.00067 -16.9800 - 69.490 
75 +.00922 +.00713 .... 00050 -.00050 - 8.7780 - 36 .460 
80 +.00548 +.00359 -.00033 -.00033 - 0.5778 - 2 .457 
85 +.00156 + .00103 -.00017 ... 00017 + 7.6220 - 84.930 
Figure 25. Problem IPF7--Displacements and Moments 
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the beam anq right column. In order to si.mulate a. de.tonation above and· 
to the right.of the frame, the loading peaked toward the right end of 
the beam and toward the top of the column as shown in Figure 23(c). 
The solution ind.icates the frame wi.11 fail due to shear at the top of 
· the right column of the frame at approximately 2.5 x 10-6 seconds after 
the impulse is applied. The. results of the s~atic an,d dynamic. loac:Jing 
is shown in Figure· 26. The same condition with high moments experienced 
in the two previous problems occurred with '!;his problem. 
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x-Displacernent (in.) y-Displacemen~ (in.) Moment (k-in.) 
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic 
Node. Static Fai l.ure Sta ti. c Failure Static Failure 
. 
5 -.00156 -.00156 - . 00017 -.00017 + 7.6220 + 7. 170 
lO -.00548 -.00548 -.00033 -.00033 - 0 .5778 - 11. 560 . 
1.5 -.00922 -.00922 -.00050 -.00050 - 8. 7780 - 45. 340 
20 - .0102.4 - .01024 -.00067 -.00067 -16.9800 - 78.280 
25 -.00600 -.00600 -.00084 -.00084 -25. 1800 -111. 100 
30 -.00012 -.00012 -.00670 -.00671 -15.2400 - 89.400 
35 -.00008 -.00008 . -.02275 -.02280 +13.7900 + 14. 180 
40 -.00004 -.00004 - .03543 - .03550 +31 . 2000 + 32 .010 
45 R;; 0.0 R;; 0.0 -.04017 -.04026 +37 .0100 + 37.990 
50 -.00004 -.00004 -.03543 - .03556 +31.2000 + 32.010 
55 -.00008 - .00008. -.02275 -.02299 +13.7900 + 15.380 
60 -.00012 -.00012 - . 00670 -.00690 -15.2400 - 77. 400 
65 +.00600 +.00566 -.00084 -.00084 -25 .1800 - 93. 130 
70 +.01024 +.00998 -.00067 -.00067 -16.9800 - 79. 220 
75 +.00922 +.00910 -.00050 -.00050 - 8. 7780 - 46.320 
80 +.00548 +.00542 -.00033 - .00033 - 0.5778 - 12.560 
85 +.00156 +.00151 -.OQ017 -.00017, + 7.6220 + 7.414 
Figure 26. Problem IPF8--Displacements and Moments. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
5 . l Summary 
A mathematical model for analysis of frames subjected to both static. 
and dynamic loads has been developed. The model permits a wide, variet;y 
of s ta tic and dynamic loads and acc.ounts for members of different cross 
sections. A computer program has been written based on the model. Solu, 
tions obtained using-the program have compared satisfactorily with known 
solutions ·for stati.c loading of reinforced conc.rete frames and for stati<;: 
and dynamic loading of reinforced concrete beams. The dynamic loading 
of a symmetric re,i nforced concrete frame was used to determine the period 
of vibration of the, frame. Results were compared with that of a calcu-
lated period of vibration for t;he frame and indicated that the solution 
process was working properly. In addition, the deflected shape of the 
frame was correct and re_sults remained symmetric for the beam and columns 
throughout the time of the applied loading. The application of the com-
puter program developed to a plane reinforced concrete portal frame with 
fixed supports and subjected to combined static and dynamic l oad_s 1 ed to 
very high moments and shears at the corners of the frame. Several 
attempts were made to reduce these high values at the corn_ers with no 
significant changes. The impulse loading was stopped at different dis-
tances, in terms of-nodes, from the corners but without signif~c;ant 
changes. The corners of the frame were restrained with similar results. 
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The dynamic· loading was then applied as a force-time function. This 
resulted in a slight but not significant reduc;:tion in values. of moments 
and shears at the corners. 
5.2 Conclusion 
Results i.ndi cate that very high moments and shears exist at the 
corners of reinforced concrete portal frames under impulse loading. 
Sinc.e it is not known whether this actually occurs or is a result of 
the bar-spring model developed, it is recommended that .additional re-
search be accomplished using a differen~ type model, perhaps with a con-
tinuous mass. E~perimental testing is also recommended to verify the 
analytical results -Obtained with the model and program. 
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APPENDIX A 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR THE STATIC SOLUTION 
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In the static;: solution process two governing equati ans for each 
joint in the frame are obtained by combining the strain displacement 
and force deformation relations with the equilibrium equations. These 
equati Qns give jqi nt d,i sp l acements in terms of applied l cads. 
CombiniD9 Equations (2.3, 2.6, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12~ 2.13, 2.14, and· 
2. 15) gives : 
(EI)i-1 sin Qi 
[sin Qi-l (ui-2) - cos Qi-1 (vi-2)] - 1/2 (Li){L;_1)(Li-l + L.) , 
+ 1/2 
(EI)i-l sin Qi 
[sin Qi-l ( Ui - l ) - cos Qi-1 (vi-1)] {L.){L. l){L. l + L~) , .. ,_ 1- , . 
(El)i-l sin Qi . 
+ . 2 . [sin Qi (ui_1) - cos Qi (vi_1)] 1/2 (L.) (L. l + L.) , , - , 
[(AE). l + (AE).J cos Q. 
, - , , "[ ( ) ( ) ] + · 2Li cos Qi u1_1 + sin Qi v1_1 
(El) 1_1 sin Qi 
- 2 · · [sin Q. (u.) - cos Q. (v.)] 
1/2 (L;) (Li-l + L;) 1 1 . 1 1 . 
(El) 1 sin Qi 
- 2 · [siD Qi (ui) - cos Qi (v1)J 1/2 (Li) (L; + L1_1) 
(EI) 1 sin Qi 
- 1/2 (L.){L.+l){L. + L·+1l [sin Qi+l (u;) - cos Qi+l (v;)J , , , , 
(EI) 1 sin Qi+l 
- [sin Q. (u.) - cos Q. (v.)] 1/2 (L.){L.+l){L. + L.+l) 1 · 1 1 1 
, . , 1 ., 
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(EI) 1.+l sin gi+l [ . g, (u.) _cos g,+l (v;)J 
_ ___:____:_~ __ _:__;__--:- s rn , + 1. , , . 
- 1/2 (Li+l)2 (Li+l + Li+2) 
[(AE)i-1 + (AE);J cos Qi [cos g, (u.) + sin gi (v;)J 
2L. , , 
1 
[(AE); + (AE)i+l] cos gi+l [cos gi+l (ui) +sin gi+l (v;)J 
2Li+ l 
- s . u. 
Xl 1 
(EI); sin gi [sin gi+l (ui+l) - cos gi+l (vi+l)] 
+ 1/2 (Li)(Li+l)(Li + Li+l) 
(EI); sin gi+l [sin gi+l (ui+l) - cos gi+l (vi+l)] 
+ 2 L ) 1/2 (Li+l) (L; + i+l 
(EI)i+l sin gi+l [sin gi+l (ui+l) - cos gi+l (vi+l)] 
+ 1/2 (Li+l)2 (Li+l + Li+2) 
(EI)i+l sin gi+l [sin Qi+2 (ui+l) 
+ 1/2 (Li+l)(Li+2)(Li+l + Li+2) 
- cos Qi+2 (vi+l)] 
[(AE); + (AE)i+l] cos Qi+l [cos Qi+l (ui+l) 
+ 2Li+l 
+sin Qi+l (vi+l)] 
(EI)i+l sin Qi+l [sin Qi+2 (ui+2) 
- 1/2 (Li+l)(L;+2l(L;+1 + Li+2) 
- cos 91+2 (vi+2)] 
+ Q . = 0. 
Xl 
(A. l) 
Combining Equations (2.3, 2.6, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13~ 2.14, and 
2.16) gives: 
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(EI ) i _ 1 c;os Qi 
+ 1/2 {L.){l. 1){L. 1 + L ) [sin Qi-1 (ui-2) - cos Qi-1 (vi-2)] 1· ,_ ,_ i 
( EI) i _ l cos Qi 
- 1/2 {L ){L ){L + L ) [sin Q1._1 (u,._1) - cos ·Q1._1 (v1._1)] 
. . . l . . l . , ' ,_ . ,_ ,
(EI) i- l cos Qi 
2 [sin Qi (ui_1) - cqs Qi (vi_1)J 
1/2 (Li) (Li-l +Li) 
(EI)i cos Qi 
- . . 2 · . [sin Qi (ui_1) - cos Qi (vi_1)J 
1/2 (Li) (Li + Li+l) 
(EI). cos Q '+l 
1/2 -{L.){l. 1 )(L~ + L. 1) [sin Qi (ui-1) - cos Qi (vi-1)] 
. , . i+ , . 1+. 
[(AE)i-1 + (AE)i] sin Qi 
+ · 2L. [cos Q1. (u. 1) t sin Q. (v. 1)] , ,_ , ,_ 
(EI)i-l cos Qi 
+ ·. 2 · [sin Qi (ui) - cos Qi (vi)] 
1/2 (Li) (Li-l + L;) 
(EI) i cos Qi, 
+ --.,..--:-2-.-......__- [sin Q. (u.) - cos Q. (v.)] () ( ) , ., , , 1/2 L· L. + L.+l , . , , . 
(EI)i cos Qi . 
+ 1/2 {L.)(L. )(L. + L. ) [sin Qi+l (ui) - cos 9i+l (vi)] 
, i+l. , i+l . 
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(~I). cos.Q. 
1/2 (L.)(L~ )(L. 1+ L. ) [sin 91+1 (ui+l) - cos 91+1 (v.+l)] l· l+l· l l+l l 
(EI)i+l cos Qi+l 
2 [sin Qi+l (ui+l) - cos Qi+l (vi+l )] 
l/2 (Li+l) (Li+l + Li+2) 
(EI) i+ l cos Qi+ l 
1/2 (Li+l)(Li+2)(Li+l + Li+2) [sin Qi+2 (ui+l) 
- cos Qi+2 (vi+l)] 
+ [(AE)i + (AE)i+l] sin Qi+l 
2Li+l [cos Qi+l (ui+l) 
+ sin Qi+l (vi+l)] 
( E I)i + l cos Qi+ l 
+ 1/2 (Li+l)(Li+2)(Li+l + Li+2) [sin Qi+2 (ui+2) 
- cos Qi+2 (vi+2)] 
+ Q . = 0. y1 
These two governing equations for joint i are of the form: 
(A. 2) 
al .. , 11 u · 2 + a· 12 v · 2 + b · 11 u · l + b · 12 v · -1 + c · 11 u · 1- 1, . 1- ,, 1- . 1, l 1, l 
+ c. 12 v. + d. 11· u.+l + d .. 1.2 v.+l + e. 1.1 u.+2 1, l 1, l 1, l 1, l 
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+ e .. 12 Y·+2 = -Q ., 1 , 1 Xl (A. 3) 
and 
a,. ,21 u. 2 + a. 22 v. 2 + b. 21 u. l + b. 22 v. l + c. 21 u. 1- 1, 1- 1, 1- 1, 1- 1, 1 
+ e. 22 v.+2 = -Q ·· 1, 1 y1 (A.4) 
By letting, 
2(EI)i-l Con l - ~---.,.....,....,...--.-.-.------.,.---.-
- (L. 1)(L.)(L. l + L.) 1- 1 1- 1 
2(EI)i-l Gon 2 = .-......,2..------( L.) (L. l + L.) 1 1- 1 
2(EI); 
Con 3 = --2~---­( L.) (L. + L.+l) 1 1 1 
2(EI); 
Con 4 = (L.)(L.+l)(L. + L.+l) 1 1 1 1 . 
[(AE). l + (AE).] 
1 - 1 Con 5 = 2L. 
1 
2(El) i 
Con 6 = ---=-2----
( Li+ l) (L; + Li+l) 
2(EI)i+l 
Con 7 = 2 
(Li+l) (Li+l + Li+2) 
[(AE); + (AE)i+l] 
Con 8 = . 2L 
i + l 
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and by using the. appropriate trigonome.tric relations, the coefficients 
of Equations (A.3) and (A.4) can be written as follows: 
a 1 ~ 11 =-Con l (sin Q1)(sin Q1_1) · 
a i , 12 = Con (sin Qi )(cos Qi _ 1 ) 
ai, 21 =Con 1 (cos Qi)(sin Q1_1) 
ai, 22 =-Con 1 (cos Qi)(cos Qi-l) 
bi,ll =Con l (sin Qi)(sin Q1_1) +(Con 2 +Con 3) (sin Qi) 2 
+ Con 4 (sin Qi+l)(sin Qi) +Con 5 (cos Qi) 2 
bi,l 2 =-Con 1 (sin Qi)(cos Qi-l) - (Con 2 +Con 3) (sin Qi) 
(cos Qi) - Con 4 (sin Qi+l)(cos Qi) +Con 5 (cos Qi) 
(sin Qi) 
= -Con 1 (cos Q.)(sin Q. 1) - (Con 2 + Con 3)(cos Q.) 1 1- 1 
(sin Qi) - Con 4 (cos Qi+l)(sin Qi) +Con 5 (sin Qi) 
(cos 91) 
bi,22 =Con 1 (cos Qi)(cos Qi-l) +(Con 2 +Con 3) (cos Qi) 2 
+Con 4 (cos Qi+l)(cos Qi) +Con 5 (sin Qi) 2 
ci,ll =-(Con 2 +Con 3)(sin Qi) 2 - 2 (Con 4)(sin Qi)(sin Qi+l) 
- (Con 6 + Con ?)(sin Qi+l) 2 - Con 5 (cos Qi) 2 
2 
- Con 8 (cos Qi+l) - Sxi 
ci ,12 = (Con 2 +Con 3)(sin Qi)(cos Qi) +Con 4 (sin Qi) 
(cos Qi+l) +Con 4 (sin Qi+l)(cos Qi) + (Con 6 + Con 7) 
(sin Qi+l)(cos Qi+l) - Con 5 (cos Qi)(sin Qi) 
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ci,21 = ci,12 
c;, 22 = -(Con 2 +Con 3)(cos Q1)2 - 2 (Con 4)(cos Q1)(cos Qi+l) 
- (Con 6 + Con ?)(cos Qi+l) 2 - Con 5 (sin Qi) 2 
- Con 8 (sin Qi+l) 2 - Sy; 
di,ll =Con 4 (sin Qi)(sin Qi+l) +(Con 6 +Con ?)(sin Qi+l) 2 
+Con 9 (sin Qi+l)(sin Q;+2) +Con 8 (cos Qi+l) 2 
d1,12 = -Con 4 (sin Q1)(cos Qi+l) - (Con 6 +Con 7) (sin Qi+l) 
(cos Qi+l) - Con 9 (sin Qi+l)(cos Qi+2) 
+Con 8 (cos Qi+l)(sin Qi+l) 
di, 21 =-Con 4 (cos Qi)(sin Qi+l) - (Con 6 +Con 7) (cos Qi+l) 
(sin Qi+l) - Con 9 (cos Qi+l)(sin Qi+2) 
+ Con 8 (sin Qi+l) (cos Qi+l) 
2 d1,22 = Con 4 (cos Qi)(cos Qi+l) + (Con 6 +Con ?)(cos Qi+l) · 
+ Con 9 (cos Qi+l)(cos Qi+2) +Con 8 (sin Qi+l) 2 
ei,ll =-Con 9 (sin Qi+l)(sin Qi+2) 
ei,l 2 =Con 9 (sin Qi+l)(cqs Qi+2) 
ei, 21 =Con 9 (cos Qi+l)(sin Qi+2) 
ei,22 =-Con 9 (cos Qi+l)(cos Qi+2) 
The governing Equations (A.3) and (A.4) can be solved using the 
above matrix coefficients and the back and forth recursion technique 
described in Chapter II. 
APPENDIX B 








One card at the beginning of each problem. Program stops if prob-
lem name is left blank. 
PROB 
NAME PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
1 4 11 80 
TABLE 1--CONTROL DATA 
One card for each problem. 
ENTER "KEEP" TO RETAIN DATA IN 







2 3 4 5 6 7 
+ * ** * ¢ (& 
6 9 11 14 16 19 21 24 26 29 31 34 61 70 
+--Enter 11 YES 11 or 11 N0 11 for static solution. 
*--Output Option: 
l - maximum bending moment, shear and deflection only. 
2 - bending moment, shear and deflection at every station. 
3 - indication of collapse only (for dynamic solution). 
80 
**--Enter only the number of additional impulse loading sets input with 
each problem. 
¢--The number entered determines the time interval for which the 
dynamic response is printed. 
@--The maximum time limit to which the dynamic solution is to be 
carried for each dynamic loading. 
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@@--The time interval which is to be used in the numerical integration 
process in the dynamic solution. If this time increment is left 
blank, the interval is estimated internally in the program. If more 
than 10 iterations are required during any time step before converg-
ence of the numerical integration is achieved; the program will 
terminate. This condition is usually caused by too large a time 
interval and can be corrected 6y reducing the time interval. 
TABLE 2--JOINT COORDINATES AND CROSS SECTION 
DESCRIPTION 
.A rectangular cross section is assumed in the solution. 
1. Joint coordinates and material. Minimum of three cards for 
new Table 2A for a frame. See Figure 27 for a typical frame. 
STA NO. X-COORD Y-COORD MAT 
* CJ I I 0 D 
6 10 15 25 31 40 45 68 
Station Number--There are three fictitious station numbers off each end 
of the frame to simplify the static solution. Station #4 is the 
first station on the frame and is assumed at coordinates x = 0, 
y = O. A maximum of 105 stations are permitted including the six 
fictitious stations automatically generated. A station number with 
coordinates is.required at each location where a member changes 
direction. Omitted stations and coordinates are assigned at equal 
intervals between input stations. 
Material--The option is included for.using different materials at a 
later date. 
*--Enter "END" if station number is last station on frame. 
2. Cross section and reinforcement description. Minimum of two 
cards for new Table 2B and a maximum of 10 cards for all problems. See 
Figure 28 for a general cross section. 
NO. WIDTH DEPTH TOP REINFORCEMENT BOTTOM REINFORCEMENT END 
STA. SEBM SECTION SECTION AREA DEPTH AREA DEPTH * 
c=J I I I D 
6 10 13 16 25 35 45 55 65 75 80 
Station--For constant values through frame, give start and end station. 
For varying values, give station and values at each change. 
Number of Segments--The number of segments the cross section is to be 
divided into. A maximum of 30 segments is allowed. 
-6 
-5 
NJT =NO. OF JOINTS 
REAL____,-
......-------NODES ~ 
I 4 NJT+3 II 
11-3 FICTITIOUS~NJT+4 -p 
I' -2 ...;..,--- NODES NJT + 5 -: : 
J_l NJT+6-U 
Figure 27. Typical Frame 
8 









nsns = NO. OF SEGMENTS 
IN SECTION. 
d 
Figure 28. General Cross Section 
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D 
Reinforcement Description--Values for omitted stations are linearly 
interpolated between input values. 
*--Enter "END" if station number is last statipn on frame. 
TABLE 3--STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
A minimum of three cards is required and a maximum of 11 cards is 
pennitted for a new Table 3. No cards are permitted if preceding Table 
3 is retained. The general form of the curve is shown in Figure 29. 




2. Stress-strain values. Two cards for each curve. 
STRESS VALUE 
MULTIPLIER STRESS VALUES 
77 
11 20 31 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
STRAIN VALUE 
MULTIPLIER STRAIN VALUES 
I I I I I I I I I I 
11 20 31 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
Maximum of five curves is allowed. Curve stress and strain values must 
proceed from the most negative to the most positive values. Ten stress 
and strain values are required. A nonzero multiplier must also be in-
put. 
The last curve input is used for all reinforcement. 
TABLE 4--BEAM/COLUMN MASS AND ELASTIC SUPPORTS 
A minimum of one card is required for each problem, and a maximum 
of 10 cards is permitted for all problems. If no data is included, in-
sert a blank card. 
FROM TO CONT MASS PER HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SUPT 
STA. STA. CODE UNIT LENGTH SUPPORT SUPPORT CODE 
* 
"t 
I I I 0 I I n 
6 10 15 20 31 40 51 60 70 75 
* Code = 0 for last card in Table 4. 
= l if data varies linearly between values at "FROM STA" on this 
card and values at 11 TO STA" on next card. 
= 2 for end of distribution sequence. 
= 3 if data is unifonnly distributed between "FROM STA" and 11 TO 
STA. 11 
Remarks: If "FROM STN1 = 11 TO STA11 and Code = 0 or 3, values are assumed 
to be concentrated; otherwise, all values are assumed to be 
given per unit length. Overlapping distributions and concen-
trated values are cumulative. 
Data values are linearly interpolated between input values and 
are lurriped at each station according to station coordinates. 
A nonzero value of beam/column mass must be provided for every 
· real station in the frame if a dynamic solution is to be per-
fonned. 
-t Undeflecting supports at "FROM STA11 for dynamic solution 
only. 
Code = 11 SL 11 for vertical support only. 
= 11 SA 11 for horizontal support only. 
= 11AL 11 for horizontal and vertical support. 
TABLE 5--STATIC LOADS 
A minimum of one card is required for each problem and a maximum 
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of 10 cards is pennitted for all problems. A blank card must be insert-
ed if no additional data is to be provided. 
FROM m 
STA. STA. 







31 40 50 
* Code designated in Table 4 applies. 
Data in Table 5 are, cumulative. 
Data values are linearly interpolated between input values and are 
lumped at each station according to station coordinates. 
TABLE 6--IMPULSE LOADING . 
The number of sets of data is according to the number of dynamic 
loadings specified in Table 1. No cards are required if no dynamic 
loading is specified. A minimum of one card per dynamic loading set is 
required. A maximum of 20 cards per set and a maximum of 20 sets is 
permitted. 
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Each data set is treated as an independent dynamic loading and is 
superimposed on the static loading specified in Table 5. Data are cumu-
lative for each data set. 
I 
6 
INITIAL INTERMEDIATE FINAL IMP. 
STA. VALUE STA. VALUE STA. VALUE CODE END 
* 
"t" 
I 0 D 
10 20 26 30 40 46 eo 60 64 70 
Concentrated Impulse: enter data at initial station only. 
Distributed Impulse: 
Linear Variation: enter data for initial and final station 
only, leaving intermediate station blank. 
Parabolic Variation: enter data for initial and final stations 
and data for one. 
* Impulse Code = l for vertical impulse. 
= 2 for horizontal impulse. 
"t" Enter 11 END 11 on last card in each data set. Leave blank otherwise. 
Remarks: Data values may be concentrated or distributed with either 
linear or parabolic variation. Distributed values are lumped 
as equivalent concentrated values. 
80 
The solution process is extremely sensitive to abrupt changes 
in slope of distributed impulse loading curves. Such changes 
should be avoided. Straight lines are not acceptable approxi-
mations of curved distributions for impulse loadings. 
TABLE 7--COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
The number of cards required is specified below with each major 
heading. No cards are required i.f there are no dynamic loads or if 
Table 7 is retained. 
1. Deflection limits. One card is required for a new Table 7. 
HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
DEFL. DEFL. 
11 20 30 
2. Shear limits. A minimum of one card is required for a new 
Table 7 and a maximum of 10 cards is permitted. 
TERM ULTIMATE 
STA. SHEAR 
6 10 16 25 
The ultimate shear capacity is assumed constant over the region 
between input stations. Enter terminal station number for each region. 
The last station number input must be the end station number for the 
frame. For constant value throughout frame, the end station would be 
used and only one card is required. 
3. Thrust-moment interaction diagram data. Multipliers: A mini-
mum of one card for a new Table 7 and a maximum of 10 cards is permit-
ted. 
AXIAL 
TERM FORCE MOMENT 
STA. MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER 
6 10 16 25 35 
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Multipliers are assumed constant over region of frame between input 
stations. Enter terminal station number for each region. The last sta-
tion input must be the End Station No. for the frame. 
4. Nondimensional thrust-moment values. A minimum of two cards is 






P2 P3 P4 P-ULT P5 P6 P7 
36 40 45 50 155 60 6!1 70 
MOMENT VALUES 
Ml M2 M3 M4 M6 M7 M6 M9 
31 35 40 45 50 56 60 65 70 75 
Remarks: The frame is assumed to collapse when the horizontal or ver-
tical deflection, the total shear on the cross section or a 
combination of axial thrust and bending moment at any station 
exceeds the limits specified in Table 7. 
The uniform level of strain corresponding to P-ultimate is 
used.to compute the location.of the plastic centroid in order 
to compare computed thrusts and moments with values on the 
interaction diagram for each station. 
END OF RUN 














M9 M6 MaM1 
MOMENT VALUES 
Figure 30. Typical Nondimensional Interaction Diagram 
APPENDIX C 
FORTRAN LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
83 
/ 
PROGRAM ZPOLE I INPUT, OUTPUTI 







COHHON /IO/ 1011401, I021191, NPROB IHPF 50 
COHHON /CONT/ TlIH, OTIHE. IOOPT, ISOPr, ISTAT, l(EEPl71, NOL, NOUTIHPF 60 
OCOHHON /XSECTN/ XNl101, YNl10I, BNl101, DNl101, ATNl101, DTNl101, IHPF 70 
1 ABNUOI, OBNl101, JSNUOI, JSNBUOI, MATNUOI, IMPF 80 
2 NCT2A, NCT28, NSNS, IENDN IHPF qo 
COHHON /CURVES/ EPSHULl51, EPSNl10,51, SIGMULl51, SIGNC10,51,NSSC IHPF 100 
OCOHHON /BEAKN/ BMASSNC101, SXNl101, SYNltOloISC 1101, IMPF 110 
1 JI41101o JL41101, KONT41101, NCT4 IMPF 120 
COHHON /LOADN/ QNl10,21, JI51101, JL5CtOI, KONT51tOI, NCT5 IMPF t30 
OCOHHON /IHPN/ QI1Nl201t QI2Nl201, QUN1201, IPCODNl201, JI&l201t IHPF hO 
t JMol201, JL&l201, NCSl201t NSETS IHPF t50 
OCOHHON /XSECT/ Blt051, Dlt051, ATCt051o OTl1051o ABlt051, DBltl51oIHPF t60 
t 'CGU051 0 AE11051, EIC1051, HATUOSI IMPF 170 
OCOMHON /BEAH/ Xlt051, Yl1051, XYLlt051, SX1t051, SYlt051, Hilt051oIHPF teo 
t BHA,SSl1051, OPClton, u11os1, Vl1051, UD1t051, IHPF t90 
2 VDl1051, 01185,21, Qllt05,21t ,NJT IHPF zoo 
COHHON /FORCEN/ BHl1051o TUOSI IMPF ZtO 
DATA ITEST I 4H /, NO I 3H NO /, ZERO I O.OEOO I IHPF 220 
tOOO FORHAT I tHt I IMPF 230 
c-----READ AND ECHO INPUT INFORMATION IMPF 240 
100 CALL INECHO IHPF 250 
c-----DISTR!BUTE INPUT DATA TO BEAM/COLUMN STATIONS IMPF 269 
CALL DIST IHPF 270 
c-----SOLVE FOR STATIC EFFECTS IF REQUIRED IHPF z~o 
IF I !STAT ,EQ, NO I GO TO 111 IllPF 298 
CALL STATIC IHPF 300 
PRINT tOOO IMPF 310 
TIHE = ZERO IHPF 320 
C-----PRINT STATIC RESULTS IHPF 330 
CALL ou1't>'uT 1'fSOPT, 1'1!1£, r. 9'14, x. Y, XTL, u, v, NJT I IHPF 340 
c-----SOLVE FOR DYNAMIC EFFECTS IMPF 350 
IF I NOL ,EQ, O l GO TO tOO IMPF 3&0 
110 PRINT 1000 IHPF 370 
CAll OYN~H IHPF 3,0 
c-----RETURN FOR NEW PROBLEM IHPF 390 
IF I NPROB ,NE. ITEST I GO TO 100 IHPF 400 
STOP IHPF 4t 0 
ENO IHPF 420 
SUBROUTINE !NECHO INEC t9 
C INEC 20 
C-----READ AND ECHO INPUT DATA FOR IHPFH INEC 31 
C INEC 40 
C !NEC 50 
COHHON /IO/ 1011401, I021t91, NPROB !NEC 60 
COHHON /CONT/ TlIH, DTIME, IDOPT, ISOPT, ISTAT, KEEP171, NOL, NOUT!NEC 70 
OCOHHON /XSECTN/ XNCt91, YNltOI, BNl101, DNl101, ATNl101t DTNl1Dlo INEC 80 
1 ABNltOlo OBNltOlo JSNl101, JSNBl101, MATNltDI, INEC 90 
2 NCT2Ao NCT2B, NSNS, IENON INEC tOO 
COHHON /CURVES/ EPSHUll5,l o EPSN 110 ,51, SIGHUll51, SIGNUO,Sl ,NSSC INEC ttu 
OCOHHON /BEAHN/ BHASSNl101, SXNltOI, SYNltOl,ISC ltOI, !NEC t20 
t Jl41101, Jl41tDlo KONT41t01t NCT4 INEC 130 
COHHON /lOAON/ QNlt0,21 0 JI51101, JL51101, KONT51101, NCT5 INEC t40 
OCOHMON /IMPN/ QitNC20J, Q!ZNl201t QI3Nl201, IPCOONl201, JI61201, INEC t50 
t JH6120J, JL61201, NCSl201, NSETS INEC 160 
OCOHMON /XSECT/ 811051, Dl1051, ATC1051o OTUOSlt ABl1051, DBl1051oINEC 170 
1 CGl1051, AEl1051t EIC1051, HAT11051 INEC 190 
OCOHHON /BEAM/ XltD51, YltOSI, XYLl1051, SXl1051, SYltOSI, HI11051,INEC 190 
1 0MASSl1051, DPCl105J, Ul1D51, VltOSI, UDl,1051, INEC zoo 
2 VOlt051t a11os,21. 0111os,21, NJT INEC 2tO 
OCOHHON I FAUN/ UllAX, VMAX, SNAXNUOI, PMULNllOI, BHULN1101, INEC 220 
t SHAXlt05lt PHULlt051t BHULl1051, PIANl91, BIANl91, EPSU, INEC 230 
2 JS7Nltllt NST7o JIA71101, NIA7 INEC 240 
COHHON /FORCEN/ 8Mlt051, Tl1051 INEC 250 
DIMENSION IIl71 INEC 260 
DATA IENO, !TEST, !YES, KEEPI I 3H£ND, 4H , 3HYES, 4HKEEP I INEC 270 
DATA NEW, KNEW I 4H NEW, 4H NEN /, ZERO I o,OEDO I INEC 280 
C INEC 290 
tOOO FORMAT I 2DA4 I !NEC 300 
1010 FORMAT c sx, 6CA~. IX), sx, AJ, !2, IJ,12,3x,12.sx,2E10.3 , INEC 310 
1015 FORMAT I sx, rs, 215X, E10.JI. 4X, 11, zox, A3 I !NEC 320 
tD20 FORMAT I sx. IS, Et0.3, tox, 3E10.3, 5X, A3 I !NEC 310 
t030 FORMAT I sx. rs, 2x, 13, 6EtO.J, 2x, A3 I INEC 340 
tOltO FORMAT I 5X, IS, 5X, 4E1.0.3 I !NEC 350 
t050 FORHAT I tax, ft0.3, tax, tOFS.O I INEC 360 
t060 FORMAT I sx, 315, tax, Eto.3, tax, 2Et0.3, 3X, A2 I IN£C 370 
1070 FORHAT I sx, JI5, 1ox, 4£10.3 I INEC 380 
1080 FORMAT ltox. 4EtD.3 I INEC 390 
tD9D FORHAT I 31 SX, IS, E10.3 1, 3Xo I1, 3Xo AJ I INEC 490 
20000FORHAT I tHt, //, !NEC 410 
1 47H PROGRAM IMPFH - FOR ANAtYSIS OR P~EO!CTION INEC 4ZO 
2 28H OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE FRAMES INEC 430 
3 I StH UNDER STATIC OR IMPULSE LOAOS !NEC 440 
4 '"· 21 5X, ZOA4t I I I !NEC 459 
20t0 FORHAT I I 1JH PROBLEM • A4. II, tax. 19A4 I INEC 460 
202DOFORHAT l///J5H TABLE 1, PROGRAH CONTROL DATA !NEC 470 
t // 35H RETAIN PRIOR DATA TABLES , 61 It, 2H , I IINEC 480 
2030 FORMAT J5H STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED t SX, A5 I !NEC 4qo 
2040 'FORHAT 35H STATIC OUTPUT OPTION , 9X, I1 I INEC 500 
205DOFORHAT 36H NUHBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS, 6X, I3, !NEC 5t0 
t I J5H DYNAHIC OUTPUT OPTION , 9Xt It, INEC 520 
2 I 35H OUTPUT INTERVAL ' ax,. 12, !NEC 530 
3 I 35H TIHE LIHIT , £10,3 I !NEC 540 
20600FORHAT (///50H TABLE 2. JOINT COORDINATES ANO CROSS SECTIO~ INEC 550 
t 11HDESCRIPTION I !NFC 5&0 
2070 FORMAT I I 45H USING DATA FROH P~EVIOUS PR08LEH I INEC 570 
20800FORMAT l///40H A.JOINT COOPQINATES AND MATERIAL , INEC 5~0 
1 // 51H JT,NO, X-COORD Y-COORO !NEC 590 
2 17H HATEIUAL II INEC &00 
2090 FORMAT 116X, IJ, 1x. EiO.J, 6X. Et0.3, 9X, IJI INEC &to 
21000FORHAT I// 4tH a.c~oss SECTION ANO REINFORCEMENT INEC &20 
1 t2H DESCRIPTION INEC 630 
2 // 48H STA WIDTH DEPTH TOP !NEC 640 
3 J5H REINF BOTTOH REINF NO, INEC &50 
4 I 47H SECT, SECT, AREA INEC 660 
5 37H DEPTH AREA D~PTH SEGH, , II I !NEC 670 
2105 FORMAT ( l~X, 15, 6Et0.3, 1X, 13 ~ INEC 6~0 
2t20 FORHAT l///J5H TABLE 3. STRESS-SHAIN CUOVfS INfC 690 









( I JOH 
( JOH 
(///52H 
STRESS VALUE SCAlE FACTOR, E12,3, !NEC 710 
STRAIN VALUE SCAt• FACTOR, Et2.3 JINEC 720 
STRESS INPUT VALUES '• 15X, 1DF7,J I INEC 730 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES • '• tsx, 10F7,3 I INEC 740 
TABLE 4, BEAH/COLUMN MASS ANO ELASTIC SUPPORTS !NEC 750 






HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SUPPORT INEC 770 
STA STA COOE INEC 780 
SUPPORT SUPPORT COOE II INEC 790 
2170 FQ~MAT 9Xt 
2180 FORHAT ( I 45H 
21900FORHAT l///30H 
315, 4Xt E12.3, 12Xr 2E12.3r 5:(., A2 ) INEC 800 
1 // 52H 
2 I SDH 
22000FORHAT (///30H 
22100FORHAT !II 33H 




2220 FORMAT I I 19H 
22300FORHAT l///35H 
1 II 35H 
2240 FORMAT I 9X, 3!5, 
2250 FORMAT ll//35H 
22600FORHAT I// JOH 
l II 46H 
2 42H 
AOOITIONAL OATA FOR THIS P009LEH I I H!EC 610 
TABLE 5, STATIC LOA OS INEC 820 
FROH TO CONT HORIZONTAL VERTICAL INEC 630 
STA STA CODE LOAO LOAD /IINEC 8•0 
UBLE. •• !>!PULSE LOADING I INEC 8.50 
IHPULSE LOADING NUHBE~ , !2, INEC SoO 
INHIAL INTERMEDIATE INEC 670 
FINAL LOAOING INEC SlO 
SfA IMPULSE STA IMPULSE !NEC 890 
STA IMPULSE CODE .n INEC gno 
NONE I I !NEC 910 
TABLE 1. PROGRAM CONTROL DATA !NEC 920 
NO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCISEO I I !NEC 930 
.a.x, 'tf12.J ) INEC 9<+0 
TABLE 7, COLLAPSE PARAMETERS INEC 950 
DISPLACEMENT LIMITS , !NEC 900 
MAX HO!!lZONTAL HAX VERTICAL INEC 970 
OEFL OEFL INEC 9l0 




2~70 FORHAT 35H 
228 0 FORMAT 46H 
?.zqooFo~"AT c11 25H 
1 II 35H 
2 I 35H 






2300 FORMAT ( ZOX11 rs, E12.J, 3X, Et2.3 I 
SHEAI< 
VALUE, 
23100FORHAT (// 35H INTERACTION DIAGRAM OATA , 
l // JOH MULTIPLIERS , 
2 I 52H TER• AXIAL FORCE 













23200FORMAT (/I 43H COMPRESSIVE STRAIN AT P-ULT , ~12,3 0 INEC1120 
1 II 40H 
2 /, 2ox, DP9F7.3 ) 
23300FORHAT ( 35H 
1 1, 2ox, 9F7.3 J 
AXIAL FORCE INPUT VALUES INEC1130 
>!OHENT INPUT VALUES 
1Ni::c11tto 
INEC1150 
2340 FO~MAT ( 9X1 141 
c 








IF I KNEW ,NE, NEW I GO TO 100 
REAO 1000, I ID11IJ, != 1, l+O I 
KNEW = !TEST 
~€AO 101)(! 1 NPROB, ( I02CIJ, I= 1, 19 ., 
PRINT 2000 1 ( IOlUI, I = 1, 40 J 
PRINT 201'1 1 NPROf:l, ( I02U>, I = 1, 19 
c-----TEST roq FNO OF ~UN 
c 
IF I NPROB ,EQ, !TEST I GO TO qggg 
c 
C-----oEA.D AND [CHO TABLE 1, PROGRAM CONTROL OATA 
c 
OREAO 1!J10, CKE~PUl 1 1=2,7), ISTAT 1 ISOPT, NOL, IOOPT, NOUT, 
1 TLIH, OTIME 
= 0 
= l 
00 110 I = 2, 7 
II!KJ = 0 

























J = J • 
K = k + 
110 CONTINUE 
IF I J , GT, 0 I GO T 0 114 
PRINT 2230 
GO TO 116 
114 PRINT 2020, ( IIIII, I lo J 
116 PRINT 2030, !STAT 
IF ( !STAT ,NE, IVFS I GO TO 120 
PRINT 2~40, ISOPT 
120 IF I NOL ,EQ, 0 I GO TO 130 
PRINT 2050, NOL, IDOPT, NOUT, TLIM 
IF I OT!ME ,EQ, ZEROI GO TO 122 
123 P~INT 2270 0 OTIME 
GO TO 125 
122 PRINT 2280 
125 CONTINUE 
C READ ANO ECHO TABLE 2, JOINT COORDINATES AND CROSS SCCTION OAO 
c 
130 PRINT 20&0 
IF I KEEPl21 ,EQ, KEEP! l GO TO 150 
c 




DO 132 I = 1, 105 
XUJ .: ZERO 
YIII = ZERO 
XYL II I = ZERO 
IHIII = ZERO 
Bill = ZERO 




ABI II ZERO 
DBI! I ZERO 
CG I II ZERO 
AE!II ZERO 
EIIII HRO 
QII,11 = ZERO 
an.2• = ZERO 
QIII,11 = ZERO 
QIII,21 = ZERO 
0MASS II I = ZERO 
$XCIJ = ZERO 
SY I! I = ZERO 
T II I = ZERO 
qMIII ZE~O 
UD III ZERO 
VDIII ZERC 
NCT2A = 
r. READ CONTROL PCTNT DATA 
c 
r 
JN = 4 
X (JNI = ZERO 
YIJNI : ZERO 
GO TO 140 
13~ JN = JSNCNCTZAI 
X (JNI = XN !NCT2AJ 
YIJNJ = YN !NCT241 
C PROGRA• ASSUMES NOOE I+ AT O,O AND GENERATES FICTITIOUS NO~ES 
C ONLY NOO!'S WHERE CHANGES IN DIRECTIONS OCCUR NEEO BE •EAJ IN 
c 






































































INE: G?IJ '.30 
INEC?1!JI) co 
U1 



















INEC23 0 0 
lNEC2310 
c 




NJT = JSNINCT2AI - 3 
IF I JSNINCT2AI .EQ, JN I 
IF I !ENON , EQ, !END I GO 
NCT2A = NCT 2A • 1 
GO TO 140 
PRINT 2070 
GO TO 135 
TO 1&0 








DO 170 I = 1, NCT2A 
PRINT 2090, JSNIII, XNIIJ, 'l'N(Il, HATNlll 
CONTINUE 
IF I KEEP121 ,fQ, KEEP! I GO TO 180 
READ CROSS SECTION AND REINFORCE~ENT DESCRIPT?ON 
NCT28 = 1 
146DREAO 1030, JSNBINCT2BJ, NSNS, BNINCT28J, ONINCT2BJ, ATN<NCT2BJ, 








FINAL NODE DOES NOT INCLUDE FICTITIOUS NODES AT THAT ENO 
IF I !ENON ,EQ, IENO 
NCT2B = NCT2B • 
GO TO 146 
GO TO 160 
c-----ECHO CROSS SECTION DATA 
c 
160 PRINT 2188 
DO 190 I = 1, NCT2B 












IF I KEEPl31 ,fQ, KEEPI I GO TO 210 
READ 1020, NSSC 
DO 200 I = 1, NSSC 
READ 1050, SIG~ULCIJ, C SIGNIJ,IJ, J = 1, 10 
~EAO 1050, EPSHULIII, C EPSNIJ,II, J = 1, 10 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 220 
PRINT 2070 
00 230 I = 1, NSSC 
PRINT 2130, I, S!GHULIII, EPSHULIII 
PRINT 21'+0 9 C SIGN(J,IJ, J 1,10 I 








































If C KEEP(ol .NE, KEEP! I GO TO 240 
P~!NT ?HO 
OP•fNT 2170, IJI41II, JL41Il, KONT4CII, BHASSNIII, 
1 SXNIII' SVNIII .rscu" I = 1, NCh I 
PRINT 2180 
IF I NCT4 .EO. 1 I GO TO 234 
lF I KONT41NCT4 - 11 ,rn, 1 I GO TO 236 
KONT<t I NCT4 I 3 
GO TO 236 















NCI4 NCT4 + 1 
GO TO 250 
240 NCI4 
250 NCT4 NCI4 
2&00RFAO 1~60, JI41NCT4J, Jl41NCT41, KONT4CNCT4J, BHASSNINCT41, 
1 SXNINCT41, S'l'NINCT41,ISCINCT41 
IF I KONT41NCT41 .LE, 0 I GO TO 270 
NCT4 = NCT4 • 1 
GO TO 260 
2700PRINT 2170, I 
1 
Jl4CIJ, JL'+(II, l<ONTitUI, BHASSN(II., 
SXNUJ, SYNCU, ISC(Il,:,l =·-NCl4, NCTlt 




IF I T<EEPl51 .NE, KEEP! GO TO 280 
PRINT 2070 
00 275 I = 1, NCT5 
PRINT 2240, JI5CIJ, JL5CII, KONT51IJ, QNII,11, ONII,21 
275 CONTINUE 
PRINT 2180 
IF I NCT5 .EQ, 1 .1 GO TO 27& 
IF I KONT5 CNCT5 - 11 , EQ, 1 I GO TO 277 
27& KONT5 I NCT5 I 3 
GO TO 278 
277 KONT5 C NCT5 I = 
278 CONTINUE 
NCI5 NCT5 • 1 
GO TO 290 
260 NCI5 1 
290 NCT5 NCI5 
3000REAO 1070, JI51NCT51, JL5CNCT51, KONT51NCT51, ON<~CT5,1J, 
1 QNCNCT5,21 
IF I KONT51NCT51 .LE. 0 I GO TO 310 
NCT5 = NCT5 • 1 
GO TO 300 . 
310 no 315 I = NCI5, NCT5 
PRINT 2240, JI51II, JL5fIJ, KONT51II, QNII,11, ONII,21 
315 CONTINUE 
C-----REAO ANO ECHO TABLE 6, IMPULSE LOADING 
c 
PRINT 2200 




GO TO 350 
320 PRINT 207 0 
NCL 
00 330 I = 
NCI = 
NCL = 
pq1NT i21C, I 
1, NSETS 
NCL • 1 
NCL • NCSIII 
OPH~T 23lt0, I Jl&<N•, QIHHNI, JMf.dNI, CI2~PJJ, JlbfNI, '1T3NfNJ, 
t IPCOON<Nt, N ~NCI, ~CL ) 
330 CONTINUE 







IF I NOL ,fQ, 0 I GO TO •DO 
NSI = NSETS + 1 
NSETS = NSETS • NOL 
NS = NS I 
N = NCL 
NCSINSI = D 
N = N • 1 
!090, JI61NI, OI1NINI, JH61'1, OI2~1NI, JLOINJ, OI3NINI, 
IPCOONnn. KODE 
NCS (N$1 = NCS <NSI • 1 











































































IF C NS .EQ. NSETS I GO TO 380 
NS = NS • 1 
GO TO 360 
380 NCL 0 
00 390 I = NSI, NSETS 
NCI = NCL • 1 
NCL = NCL + NCS III 
PRINT 2210, I 
00 388 N NCI, NCL 
OPRINT 23~0, Jl6CNI, QI1NINI, JH61NI, OI2NINI, JL61NI, QIJN!NJ, 
1 IPCODNCNI 















GO TO 410 
PRINT 2220 
CONTINUE 
REAO ANO ECHO TABLE 7. COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
PRINT 2250 
IF I NSETS .EQ. 0 I GO TO 460 
IF I KEEPl71 .NE. KEEP! I GO TO 412 
PRINT 2070 
GO TO i.30 
READ 1080, UHAX, VHAX 
NST7 = 1 
~EAD 1oi.o, JS7NINST71,SHAXNINST71 
IF IJS7NINST71 .EO. NJT+JI GO TO 416 
NST7 = NST7 • 1 
GD TO 4H 
NIA7 = 1 
READ 1oi.o, JIA7CNIA71. PHULNINIA71, 8HULNINIA71 
IF IJIA7CNIA71 .EQ. NJT+JI GD TO 420 
NIA7 = NU7 + 1 
GO TO 418 
READ 1050, EPSU, I PUNIII, 1,9 
READ 1050, DUH, ( BIANII•, lt9 
PRINT 2260, UHAX, VHAX 
PRINT 2290 
DO 440 I = 1, NST7 
PRINT 2300, JS7NIII, SHAXNIII 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 2310 
00 450 I = 1, NIA7 
PRINT 2300, JIA71II, PHULNIIJ, BMULNIII 
CD~TINUE 
?~INT 2320, EPSU, C PIAN<U, I::: 11 9 , 
PRINT 2330, I 0IANIII, I= 1, 9 I 
EPSU ABS IEPSUI 










































































COHHON /IOI ID11i.01, ID21191, NPRO". DIST 
CDHHON /CONT/ TLIH, DTIHE, IDOPT, ISOPT, !STAT, KEEPl71, NOL, NOUTOIST 
OCOHHON /XSECTN/ XNl101, YNC10J, BNl101, DNl101, ATNl101, OTNl101, DIST 
1 A9Nl101, OBNl101, JSNl10J, JSN81101, HATNl101, DIST 
2 NCT2A, NCTZB, NSNS, !ENON DIST 
COH"DN /CURVES/ EPSHULl51, EPSNC10,5J, SIGHULC51, SIGNl10,51,NSSC DIST 
OCDHMON /BEAHN/ BHASSNUGI. SXNl101. SYNl101 ,rsc 1101' DIST 
1 JI4C1CI, Jli.1101, KONT4C10J, NCT4 DIST 
COHHON /LOAON/ QNl10,21, JI51101, Jl51101, KONT5C101, NCT5 DIST 
OCDHHON /IHPN/ Ql1Nl201, QIZNIZOJ, QI3Nl201, IPCOONl201, JI~l20I, DIST 
1 JH61201, Jl61201, NCSl201, NSfTS OIST 
OCOHMON IXSECTI 811051, 011051, ATC1051, DTl1051, ABl105J, DBl1051,DIST 
1 CGU051, AEl105J,.Eil1051, HATl1051. DIST 
OCOHHDN /BEAM/ Xl1051, Yl1051, XYLC1051, SXl1051, SYl1051, HIIH51,0IST 
1 BHASSC105J, DPCl1051, Ul1051, Vl1051, UDl1051, DIST 
2 VDl1051, Ql105,2J, QI1105,2J, NJT DIST 
OCOHHON I FAILN/ UHAX, VHAX, SHAXNl101, PHULNl101, 8HULN1101, OIST 
1 SMAXl1051, PHULC1051, BHULl1051, PIANl91, BIANl9J, EPSU, DIST 
2 JS7Nl101, NST7, JIA7110J, NIA7 DIST 
ODIHENSION OUH1101, OUH211UI, OUH315,2J, OUH51301, DUH61301 OIST 
DATA ZERO I a.DEBO I, NO I JH NO I DIST 















































NJP2 NJT + 2 
NJP3 NJT + 3 
NJPi. >JJT 4 
NJP5 NJT 5 
NJP6 NJT + b 
NCT2A = 1 
JN = 4 
NSTOP = JSNINCT2AI - JN 
OX = IXNINCT2AI - X IJNll 
DY= IYNCNCT2AI - YIJNJI 
!START = JN • 1 
!STOP = JSN CNCT2A I 
00 110 I = !START, !STOP 
XIII = XII - 11 + DX 
YCII = YII - 11 + DY 
110 CONTINUE 
JN = JSNCNCT2AI 
NCT2A = NCT2 A + 1 
IF IJN oNE. NJT + 31 GO TO 100 
115 CONTINUE 
XIJI -XC51 
Xl21 Xl31 - Xl51 
Xiii Xl21 + Xl31 
Yl31 -Yl51 
Yl21 YC31 - Yl51 
Yl11 Yl21 • Yl31 
OX= X<JNJ • XCJN-11 
av= YIJNJ .... V(JN-U 
XCJN+1J XfJNl + OX 
X(JN+21 XCJNt-1) + OX 
X IJN•31 X CJN+21 + OX 
V(JNt-1) V(JNI + OY 
Y (JN+2t Y (JNt-1) + OY 
YCJNt3) YCJN+21 • CY 
c-----orsTqIBUTE MATE~IAL DATA 
c 
00 118 I = •• NJPJ 
































































































BN, Bt NCT29 > 
ON, O, NCT2B ) 
ATN, AT, NCT2B 
OTN, OT, N!;TZB 
ABN, AB, NCT2B 
08No OB, NCT21l 
c-----oISTR!BUTE BEAM/COLUMN STATIC LOAD OATA 
c 
C-----DETERHINE LENGTH OF MEMBERS FOR HASS CALCULATION 
c 
c 
DO 125 I = z, NJP6 
125 CONTINUE 
XL= XIII - X<I-11 
YL = YtII - Y II-11 
XYL II I = SQRT I IXL 
HIIII = XYLCII 
• XLJ + -(YL • YLH 
C---•-OETERHINE COORDINATES AT NODES Al.ONG FRAME •':•8ERS 
c 
126 
XYl 111 = ZERO 
00 126 I = 1, NJP5 



























CALL l~TRP2 CJI4, JL4, KONT4o BKASSN, BHASS, XYL, NCT41 




CALL INTRP2 (Jl4, Jl'+t KONT4, SYN, SY, X, NCT41 
IF I !STAT ,EQ, NO I GO TO 128 
DIST 990 
DIST1000 
CALL INTRP2 CJI5, JL5, KONT5, QNl1111, 0(1,11, Y, NCT51 









































00 150 I 





ATCJ), OTCI>, ABCU, Of)(I>" EC!, ES1, 













IF I NSETS ,EQ, 0 I GO TO 250 
IF I NST7 ,GT, 1 I GO TO 170 
CO 160 I = 1, NJ~O 
SHAXIII = SMAXNl11 
r.ONTINUE 
GO TO 180 
CALL INTRP1 I JS7N, SHAXN, SMAX, NST7 I 
IF l NIA7 ,GT, 1 I GO TO 208 
00 1'90 I = 1, NJPEi 
BMULIII BMULN 111 
PMULIII = PHULNl11 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 210 
CALL I~TPP! ( JIA7, P~ULN, PMUL, NIA7 
Gii.LL l"'TRP1 l JIA7, BHULNt BMUL, NTD.7 
CO.H!NUE 
























00 240 J = 5, NJPZ DIST1420 
00 220 I = 1, JO OIST1430 
OUH5 til = ZERO OIST1440 
DUK61ll = ZERO DIST1~50 
220 CONTINUE OIST1460 
PEPSA = ZERO OIST1470 
PPHI = ZERO OIST1480 
PHI = ZERO OISTH90 
EPSOT ZERO OIST1500 
EPSOB = ZERO OIST1510 
TEORT = ZERO DIST1520 
TEORB = ZEl!O OIST15.JO 
CALL !FORCE IPEPSA, PPHI, DUM5, BH, T, EPSU, PHI, DIJI, ATIJJ, DIST1540 
1 OT(J),, AB(JJ. 08CJ), 0(J), CG(J) 9 NSNS, EPSt1UL, EPSN,OIST1550 
2 SIGHUL, SIGN, NSSC, MAT, EPSOT, EPSOS, OU~6, TEORT, OISl1560 
3 TEORBI OIST1570 
DPCIJI = CGIJl • 9H ' T OIST1580 
240 CONTINUE OIST1590 
OPCl41 = CGl41 OIST1600 
OPCINJP31 = CG INJPJI OIST1610 




S~BROUTINE INTRP1 < JS, ZN, z, NC !NTR 10 
~-----L NEAR INTERPOLATION ROUTINE INTR 20 !NTR JO 
c INTR 40 
c INTR 50 
OIHENSION JSl101, ZNUOI, z 11051 INTR 60 
DATA ZERO I O.OEOO ' INTR 70 
DO 100 I " 1, ·105 INTR 60 
Z III =·ZERO INTR 90 
100 CONTINUE INTR 100 
Z14l = Zlll11 INTR 110 
DO 200 N " 2, NC !NTR 120 
NEL = JSINI - JSIN-11 INTR uo 
OENOH = NEL INTR 140 
DELZ = l ZN lNJ - ZNIN-11 , I OENOM INT~ 150 
!STRT = JS IN-11 + 1 INTR 16 0 
!STOP = JS INI INTR 170 
00 200 I " ISTRT, !STOP INTR 160 
ZIIl = ZII-11 • DElZ l"!TQ 1qo 200 CO~TINUE INTQ 200 
c INTR 21n 
RETURN INT~ 220 
ENO INT 1~ 230 
co 
co 
SUBROUTINE INTRP2 Jt, JL, KONT, ZN, Zt x, NC I 
c 





OIHENSION Jil101, Jll101, KONTl101, ZNl101, Zl1051, Xl1051 
OATA ZERO, TWO, SIX , o.oEOO, 2.0£00, &.0£00 , 
DO 100 I = 1,105 
Z Ill = ZERO 
100 CONTINUE 
IS = 0 
I = 1 
110 K = KONTIII + 1 
GD TO I 120, 160, 145, 190 I, K 
120 IF I IS .NE. 0 I GO TO 230 
IF I JLIII .NE. JIIII I GO TO 200 
130 J = JIIII 
ZIJI ~ ZIJI + ZNIII 
140 IF I K .EQ, 1 I GO TO 230 
GO TO 150 
145 IS = 0 
150 I = I + 1 
GO TO 110 
1&0 IF ( rs. EQ. 0 I GO TO 170 
JSTRT = JLIII 
GO TO 180 
170 JSTRT = JI III 
IS = 1 
160 JSTOP = JL(I+11 
ZL = ZNIII 
ZR= ZNIIHI 
GG TO 210 
190 IF I JLIII .EQ. JllII I GO TO 130 
200 JSTRT. = JII II 
JSTOP = JLIII 
Zl = ZNIII 
ZR= ZNUI 
210 DENOH = XI JS TOPI • XIJSTRTJ 
IF ( ornoH • EQ, ZERO I GO TO 215 
OZ = ( ZR - ZL I ' OENOH 
GO TO 218 
215 DZ = ZERO 
?18 JSTOP = JSTOP - 1 
DO 220 J = JSTRT, JS TOP 
H = XIJ+ll • XIJI 
ZR = ZL • H • OZ 
ZIJI = ZIJI + H • I TWO• ZL + ZR I I SIX 
ZIJ+11 = ZIJ+ll + H • I Zl + TWO • ZR I I SIX 
ZL = ZR 
?20 CO~TTNUE 




























































OSUBROUTINE CENTER I B, a, AT, OT, AB, OB, £C1, ES1, ES2, OBAR, A, CENT 10 
1 SHI CENT 21 
C CENT 38 
DATA ZERO, p5, ONE, TWO I o.OE009 o.5EOO, 1.0EOO, 2.0EOO I CFNT 40 
RN = ES2 I EC1 CENT 58 
BO = B • 0 CENT &O 
p = AB , 'eo CENT TQ 
PP = AT I BO CENT 60 
RNP = RN • F CENT 90 
TEHP1 = RNP + I( TWO • RN - ON£ I • PP I CENT 100 
C CTITT 110 
C----·llITH NO BOTTO" STEEL SECTION "UST BE SYH"ETRIC AS CG TAKEN AT 012 CENT 128 
C CENT llO 
IF I AB .Ea. ZERO I GO TO 1aa CENT 1*0 
0 RlTIOK = - TE"Pl + SQRT 11 TEHP1 • TE"P1 I • TllO • RNPCENT 158 
1 + 11 TWO • RN • ONE I • PP • I OT I OB 111 CENT 160 
OBAR = RATIOK • OB CENT 170 
GO TO 110 CENT 160 
100 DBAR = PS • 0 CENT 190 
C CENT 200 
C-----ClLCULATE AXIAL ANO FLEXURAL STIFFNESS lT EAC~ SECTION CENT 210 
C CENT 220 
110 T = ZERO CENT 230 
l = ZERO CENT 240 
C = ZERO CENT 250 
S" = ZERO CENT 260 
IF IDT ,GT. OBARI GO TO 221 CENT 270 
DAE a lT • ES1 GENT 280 
OEP = OBAR - OT CENT 290 
C = C • DAE • DEP I OBAR CENT 300 
A = A • DAE CENT 310 
s" = s" • c • DEP • OBAR CENT 320 
GO TO 222 CENT 330 
221 DAE AT • ES2 CENT 340 
OEP OT - OBAR CENT 350 
OET = OAF • OEP I OBAR CENT 360 
T = T + OET CENT 370 
A = A + DAE CENT 3go 
SM = SM + DET • DEP • oeAR CENT 390 
222 OAE = A0 • ES2 CENT 400 
OEP = OB • OBAR CENT 410 
OET = DAE • OEP I OBAR CENT 420 
T = T + DET CENT 430 
A = A • OAE CENT 440 
SH = SM • OET • DCP • OSA~ CFNT «t-50 
DAE : DOAP EC! CF NT ~&0 
OEP = OBAR I TWO CENT 470 
OC = DAE I TWO CENT •SO 
C = C + OC CENT 490 
S).11 = SH • DC 4 DEP • 00AR CENT 500 
A = A + DAE CENT 510 
C CENT 520 
'"!FTUc.>~1 CENT 530 
t:~D CHIT s .. o 
co 
l.O 
SUBROUTINE STATIC STAT 10 
C HACK RIDDLE STAT 20 
C STAT 30 
COHHON /ID/ ID11401, ID21191, NPROB STAT 40 
OCOHHON /XSECT/8811051, 011051, ATl1051, DTl1D51, ABl1051, 0811051,STAT 50 
1 CGl1051, AE'105), Eil1051, HATUOSI STA' oO 
OCOHHON /BEAM/ x11ns1, Yl1051, XYL11051, SXl1051, sv11os1. Hil1051,STAT 70 
1 BHASSl1051, DPCUOSI, u11os,21 ' UDl1051, STAT 80 
2 vo11os1, 011os,z1, 0I1105,21, NJT ~TAT 90 
COHHON /FORCEN/ BMl1051, Tl1051 STAT 100 
DIMENSION A1105,21, 01105,2,21; c11os.2,21 STAT 110 
DATA ZERO, ONE, THO I O,OEOO, 1.0EOO, 2.0EGO I STAT 120 
DATA PS I 0 ,SE 00 I STAT 130 
C STAT 1•0 
C NJT = NUMBER OF JOINTS IN FRAHEIDOES NOT INCLUDE FICTITIOUS NODESISTAT 150 
C STAT 160 
C INITILIZE STAT 170 
C STAT 180 
NJP& = NJT • 6 STAT 190 
00 240 I = 1, NJP6 STAT 200 
uu.11 ZERO STAT 210 
UII,21 = ZERO STAT 220 
AII,1> = ZERO STAT 230 
ACI,21 = ZERO STAT 240 
eu,1,11 ZERO STAT 250 
eu,1.21 ZERO STAT 260 
en,2,11 ZERO STAT 270 
BII,2,21 ZERO STAT 280 
C 11,1,11 ZERO STAT 290 
C II ,1, 21 " ZERO STAT 300 
cu,2,11 ZERO STAT 310 
cu,2,21 ZERO STAT 320 
240 CONTINUE STAT 330 
C STAT 340 
C START OF SOLUTION FOR STATIC LOAOS STAT 350 
C STAT 360 
C CALCULATE DISPLACEMENTS QUE TO STATIC LOADS STAT 370 
C STAT 380 
NJP4 = NJT • 4 STAT 390 
DO 250 i = 3, NJP• STAT 400 
C COMPUTE LENGTHS, TRIG FUNCTIONS ANO CONSTANTS AT EACH STATION STAT 410 
DXIl'l1 = XII-11 - XII-21 STAT ltZO 
DYIMl = Yll-11 - YII-ZI STAT 430 
HIH1 = SQ~TllOXIM1 • OXIHU + <DTIHl • DYIMll I STAT 440 
STHIH1 = OYIHl I HI1'41 ST4T 450 
CTHIHl = OXIKl I H!Ml STAT •60 
OXI =XIII - XII-11 STAT 470 
OYI = VIII - YII-11 STAT 480 
HIIII = SQRTC IOXI • OXII + IOYI • OYII I STAT 490 
HISQ = HIIII • HIIII STAT 500 
STHI = DYI I HIIII STAT 510 
STHISQ = STHI • STHI STAT 520 
CTHI = OXI I HIIII STAT 530 
CTHISO = CTHI • CTHI STAT 5•0 
CXIPl = XII+11 - XIII STAT 55~ 
OYIP1 = YIIHI - VIII STAT 560 
HIP1 = SQRTllOXIP1 • OXIP11 + IOYIP1 • 0YI 0 111 STAT 570 
HIP1SQ HIP1 • HIP1 STAT SRO 
STH1P1 OYIP1 I HIP1 STAT 590 
SIP1SQ = STHIP1 • STHIP1 STAT 600 
CTHIP1 = DXIPl I HIPl STAT 610 
CIP1SQ = CTHIP1 • CTHIP1 STAT &20 
OXIPZ = XII>ZI - XIIHI STAT &30 
OYIP2 = Y!I+21 - YIIHI STAT &40 
HIP2 = SQRTllOXIP2 • OXIP21 • IDYIP2 • OYTMll STAT 650 
STHIP2 = DYlP2 I HIP2 STAT &&O 
CTHIP2 = DXIP2 I HIP2 STAT &70 
CON1 ITWO • EIII-111 I IHIIII • HI•1 • IHIH1 • HIIIlll STAT 6'0 
CON2 lTWO • EIII-111 I IHISQ • 1Hl"1 + HIIHll STAT 090 
CON3 = ITHO • EI!Ill I IHISQ • IH!!ll • HIP111 STAT 700 
CONlt = ITHO • Elllll / IHIIII • HlPl • IHIIII + HIP11l STAT 710 
CONS IAEII-11 + AEIIll I ITHO • HIIIll STAT 720 
CON& ITWO • EIIIll I CHIP1SQ • IHIIII • HIPlll STAT 730 
CON7 ITWO • EIII•111 I IHIPlSO • IHIPl • HIP211 $TAT 74~ 
CON8 IAEIII • AEIIHll I ITWO • HIP11 STAT 750 
CON9 ITWO • EIIIHll I IHIP1 • HIPZ • IHJPl • HIPn·1 STAT 760 
C STAT 770 
C COMPUTE HATRIX COEFFICIENTS AT EACH STATION STAT 780 
C STAT 790 
AA11 =-CONl • STHI • STHIHl STAT 800 
AA1Z = •CON1 • STHI • CTHIH1 STAT 810 
AA21 = •CONl • CTHI • STHil'l1 STAT 820 
AA22 =-CONl • CTHI • CTHIK1 STAT 830 
0 8811 = +CON1 • STHI • STHIHl • ICONZ • CONJI • STHISQ STAT 840 
1 • CON4 • STHIP1 • STHI • CONS • CTHISQ STAT 850 
0 ~012 =-CON1 • STHl • CTHJMl - ICON2 • CON31 • STHI • CTHISTAT 860 
1 - CON4 • STHIP1 • CTHI • CONS • CTHI • STHI STAT 870 
0 8821 =-CONl • CTHJ • STHIHl - lt:ON2 • CON31 • CTHI • STHISTlT 880 
1 - CON•• CTHIP1 • STHI +CONS •.STHI • CTHI STAT 890 
O 9922 = •CON1 • CTHI • CTHIH1 • ICON2 • CON31 • CTHISQ STAT 900 
1 t CON4 • CTHIPl • CTHI • CON5 • STHISQ STAT 910 
0 CC11 =-ICON2 + CON31 • STHISQ - TWO •CON4 • STHI • STHIPlSTAT 920 
1 - ICON& + CON71 • SIPlSQ - CON5 • CTHISQ STAT 930 
Z - CON& • CIP1SO - SXIII STAT 940 
0 CC12 = •ICON2 + CON31 • STHI •CTHI • CON4 • STHI • CTHIP1STAT 950 
1 + CON4 • STHIPl • CTHI + ICON& + CON7J•STHIP1'CTHIP1STAT 950 
Z CON5 • CTHI • STHI - CONS • CTHIPl • STHIPl STAT 970 
CC21 CC12 STAT 9~0 
0 CC22 =-ICON2 • CON31 • CTHISQ - TWO •CON4 • CTHI • CTHIP1STAT 990 
1 - ICON& • CON71 • CIPlSQ • CONS • STHISQ STAT1000 
Z - CON~• SIP1SQ - SYIII STAT1010 
0 0011 = •CON4 • STHI • STHIPl • ICON& • CON71 • SIP1~Q STAT1020 
1 + CON9 • STHIP1 • STHIP2 + CON6 • CIPlSQ STAT1030 
0 0012 =-CON4 • STHI • CTHIP1 - ICON& • CON71 •STHJP1 •CTHIP1SU T1040 
1 - CON9 • STHIP1 • CTHIP2 + CON8 • CTHIP1 • STHIP1 sTAT1050 
0 0021 =-CON<t • CTHI • STHIP1 - ICON& • CON71 4 CTHIP!•STHIP1STAT10&0 
1 - CON9 • CTHIPl • STHIP2 + CON6 • STHIP1 • CTHIP1 STAT1070 
0 0022 = •CON4 • CTHI • CTHlPl • ICON& + CON71 • CIP1SQ STAT1060 
1 t CON9 • CTHIPl • CTHIP2 t CON6 • SIP1SQ STAT1090 
EE11 =-CON9 • STHIPl • STHIPZ STAT1100 
EE12 : •CON9 • STHIP1 • CTHIP2 STAT1110 
EE21 = +CON9 • CTHIP1 • STHIP2 STAT1120 
EE22 =-CON9 • CTHIPl • CTHIP2 STAT1130 
C STAT11•0 
C COMPUTE CONTINUITY t:OffFICIENTS AT FACH STATION STAT1150 
C STAT11&0 
C CALCULATING RHO STAT1170 
C STA TU•O 
R011 = (AA11 • 13(1-2,1,u • AA12 • eu-2,2,1)) '3B11 STAT1190 
Q012 = <AA11. B(J .. z,1,2> + AA12. !HI-2,2,2n 9812 STAT1200 
ROZl = !AA21 • 911-2,1,11 • AAZ2 • RII-2,2,111 + 3821 STAT1210 
R022; (AA21 • Sll•2 9 1,2J + AA22 • PCI-2,2,2,t + 8S22 STAT1220 
C STAT1230 
r. CALCULATING DELTA STAll240 
C STAT1250 
0 r:-~11 Cl~C11 • ·Hl-t,1,1) + ~012 • iHI-1,2'.1)1 STil.T12f;O 
1 .. lAA11. r;u-2,1.u + A.1\.12. ".'Ct-2.2,111 .. cc11 ~TAT1270 
0 FF12 (R011. i=icr-1.1,2> + R012. 1c1-1,2,21> STAT12~D 
1 + CAA11 • ccr-2,1,21 + AA12 • ccr-2,2,211 + cctz stAT1290 
" FF21 (~021 • AlI-1,1,u + R022 ... en-1,2,111 STAT13DD 
1 + CAA21 • C«I-2,1 .. 11 AA22. cr1-2,2,1n + CC21 STAT131fl 
0 FF22 (Q021. ec1-1,1,2) R022. tHt-1,2,2'1) STAT1320 
1 + <AAZ! • cu-2,1.21 • AA22. cu-2,2,2n + CC22 STAT13,10 
C STAT13•0 
C rnVERTING OElTA ANO NEGATING STAT1350 
(': ST.AT13&0 
OENOM = lffll • FF22 - ff1Z • FF211 STAT1370 
~DO OENOfif = -ONE I OENOM STAT1.J60 
320 TEH~ FF11 ST-T1Jgn 








FF22 = TEHP • DENOH 
FF12 = -FF12 • OENOH 
FF21 = -FF21 •DENOH 



























FF11 • CIAA11 • AU-2,111 • CAA12 • ACI-2,211 
+ CR011 • ACI-1,111 + CR012 • ACI-1,211 + QII,111 
• FF12 • CIAA21 • ACI-2,111 • CAA22 • AII-2,211 
• CR021. AII-1,111 • CR022. Au-1,211 • nu,211 
FF21 • CIAA11 • ACI-2,111 + CAA12 • ACI-2,211 
• CR011 • A!I-1,111 + CR012. A1I~1,211 • au,111 
+ FF22 • II AA21 • A II-2, 111 + IAA22 • A II-2 ,211 
+ IR021 • ACI-1,111 + CR022 • AII-1,211 + QCI,211 





• co-1,2,1n + 0011, 
+ FF12 • llR021 • C II-1,1, 11 l + CR022 
• cn-1,2,111 + 00211 
FF11. CCR011. cn-1,1.211 • CR012 
• cc1-1,2,2>1 + 00121 
+ FF12 • llR021 • CII-1,1,211 + IR022 
• C(I-1 9 2,ZJJ + 00221 
FF21. llR011 • CII-1,1,111 • IR012 
• ccI-1,2,111 + 00111 
• FF22 • !IR021 • CII-1,1,111 + IR022 
• cu-1,2,111 + 00211 
FF21 • llR011 • CII-1,1,211 + IR012 
• c II-1,2,211 • 00121 
+ FF22 • llR021 • cu-1,1,211 • !R022 
• Ctt-1,2,2>1 + 00221 
CFF11 • EE11 I + IFF12 • EE211 
CFF11 • EE121 + CFF12 • ff221 
IFF21 • EE111 + !FF22 • EE21l 







BAG~ SUBSTITUTE FOR DEFLECTIONS 
00 260 I = 3, 
L = NJP4 
U Cl,1 I 
NJP<+ 
+ 3 - I 
ACL,1J + tBCL,t.,1J • Utl•1,U) + tBtL,1,.2J 
• UCL+1 9 2t1 + CCClti,11 • UCL+2,1)) + CCClt1t21 
• Ull+2t2U 
A<t. 9 21 + CBCL 9 2,1> • UCL+t,UJ + CBllt2t2l 
• UCL+1 9 2)) + CC<L-9 29 1) • UCL+.2,1)) + CCIL,2,21 
• UCL+2 9 2> I 
260 CONTINUE 




OXI = XIII - XII-11 
·oyI = Y!II - YII-11 
STHI = DYI I HI III 
CTHI = OXI I HI III 
Ol = !U!I,11 - uu-1,111 • CTHI. IUII,21 - UII-1,211 
• srHt 
Till =PS • IAEII-11 + AFIIll • DL I Hitll 
O<IP1 = XII+11 - XtII 
CYIP1 = YII+ll - YIII 
HIP1 = SQRTllOXIP1 4 DXI?1l + IOYXol • OYI?lll 
STHIP1 = DYIP1 I HIP1 
CTHIP1 = OXIP1 I HIP1 
THI= 11-uu,11 • UII-1,111 • STHI • IUII,21 - UII-1,211 
• CTHII I HIIIl 
THI?l ((-U(l•111J • uu,111 • STHIP1 .. (U(I+1,Z) 
- UII,211 • CTHIP11 I HIP1 




STAT14 .. n 








































































COHHON /ID/ ID1140l, ID2119l, NPROB 
ODHIENSION Tl1051, BHl1051, X11051. Yl1051, XYLl10SI, Ul1051, 
1 VU051 
DATA ZEPO, PS I O,OEOO, O.SEOO I 
10000FO~MAT ( 1H1 1 /~, 
1 47H PRO GR AH 
Z 28H Of COLLAPSE 
IHPFH - FOR ANU YSIS OR PREDICTION 
Of PLANE FRAMES 
3 SOH UNDER STATIC OR IHPULSE LOADS 
4 /// 1 2( SX, 20A4 1 I ) ) 
1010 FORHAT I , 13H PROBLEM ' A4, "· 1ox, 19AI+ 
10200FORMAT 111130H HAXIHUH RESFONSE, TIHE = , E12.4 , 
1 // 42H QUANTITY BAR OR X COORO 
2 27H Y COORD VALUE , 
J I JlH STATION , 
4 II 20H THRUST , 5X 1 15 1 3( 3X, E12.4 J, 
5 I 20H HO"ENT , 5X 1 15, 3( 3X, [12.4 ), 
6 I 20H SHEAR , 5X, IS, JC 3X1 £12.4 J, 
1 I 20H x DISP • sx, 15, 3( ax. E12.4 ,, 
& I 20H Y DISP , SX, I5, 31 3X, £12.4 l I 
10JOOFORHAT ll//J1H COHPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = , E1z,4, 
1 II 49H STA X COORD Y COORD THRUST 
2 29H HOHENT SHEAR , Ill 
1040 FOR"AT SX, I5, 2!2X, E12,41, l&X, E12.~ l 
1042 FORMAT 40X, £12,4, 16X, E12.4 l 
10450FORHAT 1H1 • Ill, 
1 41H STA OISP Y DISP , NII 
10SO FOR"AT 15X, IS, 215X, E12.4ll 
PRINT 1000, I I011II, I = 1, 40 l 
PRINT 1010, NPROB, ( ID21II, I = 1, 19 I 
NJP3 = NJT + 3 
NJP4 = NJT + ~ 
NJP6 = NJT + & 
GO TD I 100, 180, 200 1, IOPT 
c-----PRINT "AXIHUH VALUE CNLY 
c 
100 THIN = ZERO 
BHHIN = ZERO 
SHIN = ZERO 
UHIN = ZERO 
VHIN = ZERO 
DO 1SO J = 4, NJP3 
IF I ABS! TIJI l .LT. ABS! THIN I l GO TO 110 
THIN = TIJ I 
JT = J 
XT = PS • ( X (JJ • X (J-1 J J 
YT= PS • I Y!Jl + YIJ-11 l 
110 IF I AffSI RH!Jl l .LT, ABSI RHHIN I I GO TO 120 
8f1MlN = 0M(JI 
JB = J 
xg = X!Jl 
YB:::: Y(Jl 
120 SHEAR= I BH!Jl - B'11J-1l l I XYLIJI - XYLIJ-11 l 
IF < ABS I SHEAR I .LT• ABS I SHIN I GO TO 130 
SHIN = SHEAR 
JS = J 
XS = PS • l X C JJ + X CJ-1 J J 
YS = PS • I VIJl + YIJ-11 l 
130 IF I ABS I U IJI l .LT. ABS( UMINI I GO TO 1<0 
UH!N = IJIJI 
JU = J 
XU = XIJI 
YU= Y(Jl 








































































VNIN = V·IJI 
JV= J 
XV = XIJI 
YV = YfJI 
15 0 CONTINUE 
17DOPRINT 1020, TIHEt JT, xr, YT, THIN, JB, xe, ve, SHHIN, JS, xs, 
1 SHEAR, JU, XUt YUt UMIN, JV, XV, YV, VHIN 
GO TO 200 
c-----PRINT ~OHPLETE OUTPUT 
c 
180 J = 0 
PRINT 1030, Til1E 
PRINT 1040, J, Xl4J, Yl41, 8Mf41 
DO 190 J = 5, NJP3 
SHEAR= I BHIJI - BHIJ-U I I I XYL<JI - XYLIJ-11 I 
PRINT 1042, TIJJ, SHEAR 
JJ = J - 4 
PRINT 104D, JJ, X(J), Y(J), BH(J) 
190 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1045 
DO 195 J = 4, NJP3 
JJ = J - 4 













































































COMHON /IO/ ID11401, !021191, NPROB DYNA 
COHHON fCONT/ TLIHt OTIHE, IOOPT, ISOPT, !STAT, K€EPC7), NOL, NOUTOYNA 
OCOHNON /XSECTN/ XNl10I, YNl101, BNl101, DNl101, ATNC101, DTNl101, DYNA 
1 ABNl101 0 0BNl101, JSNUOI, JSN91101, HATNl10I, DYNA 
2 NCT2A, NCT2B, NSNS, !ENON DYNA 
CONNON /CURVES/ EPSHUL151, EPSNl10,51, 5IGHULl51, SlGNli0,51,NSSC OYNA 
OCOHMON /BEAHN/ BMASSNl101, SXNl101 0 SYNl101,ISC 1101, DYNA 
1 JI41101, JL1+1101, KONT41101, NCT4 DYNA 
COHHON /LOAON/ QNl1Do21, JI5110l, JL5110J, KONT5110J, NCT5 OYNA 
OCOH"ON /IHPN/ OI1Nl201, QI2Nl201, ~IJN(20lo IPCODNl201, JI61201, DYNA 
1 JM61201, JL61201, NCSl201, NSETS DYNA 
OCOHHON /XSECT/ 811051, 0(1051, ATl1051, DTl1051, ABl105l, QBl105J,OYNA 
1 CGl1051, AE11051, Eil1051, HlTl1051 DYNA 
OCOHHON /BEAH/ Xl1051, Yl1051, XYLl1051, SXl1051, SYl105l, HI11051,DYNA 
1 8MASSC105) 1 OPCC105l, UC105), V(105), U0(105), DYNA 
2 VOC105), Qt105,2), a1c1os,21, NJT DYNA 
OCOM"tON I FAilN/ UHAX, VMAX, SHAXNC10J, ·PHULNUOt, 8~ULNC10) 1 DYt-;A 
1 SHAXC105) 9 PKUL(1051, BMULC105J, PtANf9), BIANC9J, EPSU, ~~NA 
2 JS7Nl101, NST7, JIA71101, NIA7 . DYNA 
COMMON /FORCEN/ BMUOS), Tl105J DYNA 
OOINENSION ra112a1, ovc1os1, DDVl105l, AODVl105J, DUl105l,TQ2120J,~YNA 
1 OOUl1051, ADOUl1051,TQ31201, PEPSABl1051, PFHIJ11051, DYNA 
2 EPSOBIJ0,1051 0 EPSDJl30,1051, EPORBTl105J, EPOR9Bl1051, CYNA 
J ~PORJTl1051, EPORJ~l1051, EPSABl1051, PHIJl1051, [JYNA 
4 TEPSOBIJ0,1051, TEPSOJl30,1051 0 TEOkgJ(10SI, DYNA 
S TEORBBl1051, TEORJTl1051, TEORJBl1051, Jil201, JLl201, DYNA 
6 OQC105 9 2J, KONTC20), Jt1t201 OVt.H 
ODATA Zt~o. P5, ONE, TWO, PT I o.OE'Q!I, o.SEOO, t.OEOIJ. 2.0EOD, '."1Vf'IO. 
1 J.14159EOO I urnA 
DATA SIX, TEN I 6,0EOO, 1.DE01 I DYNA 
DATA ALIH I Oo1EOO I DYNA 
DATA ISL, !Al I 2HSL, ZHAl /, NO I 3H NO /, ISA I 2HSA I OYNA 
10000FORMAT 1H1. ,, 1x, 8611H•I I 1x, 1H•, 86X, 1tt• , DYNA 
1 47H • PRDGRAH IHPFN - FOR ANALYSIS OR P~EDICTION DYNA 
2 26H OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE FRA~ES , 1JX, tH•, DYNA 
3 40H • UNDER STATIC OR IMPULSE LOADS DYNA 
4 c..sx. 1H•,zt I 1x, 1H•, 86Xt 1H• • • l)YNA 
5 2( I ZH ., 3X, 2DA41 ~x. 1...- ,, 21 I 1x, lH•, e&x,tH• ) JOYNA 
10100FORHAT 13H • P~06lEH , A~, 71X1 iH• I 1X1 tH•, 86X, tH• I OY"A 
1 1x, tH•, ax, 19A«t, 2x, 1H•,z( I 1x, 1H4 ,86X, 1H• , ) OVNA 
10200FORHAT 37H • SOLUTION FOR DYNAMIC LOADING NO. , I3, DYNA 
1 48X, 1H•, I 1x, lH•, 86X1 tH• I 1x, 8~(tH•) ) OYNA 
NJP3 = NJT + 3 OYNA 
NJP4 = NJT + • DYNA 
NJP6 = NJT + 6 DYN' 






TI HE INTERVAL 
































































A£I = ZERO 
A"ASS = ZfRO 
no 100 I = 1, NJF6 
AEI =AU + EIIII 
AHASS • AMASS + HMOSSIII 
CO"ITHIUE 
AMAX = NJT 
H = ( XYLINJP3) "' XYLl'+l ) /I AMAX ... ON~ ) 
AHASS =AMASS I I XYL<NJP31 - XYLl•I I 
AEI = AEI I AMAX 
OTIME = PI • SQRT I AHASS I AEI I • H • ~ / TE, I TWO 
IF I ISTOT .NE. NO I GO TO 106 









OYNO 700 ID 
N 
c 
UIII = ZERO 
VIII = ZERO 
UOCII ZERO 
VOIII = ZERO 
10.. CONTINUE 
106 CONTINUE 
C-----CALCULATE IMPULSE AT EACH STATION 
c 
NCL 





00 106 I = 1, 105 
QI(I,11 = ZERO 
QIII,21 = ZERO 
108 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1000, I ID11II, I = 1, "O 1 
PRINT 1010, NPROB, I I021II, I= 1, 19 1 
PRINT 1020 9 N 
I=NCL+1 
NCL = NCL + NCS INI 
109 NC = 0 
IPCOOT = IPCOONCII 
110 IF C IPCODNIII ,NE, IPCODT I GO TO 113 
NC=NC+1 
JIINCI = JI6 I II 
JHINCI = JM61II 
JLINCI = JL61II 
TQ11NCI QUNIII 
TQ21NCI = QIZNCll 
TQ31NCI = QI3NIII 
I = I + 1 
IF I I oLEo NCL I GO TO 110 
113 IF I IPCOOT ,EQ, 2 I GO TO 114 
CALL lMPULS <JI• JM, JL, TC1, TQ2, TQ3, QI(l,21, X, NC) 
GO TO 115 
114 CALL !''!PULS lJI, JH, JL, TQ1, TQZ, TQ3, QIC1tUt Yt NCJ 
115 IF l I oLEo NCL I GO TO 109 
C-----CALCULATE INITIAL OISPLACEHENTS, VELOCITIES ANO ACCELERATIONS 
c 
c 
00 120 I = 4, NJP3 
VOIII = VIII 
DVCII = QIII,21 I BHASSIIJ 
DOV III = ZERO 
AOOV C II = ZERO 
UDIII = UIII 
DUCII = QIII,11 I BHASSIII 
DOU I II = ZERO 
ADDUIII = ZERO 
120 CONTINUE 
C-----REVISE DISPLACEMENTS ANO VELOCITIES F09 UNYIELOI% SUPPORTS 
c 
00 125 I -= 1, NCTlt 
IF l ISCIIJ ,Nf, ISL ,ANO, ISC!Il ,NE, IAL I GO TO 123 
IJ = JI<.I II 
VOIIJJ = ZERO 
OVIIJJ = ZERO 
1n . IF C ISCIII ,Hf, ISA .ANO, ISClII .NE, IAL I GO TO 125 
IJ = JI<.III 
UO IIJJ ZERO 
OU lIJI = Zf OD 
125 CONTINUE 
C-----CALCULATE INITIAL AVERAGE STRAINS ANO CURVATURES 
c 








































































C-----SET ZERO POINT ON STRESS-STRAIN CURVES AT TIME ZERO 
c 
c 
DO 140 J = 1, NJP6 
00 130 I = 1, 30 
EPSOBCI,JI = ZERO 
EPSOJll,JI = ZERO 
TEPSOBl I,JI = ZERO 



























VORCE ( BHt T9 EPS08, TEPSOB, PPHIJ, PPHIJ, PEPSAB, EPO~ST, 
EPORBB, TEORBT, TEORBB, PEPSAB, EPSOJ, TEPSOJ, 
TEORJT, TEORJB, EPORJT, EPORJB I 
ACCEL ex, y, uo, oou. -vo, oov, BH, T, SY, sx, Q, 9MASS, ISC, 
NJT, NCT4, Jl41 
DO 142 I = 4, NJP3 
oou,11 = 011.11 - DDUIIl • B"ASSIII 
001!,ZI = 011,21 - ODVlII • BHASSIII 
ODUI II ZERO 
DOV II I = ZERO 
142 CONTINUE 
c 




KNOUT = 0 
TIHE = ZERO 
T!Mf = TIME + DTIME 
NIT = 0 
c-----ESTIMATE OlSPLo AND VEL. AT TIHE 
c 
DO 160 I = ft, N.JP3 
VDIII VDIII + OTIME • ovnt 
. DOV II l 
DVl II OVlII • OTIME • OOV<U 
UDII I UDIII . DTIHE • OU(IJ 
• DOUl!I 





C-----CALCULATE STRAINS AND CURVATURES AT TIHE 
c 
P5 • OTIHE 
P5 • OTI~E 
170 CALL GfOt-1 ( X, y, UO, VO, 1-U, NJT,EPSll.e, PHIJ J 
N!T=Nlf•1 
c 
C-----CALCULATf SAR THRUSTS ANC JOINT MOMENTS 
c 
• DTIME 
• f)T IME 
DCALL FORCE l OM, T, EPSOB, TEPSOB, PHIJ, PPHIJ, 0 EPSAB, EPORBT, 
1 EPORBB, TEORBT, TEORBB, EPSAB, EPSO.J, TEPSOJ, 




OCAll ACC£L ( XY y, uo. Dou, vo, oov~ BH, T, SY, sx, oa, a"ASS, 
1 rsc, NJT, NCT4, JI~l 
c 












































































4, NJP3 00 180 I = 
OELOO 
IF I OELOO 
OELOO 
IF I OELOO 
CONTINUE 
KON VER 
GO TO 200 
KON VER 
ABS I OQVIII • AOOVIII 
,GT, ALIH I GO TO 190 
ABS I ODUIII • ADDUIII 
,GT, ALIH I GO TO 190 
C·····REVISE DISPL, ANO VEL, 
c 
c 
200 DO 210 I = 4, NJP3 
OELOO = OOVIII • AODVIII 
VOIII = VDIII • OTIHE • OTI!IE • DELOD 1 SIX 
DVCIJ = DVtll • PS • OTIHE • OELDO 
AODV I II = OOV1 II 
DELDD = DDUII I - AOOUIII 
UOIIl = UOIII + OTIHE • OTIHE 4 OELQD I SIX 
OUIII = OUIII • PS • OTI"F • OELOO 
AOOUCII = OOUIII 
210 CONTINUE 
IF I NIT ,GT, 10 I GO TO 270 
IF I KONVER ,EQ, 0 I GO TO 170 
C·····REVISE FOR NEXT TIME INTERVAL 
c 
c 
00 230 J = 4, NJP3 
00 220 I = 1, NSNS 
220 CONTINUE 
EPSOBII,JI = TEPSOBII,JI 
EPSOJU,JI = TEPSOJII,JI 
EPOR0TI JI TEORBTIJI 
EPORBBIJI TEORBBIJI 
EPORJTIJI TEORJHJI 
EPORJBI JI TEORJBIJI 
PPHIJ!JI = PHIJIJI 
PEPSAB I JI = EPSABIJI 
230 cmHINUE 
C·----TEST FOR END OF <tUN 
c 
KNOUT = KNOUT • 1 
c 
C·----TEST FO~ COLLAPSE 
c 
240 
CAtl FAIL I UO., VO, SH, T, X, y, XYL, CG, TIME, OPC, rdT, K'. > 
IF I K , NE, 1 I GO T 0 24 0 
CAtl OUTPUT ( IOOPT, TIM~, r, a~, x, y, XYL, uo, vo, NJT 
GO T0"2&0 
IF I KNOUT ,NE, NOUT I GO TO 2SO 
CALL OUTPUT ( IOOPT, TIME, Tt 8"' X, V, XYt, UO, VO, NJT J 
KNOUT = 0 
~SO IF I TIHE .LT, TlIH I GO TO 150 
C-·-··TI"E LIMIT EXCEEDED 
P~INI qo10 
CALL OUTPUT C IOOPT, TIME, T, Bf1, X, Y, XYL, l;/J, VO, NJT J 
P~INT 3010 
260 CONTINUE 
C----·THIS IS THE ONLY RETURN STATEHENT 
RETURN 
270 PRINT 9000, DTIHE 
. IOOPT = 2 
CALL OUTPUT C IOOPT, TIME, T, BH, x, Y, XYL, UO, VO, NJT t 






46H1 SOLUTION FAILED TO CLOSE IN 10 ITERATIONS 
22H TIHE INTERVAL IS , E12o4 I 
48H1 BEA~/COlUHN OIO NOT FAIL IN SPECIFIE~ TIHE 








































































OSUBROUTINE FORCE I BH, T, EPSOA, TEPSOB, PHJJ, PPHIJ, PEPSAB, 
1 f PORBT, EPOR88, TEDRBT, TEORBB, EPSAB, EPSOJ, TEPSOJ, 
2 TEORJT, TEORJB, EPORJT, EPDRJB I 
c 











COHHON ./ID, I01140I, !021191, NPROB FORC 
COHHON ,CONT/ TLIH, OTIHE, IOOPT, ISOPT, ISTAY, KHPf71, NOL, NOUTFORC 
OCOHHON IXSECTNI XNUOI, YNUOI, RNUOI, ONUO!, ATNl101, OTNl10J, FORC 
1 ABNl10J, OBNl101, JSNl101, JSNBl101, HATNl101, FORC 
2 NCT2A, NCT28, NSNS, !ENON FORC 
COHHON ,CURVES/ EPSHULISI, EPSNl10,SI, SIGHULISI, SIGNl10,51,NSSC FORC 
OCOHHON /BEAHN/ 8HASSNl101, SXNUOI, STNl101,ISC 1101, FORC 
1 JI41101, JL41101, KONT41101, NCT4 FORC 
COHHON /LOAON/ QNll0,21, JISl101, JL5110l, KONTSl101, NCT5 FORC 
OCOHHON /IHPN/ QI1Nl201, OI2Nl201, OI3Nl201, IPCOONl201, Jl&120I, FOPG 
1 JH6120I, JL6!201, NCSl20J, NSETS FDRC 
OCDHHON /XSECT/ 811051, 011051, ATl(051, OTl105J, AB(1051, 08(1051,FORC 
l CGl1051, AEUOSI, £111051, MATl10SI fORC 
OCOHHON /BEAH/ x11os1, Yl1051, XYL(1051, sx11os1, SYl1051, HI110Sl,FORC 
1 BHASSl1051, DPC11os1, u11os1. Vl1051, UOl1051, FORC 
2 vo11os1, a11os,21, ar11os,21, NJT FORC 
OOIHENSION 8H(10SI, Tl1051, EPSOBl30,1ns1, TEPSOBf30,1051, FORC 
1 PHIJl1051, PPHIJ11051, PEPSA011DSI, EPORBTl1051, FORC 
2 EPORB011051, TEORBTl1D51, TEOR88110SI, EPSA811DSI, FORC 
3 EPSOJl30,10SI, TEPSOJIJ0,1051, TEORJTl10SI, TEORJ811051,FORC 
4 EPORJTf10SI, EPDRJ911051, DEPSOISQI, TEPSDISOI FORC 
DATA ZERO, PS I o.OEOO, o.SEOO I FORC 
!STOP = NSNS FORC 
NJP2 NJT + 2 FORC 
NJP3 NJT + 3 FORC 
NJP4 = NJT + 4 FQPC 
NJP& = NJT + 6 FORC 
Tl31 = ZERO FO•C 
BH 141 = ZERO FORC 
00 160 J = 5, NJF3 FORC 










DO 100 I = 1, !STOP 
DEPSDIII = EPSDBII,JI 
lOO CONTINUE TEPSOIII. = TEPSOBII,JI 
PHI = PS • I PHIJIJI + PHIJ I J•ll I 
PPHI = PS• IPPHIJ(JI + PPHIJIJ•il I 
TA'T : PS • I ATCJt + ATCJ-1J t 
TD = PS • OIJI t OIJ•ll I 
TOT = PS • I OHJI + OTIJ·11 I 
TAB = PS • I ABIJI + ABIJ•1 I I 
TDB = PS • I DB I JI t O~ ( J-11 I 
TB= P5 • SCJJ + BCJ-11 t 
TCG = P5 • I CGIJI + CGIJ-1 I I 














OCALL !FORCE C PEPSABCJJ, PPHI, OEPSO, iJUM, T<Jl, EP$11.?(Jl, ::'HJ, FC~C 
1 TO, TAT., TDT, TAB, TOB., TP!, Tcr;, NSNS, F"OQ~ 
2 fP$MUL, fPSN, SIGMUL, SIGN, NSSC, MAT, fPORBTCJ>, FORC 
J EPORBBIJI, TEPSO, TEORBTIJI, TEORB91JI I FORG 
00 120 I = 1, ISTOP FCRC 
TE PSOB (!,JI = TEP SO (II fORC 
120 CONTINUE •ORC 
C FORC 
c---··CALCULATE HO'IENT IN JOINT FORC 
C FORG 
fPSA =· PS • C EPSAOCJJ + EPSll.0 CJ+lJ l FOQC 
PEPSA ::: PS • C PEPSAS(JJ + PEPSATHJ•il FORC 
00 130 I = 1, !STOP FORC 








































































TEPSOIII = TEPSOJU,Jl 
130 CONTINUE 
TCG = CGIJl 
OCALL 
1 
!FORCE I PEPSA, PPHIJIJI, OEPSD, B"IJI, DUH, EPSA, PHIJIJJ, 




TCG, NSNS, EPSHUlt EPSN, SIGHUL, SIGN, NSSC, 
HAT, EPORJTIJI, EPORJBIJJ, TEP~O. TEORJTIJJ, 
TEORJB(Jl I 
DO 150 I = 1, !STOP 
TEPS~JII,JI = TEPSOIII 
150 CONTINUE 
16 0 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
BHINJPJI = ZERO 


















OSUBROUTINE ACCEL fX, y, u, oou, v, Dov, BM, T, SY, sx, a, BMASS, ~CCf 10 
1 ISC, NJT, NCT4, JI41 ACCE 20 
C ACCE 30 
C-----ClLCULATE X ANO Y ACCELERATIONS OF EACH NOOE ACCE •O 
C ACCE 50 
C ACCE 60 
OOIMENS!ON Xl1051, Y(1051, Ul1051, Vl105), OOUl1051. DDV(1051, ACCE 70 
1 8"11051, Tl105J, SXl105J, SYU051, 01105,21, B~ASSl1C5J,ACCE 80 
2 ISCUOJ, JI41101 ACCE 90 
DATA ZERO I OoOEOO I ACCE 100 
DATA ISA, ISL, IAL I 2HSA, 2HSL, 2HAL I ACCE 110 
NJPJ = NJT + 3 ACCE 120 
C ACCE 130 
C-----CAlCULATE VALUES AT RIGHT ENO OF BAO 3 ACCE 1"0 
C ACCE 150 
OX= Xl41 + Ul41 - r131 - Ul3l ACCE 160 
OY = Yl41 + Vl4l - YIJI - VIJI ACCE 170 
XLR = SQRT Cl DX • DXI + IDY • DYi I ACCf 180 
STHR = DY I XLR ACCE 190 
CTHR = OX I XLR ACCE 200 
YR= IBHl41 - BHIJll I XLR ACCE 210 
00 100 I = 4, NJP3 ACCE 220 
XLL = XLR ACCE 230 
STHt = STHR ACCE 24 0 
CTHL = CTHR ACCE 250 
VL = VR ACCE 260 
DX= XII+1l + UU+1l - XIII - UIIl ACCE 270 
OY = YU+11 + VII+11 - YUi - VIII ACCE 280 
XLR = SQRT( IOX • OXl + IOY • DYi I ACCE 290 
VR = IBHII+11 - BHIIll I XLR ACC£ JOO 
STHR = DY / XLR ACCE 310 
CTHR = DX I XLR lCCE 320 
DDUIII (J(I+11 • CTHR - TCII • CTHL + V~ • STHR - VL ACCE 330 
• STHL + Q(I,11 - SXIII • UIIll I BHASSIII ACCE 3•0 
0 OOVIIl ITII+11 • STHR - TIII • STHL - VR • CTH~ + VL ACCE 350 
1 • CTHL + QIJ,21 - SYIII • VIIll / BHASSIII ACCE 360 
100 CONTINUE ACCE 370 
00 130 I = 1, NCT4 ACCE 380 
IF IISCIII ,NE.ISA I GO TO 110 ACGE 390 
IJ = JI4 III ACCE 400 
DOUIIJI = ZERO ACGE 410 
110 IF IISCIII .NE.ISL I GO TO 120 ACCE 420 
IJ = JI41Il ACCE 430 
ODVIIJI = ZERO ACCE 440 
120 IF ISCIII ,NE, IAL I GO TO 1JO ACCE 450 
IJ = JI41II ACCE 460 
DDUIIJI ZERO ACCF ~70 
DDVIIJI = ZERO ACCE 4~0 
130 CONTINUE ACCE 490 
G ACCE 500 
~~TU~N ACl.f 310 










SUBROUTINE GEOM (X, Y, u, '!/, HI~ NJT, EPSAS, PHlJ) 
CALCULATE AVERAGE STRAIN IN OARS ANO CURVATURE IN JOINTS 
OOIHENSION x11os1, Yl1051, u11os1, V!1051. HI11051, EPSAB!1051, 
1 PHIJl1851 
OATA ZERO, ONE, TWO I o.oEoo, 1.0EOO, 2.0EUO I 
NJPJ = NJT • 3 
NJP4 = NJT + 4 
NJPo = NJT • 6 
00 100 I = 1, NJP6 
EPSAB II I = ZERO 




DISPLACEMENTS FROH STATIC SOLUTION OQ SET EQUAL TO ZERO 
OX!H1 XISI +UIS> - X!'tl - U!41 
DYIH1 Y!SI • V!Sl - Y14l - Vl4l 
XLIH1 SQRT( !DXIH1 • OXIM11 + !OYIH1 • OYIH11 
~HlH1 ASIN ! DY IH1 , XL!H1 I 
OTHIH1 = ! ! -U151 t U!4l I • SIN!THIH11 
+ ! Vl51 - VI-I I • COS!THIM1l I ' XLIH1 
EPSABISl = XLIM1 I HI !51 - ONE 




DXl X!ll • U!II - XII-11 - UII-11 
OYI = Y!II +VIII - YII-11 - VII-11 
XL! = SQRTI IOXI • OXIl + IOYI • OYII 
THI = ASINI OYI I XLI I 
OTHI = I I -UIIl + UII-11 I • SIN!THII 
+ ! VIII - V!I-11 I • COS!THII l I XL! 
EPSAB!Il = XL! I hIIII - ONE 
PHIJII-11 = TWO • I OTHI - ryTHIM1 I I ! XLIH1 • XL! I 
XL!H1 = XL! 














































SUBQOUTINE FAIL ( UO, VO, BH, T, X, Y, XYL, CGtTIHE, OPC, NJT, 
OCOHHON I FAILN/ UHAX, VHAX, SHAXN!lOl, PMULNUOI, BHULNUOI, 
1 SHAXl1051, PHULl105t, BMULl1051, PIANl9l, B!A~!91, fPSU, 
2 JS7N!10I, NST7, JIA71101, NIA7 
ODIHENSION U0!1051, VD!1051, BHl1051, f!1B51, X!1051, Y!1051, 
1 XYL!105t, CGl1051, DPCl1051 
OATA ZERO. PS, o.oF.oa, o.SEOO I 
10000FORHAT I //47H FAI~URE OUE TO VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT X 
1 E1214t 8H T = , E12.4 ) 
10100FORHAT //49H FAILURE DUE TO HORl.ZONTAL DEFLECTION AT X 
1 f12.lt, 8H Y :::: , Et2.4 ) 
10200FORHAT //3JH FAILURE DUE TO SHEAR AT X = , E12.4, 
1 SH Y = , E12,4 I 
10300FORHAT II/ 45H FAILURE DUE TO THRUST-MOMENT INTERACTION 
1 &H AT X = , E12.4t 6H Y , E1Z.4 ) 
1070 FORMAT I /'23H FAILURE AT TIHE = , E12,4 I 
1080 FORHAT I 1H1 I 
C-----CHECK FOR FAILURE AT EACH STATION ANO IN EACH BAR 
c 
c 
KK = 0 
K = 0 
NJPJ = NJT + 
C-----CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO EXCESSIVE DEFLECTION 
c 
c 
00 120 J = 4, NJPJ 
IF I ABS! VO!JI I ,LT• VHAX I GO TO 110 
IF I KK ,fQ, 0 I FRINT 1080 
KK = 1 
K = 1 
PRINT 1000, XIJI, YIJI 
110 IF I ABS! UO!Jl I ,LT, UHAX I GO TO 120 
IF ! KK .fQ, 0 I.PRINT 1060 
KK = 1 
K = 1 
PRINT 1010, XIJI, YIJl 
120 CONTINUE 
C-----CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO SHEAR 
c 
c 
00 130 J = 4, NJfl 
SHEAR = ! BMIJI - BH!J-11 I I I ·xYLIJI - XYLIJ-11 I 
IF ABS !SHEARI ,LT. SHAX!Jl 1 GO TOc 130 
K = 1 
XB : PS • C XfJl + XtJ-1 ) ) 
YB= P5 • ! Y!JI t YIJ-11 I 
IF f KK .ea. 0 I PPINT 1080 
KK = 1 
P~INf 1020, xe, YB 
130 CONTINUE 
c-----CHECK FO~ FAILU~E OUl TO T~RUST - ~~~ENT It!T~RnCTION 
c 
00 190 J : 4, NJP3 
T J :. P5 • ( TC J J t TC J• U J 
IF TJ .GT, ZERO I TJ : ZERO 
T J = A~S IT J I 
B•PC = S•fJl • TJ*! OPC!JI - CG!JI I 
IF BMPC .GT. ZE~O l GO TO 160 
C-----SEA~CH ~EGATIV£ PART Of l/A 1IAGOA• 
c 
I = 1 
ii+O IF t TJ .LT'. CP..-Ul(J) • PIA.tHT•11)J GO Tn. 151 
I = I t 1 
&O TO 140 
Kl FAIL 10 
FAIL 2:0 
FAIL 31 







































FAIL .... o 
·FAIL 450 
























l.O FAIL 700 
0) 
i500 BMMAX= BHULIJ I • IBIANIII . ( TJ/PHULIJI - PIANIII , 
i I CPIANIIHI - PIANIII I 4 IBIANIH11 - BIANIII I 
IF AHPC •GT, BHHAX I GO TO 190 
K = 1 
IF KK .EQ, 0 I PRINT i080 
KK = i 
PRINT i030, XCJJ, YIJI 
GO TO i90 
c 
C-----SEARCH POSITIVE PART OF !IA DIAGRAM 
c 
i&O I = 9 
170 IF C TJ .LT. CPHUL(JI . PI.ANII-1111 GO TO 180 
I = I - 1 
GO TO ii'O 
1800 BHHAX SHUL CJ> • IBIAN III • CTJIPHULIJI - PIANIII I 
1 I IPIANII-il - PIANIII I . I 8IAN II-11 - BIAN II I 
IF BHPC .lT. BMHAX I GO TO i9A 
K = 1 
IF KK .Ea. 0 I PRINT 1080 
KK = 1 
PRINT 1030, x (J)' llJI 
190 CO~TINUE 





I FAIL 720 
FAIL 730 
FA IL 740 























SUBROUTINE IHPULS I JI, JM, JL, TQ1, TQ2, TQ3, QI, X, NC I 
c---··CALCULATE EQUIVALENT CONCENTRATED IMPULSE FROM PARABOLIC DIST, 
c 
ODIHENS!ON TQ11201, T02120J, TQ31201, Qil105J, Xl1051, 





OOATA ZERO, TWO, FOUR, SIX, THEL I O,OEOO, 2,0£00, 4,0EOO, 6.DEOO, 
!HPU 
IMPU 
IHPU i 1,2E01 I 
c 
00 150 N = 1, NC 
IF I JHINI .GT, JIINI I f,D TO i30 
105 IF I JLINI .GT. JIINI I GO TO 110 




J = JIINI 
. QIIJI = TQ11NI 
TO i50 
DISTRIBUTION FROH JII NI TO Jl! NI 
JSTRT = JII NI 
JSTOP = Jll NI 
QL = TQ11NI 
QR = TQ31NI 
XL = XIJSTRTI 
XR = XIJSTOPI 
DQ = I QR • QL I I I XR • XL I 
JSTOP = JSTOP • i 
DO 120 J: JSTRT, JSTOP 
i20 
H = XIJ•il - XIJI 
QR = Ql • H•DQ 
OIIJI = OIIJI • H • I TWO • QL • QR I I SIX 
QIIJ•il = QIIJHI • H • I Ill • TllO • QR I I SIX 
QL = OR 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 150 
c-----PA'<ABOLIC DISTRIBUTION FeO• JI INI TO JLINI 
130 Ji = JII NI 












TEMP1 = Qi I 
TEHPZ = Q2 I 
TEMP3 = QJ I 
XL Xi 
XH XIJ1•11 
H2 XH - XL 
02 Qi 
I X2 -
I Xi • 
I I X1 -
03 ( X2 - Xf.t I • ( 
+ ( X1 - XM ) • I 
+ ( X1 - >CH ) • ( 
JSTRT = J1 
JSTOP = Jl - 2 




XR XI J>ZI 







I . X3 - Xi 
I . Xl - X2 , . X2 
- X3 
XM . TE'1P1 
XM . TEMF2 
XM • TEHPJ 
03 I X2 - XR t • f Xl - XJl t • TEMP! 
+ I Xi - XR ) • ( X3 • XR t • TEMP2 
+ ( Xi - XC! ) • ( X2 - XQ I • TEMP3 
A = I Hi + TH0 4 HZ I I I Hi • HZ I 
8 = Hi • Ht I I H2 • I Hi • H2 I I 
I 
OIIJI = Ql(JI • Hi. II A • TWO I • 01 + ( TW0+~1/H2 
02 • B • 03 I I TWEL 
OI IJ+tl 
GO'ITINUE 
OtlJ•1J + Hi. • ( A 4 Qi + C FOUR + H1 I H2 J 






































































































































A = I H2 + THO • Hl I , c Hl + H2 I IHPU 710 
8 = H2 • H2 I I Hi .._ C Hl + HZ I 
' 
IHPU 720 
0 QICJSTOPHI = QIIJSTOP+ll + H2 . ( A • Q3 .. c FOUR + IMPU 730 
1 H2 , Hl I • Q2 - 8 • Ql I I THEL IHPU 740 
0 QICJSTOP+2 I QIIJSTOP+ZI • H2 • Cl A +TWO I • Q1 + IHPU 750 
1 I THO + H2 ' Hl I • Q2 - 8 • Ql I I THEL I~PU 7&0 
150 CONTINUE IMPU 770 
IMPU no 
R€TURN IMPU 790 
ENO IHPU 600 
OSUSROUTINE !FORCE I PEPSA, PPHI, EPSO, BM, T, EPSA, PHI, 
1 o, AT, OT, AB, 00, e, CG, NS~s. 
2 EPSHUL, EPSN, SIGHUL, SIGN, NSSC, MAT, 
3 EPSOT, EPSOB, TEPSO, TEORT, TEORB I 
c 




OOIMENSION STl1QI, EPl101, EPSOIJOI, TEPSOC301, 
1 
DATA 
EPSMULl51, EPSNC10,51,SIGHULl51, SIGNUO.S>. MATl91 
ZERO, PS , o.oEoO, o.5EOO , 
BH = ZERO 
T = ZERO 




OTOP = ZERO 
NUHBER OF SEGMENTS 
HN = 0 I NSNS 
IN SECTION 
H = 1 
00 180 I = 1, NSNS 
c 
C-----SET UP STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
c 
c 
00 170 N = 1, 10 
STINI SIGMUl.IMI • SIGNIN,MI 
EPINI = EPSMUl.IHI • El'SNIN,HI 
170 CONTINUE 
C-----CALCULATE CONTRIBUTION TO MOMENT ANO THRUST 
c 
DA=HN•B 
OEP = DTOP + 1'5 • HN - CG 
c 




PEPS = PEPSA + DEP 
EPS : EPSA + OEP • 
CALL SEARCH ( ST, EP, PEPS, 
OF = DA • SIG 
T ; T • OF 
811 ~ BM + OF 4 OEP 




£PSOIII, EPS, SIG, TEPSO(J I I 
C-----CALCULATE CONTRIBUTION OF REINFORCEMENT 
c 
c 
00190 N = 1, 10 
STINI = SIGMULINSSCI • SIGN!N,NSSCI 
EPINI = EPS~ULINSSCI • EPSN!N,NSSCI 
190 CONTINUE 
IF ( AT .EQ. ZERO I GO TO 192 
OEP = OT - CG 
PEPS = PEPSA + OEP • PPHI 
EPS = EPSA + -OEP • PHI 
CALL S~ARCH ( ST. EP, PEPS, EPSOT, ~PS, ~IG, T'O~T ) 
DF = AT • STG 
T = T + OF 
13"4 = BM t OF " OEP 
192 IF I AB .EO. ZERO I GO TO 190 
OE.P = oq - CG 
PEP$ : PEPS~ + DEP • P0 HI 
fPS = €PSA + UEP • ~HI 
CALL SEAQCH C ST, EPt PEPS, FPSOe, EPS, SIG, TEO~Q t 




T = T • OF 






































































!FOR 700 l..O 
IFd 0 710 co 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH I ST, EP, PEPS, EPSO, EPS, SIG, TEPSO I 




DIMENSION s11101. EPl101, TSl121, TEf121 
OATA ZERO, ONE I O.OEOO, 1.0EOO I 










J = 5 
K = & 




TEI! • 61 
J = J - 1 







C----•OETERMINE PREVIOUS STRESS LEVEL 
IF I PEPS .GE. EPSO I GO TO 110 
ET = TSl21 I TEIZI 
GO TO 120 
110 ET = TSl61 I TE181 
120 PSIG = I PEPS - EPSO I • ET 








IF f EPS - EPSO I 320, 130, 140 
SIG = ZERO 
I = 8 
IT = 12 
AEPS = EPS 
C· ='ONE 
GO TO 250 
IF I PSIG oLTo 0.0000 I GO TO 330 
IF I EPS .GT. PEPS I GO TO 148 
I = 6 
IT = 12 
C = ONE 
SIG = I EPS - EPSO I • ET 
AEPS = EPS 
GO TO 250 
I = 8 
APEPS = PEPS 
IT = 12 
C = ONE 
lEPS EPS 
IF ~SIG TSIII I 1&0, 170, 160 
EPSS APEPS - TEII-11 - I TEIII - TEII-11 I 
• I PSIG - TSII-11 I I I TSUI - TSII-11 
GO TO 190 
170 EPSS APfPS - TE f II 
GO TO 190 
180 I=I+1 
GO TO 150 
190 J = I 
TSIG = PSIG 
TEPS = APEPS 
200 IF AEPS - I TEIJI • EPSS 1 I 210, 220, 230 
2100 SIG = TSIG t I TS I JI - TSIG I • I AEPS - ff.PS l 
l I I TE I JI + i:PS:i - H PS I 
GO TO 250 
220 SIG = TSIJI 
GO TO 250 
230 IF ( J .GE. IT J GO TO 2i+D 
TSIG TSIJI 













































































































































J = J • 1 
GO TO 200 
240 
C-----TEST OFF 
SIG = ZERO 
CUl!VE 
25 0 IF I 
IF I 
KEY .EQ. 1 I GO TO 305 
AEPS - TEIII I 2&0, 270, 280 
2600 
1 
TSIG TSII-11 t I TSUI - TS II-11 I 
4 I AEPS - TEII-11 I I I TEIII -
GO TO 300 
270 TSIG TS II I 
GO TO 300 
260 IF I I .GE. IT I GO TO 290 
I = I • 1 
GO TO 250 
290 TSIG = ZERO 
~00 If TSIG .LTo SIG I SIG= TSIG 
305 SIG = C • SIG 
If SIG I 30<;, 30&, 306 
30& K = 2 
GO TO 310 
306 K = 8 
310 TEPSO = EPS - SIG • TEIKI I TSIKI 
GO TO 9999 
320 IF I PSIG .GT. ZERO I GO TO 340 
IF I EPS .GT. PEPS I GO TO 325 
I = 2 
IT = & 
AEPS = - EPS 
APEPS = • PEPS 
PSIG = - PSIG 
C = -ONE 
GO TO 150 
325 C = -ONF 
SIG = ABS f EPS - fPSO I • ET 
UPS = - EPS 
I " 2 
IT = 6 
GO TO 250 
C-----REVERSAL NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE 
330 EPSS = EPSO 
PSIG = ZERO 
I = 8 
J = I 
IT = 12 
APEPS = ZERO 
AEPS = EPS 
TSIG = ZERO 
TEPS = EPSO 
C = ONE 
ET= TSISI I TE191 
IF I EPSO .LT. ZERP KEY 
GO TO 200 
C-----REVERSAL POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE 
c 
340 ·I = 2 
J = I 
IT = & 
EPSS : - EPSC 
PSIG = ZERO 
APEPS = ZERO 
AEPS = - EPS 
TSIG = ZERO 
TEPS = - EPSO 
C = - ONE 
FT= TSt21 I TEl21 
IF I EPSO ,GT. ZE~O I KEY 














































































SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA 
100 
PROGRAM I ~PFM - FOR ANALYSIS OR PREDICTION OF COL UPS!: OF PUNE F~AMES 
IJNOFR STATIC OR IHPULSE LOADS 
IHPFM TEH M08LF.MS - EXAMPLE PR09LEMS FOP DISSSRTATION 
COOoO 1-12-13 BY GMR 
P~OBlEH lPF1 
PORTAL FR,OME WITH UNIFOR~ LOAO OIJ SEAM - STAHC SOLUTION ONLY 
TABLE 1, PROGRAM CONTROL OATA 
NO ~EEP OPTIONS EX'!~CISEO 
STATIC SOLUTIO>I REIJUIRED YES 
STAfIC OUTPUT OPTIO" 
TABLO: 2. JOINT roOPDINATES ANO CROSS S:;'.CTION OESCPIPTION 
A,JOI•T COORDH,l<TES ANO MATERIAL 
JT •NO. X-COORO v-coc~.o HATEP!AL 
2• 1.80QE+G2 
... 1.eJOt+Ol 1.aocr+c2 
lj4 1. 8G !!E+O 2 u. 
3,C?.OSS $;:'.CTI ON ANO P.f!NFORC£HENT O"SCRIPT!ON 
ST A >i!DTH DEPTH TOP R:;: IMF 80TTOM ~f INF' 
SCCT. SECT, Q.RCA OE'PTH AREA .OEPTH 
~ ~. OtOE+':iJ 1.200:+11 1.000E+~r: i.noc=:+IJa 1. ocui:+oo 1. GO OE+C1 





TABLE ~. STRSSS•STl<AIN CU~VES 
~URV~ NO. 1 
STR~SS VALUE SCALE HCTOR t.CiOOE+C3 
ST~tl.IN VALUE SCAL~ FACTOR t.oco:-c3 
STRoSS INPUT VALUES 
0. 0 cc .. z. 00::1 -4,il~O 
-·· 010 
-&.. 0('1J 
.:::: T~.\ IN IM PUT VO.LUES 
-1c.arc -;;.zso -2.S.jlJ -2.ooc -1.~oo 
i:U~'i::- NO. 2 
STRFS VALUE SCAL£ .FACTCR !. C00f+C4 
SPAIN VALUE SCALE' FtlCTOR t.OOOE-03 
STRoSS INPUT VALUES 
-·· 71.t.() --,73C -4, 72D -4,710 -•.700 STPI\ IN INPUT VALUES 
-1s.1cc-12.201J ... 8. 6 .. Q -s .1c o -1. 570 
TABLE 4, 9EAH/COLUHN MASS ANO ELASTIC SUPPORTS 
FR~fi TO CONT HASS 
c;;r• STA coo~ 
4 
-o. 
6+ 64 -o. 
TAPL:'. 5, STATIC LOAOS 
~P1f1 TO CONT HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
STl ~TA COOo LOAD LOAD 
~:+ 14!. -o. -•.16H+01 
TABLE: 6, !MPUL5:~ LOADING 
NO~~ 
.001 .002 .~G1 , aoc 
2.occ "·CCC €. ~0() e. a 1J o 
•.7uC 4, 710 ... 720 ii.. 7~(1 
















PROGRAM IHPFH - FOR ANAL•SIS OR PRED1CTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLAN! F~AHES 
UNDER STATIC OR IHPULSE LOADS 
IHPFM To~T PROBLEeS - EXAMPLE PR00LE~S FOR DISSERTATION 
coo•o 1-~2-13 ev GMR 
PROBLEM IPF2 
GABLED Fl'(AHE - STATIC CONCENTRAffO LOADS - NO OYNAl<IC LOAOS 
TABLE 1, PROGRAY CONTROL OATA 
NO CEFO OPTIONS EXERCISED 
STAT IC SllLUTION REQUIRED YES 
STU IC OUTPUT OPTION 
TABLE 2. JOINT COORDINATES ANO CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
A,JOIU COOROINATES IND HATERIAL 
J.J.N.O. x..,cOJ)RD v~coq~~ 
24 c. 1.200E+02 
'" 
1.2GOE•D-2 t.eooE+o2 
6· 2,<.DOE+02 1e200E+02 
'" 
2.<tOOE+02 0. 












BOTTOM REINF NO, 
AREA DEPTH SEGH, 
,,.. s.oaoE+GO l.200E+01 1.030E+OO 2.009E+30 1.oooE+OO 1.00IJE+O! 12 
S4 8,0uCE+DG 1.200E+01 1.0J~E+OC 2.ooc!:+OO 1.000E+oo 1.000E+01 12 
TABLE 3, STR~SS-STRAIM CURV~S 
CURY~ NO. 1 
sr~.:.s~ VAL UC. <:;CAL ACTOR 1. 000f+03 
ST~AH• VALUF. 'SCAL ::- rACTOR 1.ocor-03 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
o.orc -2. JOO 
-·· 000 -•. 010 -4,000 ~TRI IN INPUT VALUES 
-1J,0[0 -~. 25 0 - 2.~l)O -2.coc -1.5CO 
CURfi: NO, 2 
ST?:~SS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.oooE+G'-
'T~AIN VALUE SCALE Fi\CTOR 1.000f-03 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
-ot. 740 -<+,730 -4. 720 
-·· 710 -4, 7CO STRl IN INPUT VALUES 
-1s. 100-12. 200 -e. ~40 -5.100 -1.570 
TABLE <t, BEAM/COLUMN HASS ANO ELASTIC SUPPM TS 
TABLE 
FRBH TO CONT 































b. OGJ 8. coo 
1., 720 4.730 







"'· 7:. 0 





?~OG~AM !M?FM - FOR A•!ALYSI' OR ?REOICTION OF C~LLAPSE OF PLANE FRAMES· 
UNDER STATIC OR IMPULSE LOAOS 
IMPF~ TEST PQ00LEM~ - EX4HPLE PROBLEMS FOR DISSERTATION 
COll'D 1-12-73 BY GHR 
PROBL~M {Df3 
SIM?LE P~JNFOQC~O CONCRETE 3EAH - COMqJNEO STATIC AMO OVNA~IC LOA05 
T~9L: 1. DRQG?AM CONTROL DATA 
NO (ooP OPTIO~S ':XERCISED 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED 
STATIC OUT?UT Q?TION 
NUl'H.gR OF OYNM1 I~ LOAOINGS 








TA9LE 2. JOINT COO?OINATES Af' l ~~oss SECTION OESCRI?TION 
A,JQI~T COO~DlNATE~ ANO MATERIAL 
X-COORLI Y-COORO 
1.SODE+JZ 0. 
a, CROSS c:;-:('TJON ANO PEINFORCEMENT ~ESCRIFTIOtl 
STA WIDTH OEPTH TOP RE!NF AO TT OH REI NF 
SC::CT, SECT. AREA f!'.:DTH AR!:A DEPTH 
" 
~.CC.CC+C'Q 1.2JUE+U1 0. 
"· 
1,00CE+OO 1. OOOE+Dl 
?4 ~. CCCiE+OC 1.2QOE+01 o. o. 1,00CE+!JO 1, OOOE+01 
TABLo 3. STOo55-STRAIN CURVES 
~U~V'~ NO, 1 STR=ss VllLUE $CALo f<\CT()~ 1,J'JCf+C3 
~T:~A IN VAL 1F '5CALI:_ FACTOR i.ocac-o:r 
L'!Pl T VAL 1JE.. C' 
...... ] :-c ... 2. a :: ~J - .... OJ~ -t.., C1D ..... ~c J • ,. .ii • ~ ~;? • : J 3 • a~-
\Pl t~IOlJT Vi'.LU~S 
-: v. ·.;. :. : ·€., Z5C -2. ~ j •j -2.ccc -1. !;;(;J z. u: r, I.,. .. r." ...... u bOGO B, 0110 
r.u;:.:t:. "tO, ? 
,...Toc:-c;5' VAL Uc 'SCl'.\.L' FACTOR 1.nnoE+ai.. 
<:T~AHI VALll~ SCA Le FnCTOR !.OOCE-03 
,T .. '~ss INPUT VflLU-::S 
-:... 11...:: ... ~. 7~: •4. 7?-1 -1... 71C -4. 7f. J :4.7'')C' 4. 71.'.; 4. 7 ?') 1... 7 !C 
r ·' t'I r ~-~ INPUT VA L:.J::S 





• C! 0"" 
1 ~. e J" 
l. _-7 ~ -~ 
1 c:-. 7 C ~ 
TA.BL:: 4, J~A~U:CLIHtN MAS> A ~JO ELASTIC SUPPORTS 
Fvr.):1 TO COt-TT MASS 






2• 2• ~ -n. 
TA~LE ". ST.OT JC· LOAOS" 
FROM TO CONT HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
SH ST A COOE LOA!1 tOAO 
2- -o. •4114$7[ +-01 
TA0L! 6, IMPULS: LOAOI~G 
IMP!JLS~ LOtiOING NUH11SR 
[NIT UL INTERHEOIATE 
STl IM?ULSI: STA 
0. 
8 -1.L.&C?.E+G1 1~ 
20 -1.L+69C:+D1 22 





















T::~M 4).'T ~·- -ri:~.:t: 
~,... '-~1r1·;·'LI:C'. '- T!Pl!i:P 
:,1\Q,c+:r 
C0.1?~~SS!Vf ~T?AIN AT ?-ULT 






1. QOCE+1C -o. 
-o. 1.000E+10 





·!J.C!'I~ 1.2 C 2.J~C 1.c:;u .... 21r; 2.5JO 1.1~0 









'pl(o-G~A'i l>iPl''i1 ·;.;· ;''CfR·~·NALYSls .. uf{·-p~olCl'tb~-OF COLL.A-~~~ OF l'LANE i'il.MIES 
·' >YNI!~~ .S:'.»~]lC OR IllPULSE LOADS 
IMPFH TEoT PROBLEMS • EXAMPLE PROBLEllS FOR DISSERTATION 
CJDED 5•<5·73 Bf GH;;. 
PRO~LoH lPFlt 
PORTAL ·F~I~~ HITH SihUSOIOAL IMPULSE LOAD ON BEAii ANO COLUMNS 
NJ.~~~p JPT~ON; £XoRClSED 
STAllC SOLUTION o{oQUIRED Nil 
•~UHB£R "F DYNAMIC LuADINGS 
~YN.AHIC JUTPUT J>TIOrl 
UJTPUT j,NTc.l(VA1.. J.~ 
T.1.nC. LIHIT 1 • .1 .. ~E-~l 
TIME INTERVAL 2.ai~E·i5 
TABLE 2 • JOINt CUORllI NAT~S ANO CROSS SECTION O<:SC~IPTION 
\ 
A,JOlNT COdRO!NAl"> ANO HAfERlAL 
JT .NO. X•COORO Y•COORO 
9e&\.UL+J1 
. .. r. fiJt <+111-
9-!f> J OdU 
_ .. <r.&JOH:'l-
;,, 
a.CRD~S SECr10 .. A~O RElNfORGbkNT DESCRIPTION 
SIA WllTH iJEPTH TOP Ri:INF 
s;.; T, Sc.CT• AR~A DEPTH 
. '+•"'· .. ~ + J ... o.-ua..iE+:.h.-c •. ·J. 
0• 
... "" .. ~ +.i: th,,,.(;~E+JC-t, -a. 
CJRV.:. Nu, ... 
sr~~~s ~ALJ~ SCAL~ FALTO~ l.uD~~+J4 
ST~A!N ~ALJ~ SLAL~ FACTOP ~·~~LC-J3 














- ... ; ... ..... ,?:L -'t.ii.:· .. ..,.,71~ - .. ,; .. ; '+.7 .. ,.,71: ,.,7z.~ .. ,11; ~.r,.J 
~r~At~ lN~UT VA.J~s 
-15,,i,,.,,-l2.z. -a.& .. i. -s.1ei. -1.s;., 1.;;1~ ~.1u~ a.01+u 1Z:.Z.ill 1:;.1~1 
J..,c,~ .... , Bc.;t.11/GOL\J•il'll ''IMS~ ANU c.LA!HlC SUPPORTS 
Fk.OM ro C~1 .. T .1ASS H01UZONTAL Vf.RTICA&. SUPPORT 
sr" ST" .;1.10:.. SUPPORT ~UPP ORT co~c: 
• •• :.. l5wc..-0:1 .. ... •.; . 
• .. l • 1.'J .. jl::+l.J 1.a"w£+1 .. AL :.::. &+ .. ~. 1 ..... .:.ic.+ .. i; .:. .J~"::.+1 ... AL 
TAdLE 5, Sl'ATIC LOAOi 
FR.JH TO CONT 
si.. STA coo~ 
•l 
·-


























J• -C!.5f.: iJE.+ .. 1 
.2 -7,725t.+ .. ~. 
•• •7.72SE+ ,,., Sit •Z.5'-J:E+~l 
6~ -1.1z.st.+.:.v 





f oRH SH<:AR 
STA VALUE 
lNT~~ACTIUN ~14i~AH DATA 











foli.M AXIAL FORCo 




CUHPR!oSiV! ST~AlN AT P•µLT 











........ ,,~ 1•'- l 2•wi.~ J.j.;ii. ... i.i . .!.!::~ .. •el; 












PROGRAH IHPFM • FOR ANALYSIS OR PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE. FRAMES 
UNDE~ STATIC OR IMPULSE LOADS 
IHPFM TEST "RJBL~MS - EXAHPLE PROBLEMS FOR DISSERTATIQN 
CJDED >-2<•73 SY GHR 
PROBLEM IPF6 
PORTAL F'A~i: H!TH SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE LOAD ON BEAM 
TA8L• lo ~ROGR•M CONHOL DATA 
ND.~E.i:P OPTIONS ::XERCISEO 
STATIC SJLUTION REQUIRED 
STATIC OJTPUT OPTION 
NUMBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 











TAB Lo 2, JOINT COORUINATES ANO CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 






















TOP ~;:INF BOTTOH REINF NO, 
AREA DEPTH AREA DEPTH Si:GH, 
" 
l1JJOE+U1 1.200E+01 1o80~E+DG z.oOOE+DO 1.aooE+oo 1.000E+01 1Z 
32 1,QUOE.+01 l12ilJE+D1 1.so~E+OO 2.0iJUE+O!J 118UOE+UD 1.0DOE+ai 1Z 
33 ln1..,1J::+w1 1,4DOE+u1 1,32llE+iJlj 21GUJE+Oi1 11320£+~0 1,ZOiJE+D1 12 
65 l. lJ j :J:: + ~ 1 l14i.tOE+Ol lo320E+uJ 2.ncJE+OO 1. 32.i E+O 0 1.200~+(11 12 
66 1.000E+.1 1.2ai;o+o1 1.80GE.+GO z.cJOE+O" 1,BQ(.E+OO 1.ooaE+H 12 
9<+ 1, UJ .i:'.tU1 1.zaue+o1 1o800E+OC 2.0QJt:+O.; l1SilCE+30 1.Ja"E+J1 12 
r AB Lo 3. s TR.ss-s·Tl(AIN CURVES 
CJKV~ NO, 1 
ST Ro SS VALJ!: SCALC: FACTOR 1oOODE+J3 
STr(4IN VALJ o SCALo FACTOR 1.0GCE·03 
srn::ss INPUT VA ... J::S 
"'.Jc.; .. e,, J .• ~ -5. Oai. .. 5 .... 0 .. -5. c CJ .~H • !ji; 2 • ~J3 • :J 04 • JJ 5 
SlkAIN INPUT VAL JES 
-10.~o .. -&, ?S" -z.soo -2. oo.i -1. 2S·l 2.0 oc 4,000 6 ,\tOU 8.JOJ 1 J, OG J 
CU~Vt. 'NO, 2 
STR::S:> VALJ~ SCA Le FACTOR 1.0ai.C+J 4 
STr(AIN VALJ~ SCALE FACTOR 1,QOOE-~3 
STRESS INPUT VA•JES 
-&. O't-,, •6.J 3. -6. 020 -a, ..,1.; -&. Ju 3 &,.:iQi.. &t!l1M 6.020 6.0 30 6.J4" 
5fri:.AIN INPUT V4LUES 
-1s. ru .. -12. ~;;. -8, b~L -:;.1 .. -z, :j,,·; 2, JO. :;.1u:11 8.b~J l2oZOJ 15.7J~ 
TABLi: 4, BEAHfCOLU~N MASS ANO ELASTIC SUPPORTS 
FROM T J CONT HASS HORIZONTAL 
:;TA SH coo~ SUPPORT 
4 31 Z.963E-"2 '"'il• 
32 65 3,340E-02 -o. 
67 9'+ Z.963E-U2 
-a• 
4 4 -o. 1.ouuE+1~ 
5 ; -c. loOUOE+1U 
93 93 -c. 1.iJ~OE+10 
9• g:, -t. 1eOJCE+10 
TABLi: ~. STATIC LOADS 
F~JM TJ CONT HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
Sf A STA CODE LOAD LOAD 
4 31 -o. ·1.144E+D 1 
32 65 -L. -1.2q~E+il1 
o7 9• -c. -1,1't4E+Q1 
f ABLC: 6. IMPULSE LOAJING 
Ii?ULSE ~OAJING NU~BER 
INITIAL INTERMEDIATE FINAL 
STA Hlt"'ULSC: STA IMPULSE STA IMPULSE 
32 o. 3& -7,725f+OO LtO •1,<t69E+01 
I+~ -1 ... 09.::+ .. 1 1.,q -2.SuDE+Ol 58 -1.Lt69E+01 
jt) ·1.i+692:+( 1 &2 -7.725.:.+~9 66 (.. 















£~TE~ACTIUN QIA;~AH OATA 
dULTIP1..IC:'<S 
TERM AXIAL FORCE 
STA HUL TIP LIER 
g.,.. 7,:H.uc.+CS 
GuMPRESSBo STRAIN AT P•ULT 





-:i ... 11 .zu; .320 .4e:: 1.53J 
MOM~NT INPJT VALUES 

























.210 -l .000 
.26G .z10 __, 
0 
01 
PROGRAM IHPFH • FOR '~ALYSIS OR PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE FRAHES 
UNOE~ STATIC OR IMPULSE LOADS 
IHPFH Ti.ST PRJBLEHS • EXAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR DISSERTATION 
coo;;:J •-ZZ-73 Bi GHR 
PROBLEi lPF7 
PORTAL FRA1E WITH SINUSOIDAL IHPULSE LOAU ON RIGHT COLUMN 
TABLE lo PROG~Al1 CONTROL DATA 
NJ ~EoP OPTIONS EX~~CISED 
STATIC SJLUTION ~~QUIRED YES 
STATIC OUTPUT o>TION 2 
NJ1BER OF OYNAMI~ LOADINGS 1 
DYNAMIC OUTPUT OPTION 2 
OJTPJT IH<:i<VlL 
TIMt LIMIT 1eOtHe-i.i2 
TIM~ INTERWAL 5.Ya~c-oo 
TABL£ z, JOINT COOKOINATES AND CROSS SECTION OESC~IPTION 
A;JOil<T COOROINAToS ANO MATERIAL 








BoCi1.JSS SE;TIJN Afl REINFORC~HENT DESCRIPTION 
HATERllL 
STA WlilTH 
s~; T • 
DEPTH 
SECT• 
TOP REINF BOTTOM REINF NOo 
AREA DEPTH AREA DEPTH SEGH. 
+ 1.oaJ;:+01 1.2QOE+Q1 1.SOJE+Jil 2.0ilJE+ilu 1.aaaE+o' 1. QOaE +Ji 1Z 
32 1.00);:+01 1.200E+a1 1.aocE+ou 2.o·JOE+aa 11800E+!Jr! 1.001.J.:.+01 12 
33 l • .JJ0:.+'1 1.~GOt.+01 1. 320E+OC Z.OCJE+Oii 1, 321JE+:3CI 1.2t:iJE.+\J1 12 
65 1 • .; .. o::+ .,~ 1.1+00E+"1 l1320E:+:..iD Z.J~~E+lu 1·,3z;_:t.+ao 1.ZU;L+01 12 
66 l•~'J0E+J1 J.12UDE+;,,1 1.socE+oo z.ouoE+oli 11 8uCC.+OU 1.00Ji;:+111 12 
9+ 1,u;;c~+J1 .1..2oaE+a1 1.eaoE+llu ZoliO·,E+OO 1. e~iiE+OO 1.oaua:+J1 1Z 
TABL<. 3, STRESS•STRAI~ CURVES 
CURVE NO. 1 
;TR?:SS VAL.JO: SCALE FACTOR 1.au•E•J3 
$TR°' IN VALE SC ALL FACTOR 1.ourE ... ~J 
SHE SS !~PUT VAL.J 
"'. Q ~: -z. a -5. Ou .. ... 5.1,j .. w -5. C~G .J; 1 .ou 2 .003 • .:10'+ • Q{j s 
ST i(A IN INPUT VALJ 
-a.uJc -o. 2 -z.sou -2.;.;i;.; -1. zs.; z.o ;:;_ 4.JOO s.~ou e.; OJ 10.~o~ 
.'.:J~IJE NO, 2. 
STR::ss IJALi.J:: 5CALE FACTOR 1.1.1.:0E+":&t 
STKAIN WALJ~ SCALS FA~TO~ 1.0uDE•03 
STi<.~SS HPUT VAL J 
-r... "'-.o -o.; •O,U2.J -h. ~ 1: -&,JuJ f. u :i 0. ;)1 J 5.tz~ o, G3-l o,Jt.-: 
~T r\A"'l'-l lNPUT v ALJ s 




.. BEAM/COLUMN 1ASS AND ELASTIC SUPPORTS 
·~JH Tl CONT HASS HOIUZONTAL 
STA STA COUE SUPPORT 
4 Ji J 2.96JE-~2 -~. 
32 &ii 3 3. 31+~E-; 2 
-J. 
67 94 3 2.%3E•Q2 -c. 
4 3 -c. 1 oOJ OE+10 
• 5 3 -l. 1.Jl)Ot:+10 93 93 -~. 1 oOJ OE+ia 
•• 9'+ -c. 1.0.u.:+10 
s. STATIC LOADS 
•ROM TO ~ONT HOidZONTAL VERTICAL 
STA SU COCH:: LOAD LOAO 
31 3 -c. -1.1<+4i:.+IJ1 
~' •• 3 -·. -1,2CJ~E+~1 07 9• -o. ·1.t.1+4E+O.:. 
.. IMPULSE LOAJING 
!~PULSE LOADI~G NUHBER 1 
INITIAL 












7 e 7Z5E+ii1 
2.Si:iilf+01 





















Tc.R~ 'XlAL FORCE 
'iTA HUL TI PLIER 
9• 7 •••. E+CS 
AXIAL FO~C;: INPUT VALUES 
.. w • ..iJ J • 2lJJ .32C 
N011~NT !NPJT VALUES 





• <t&U 1. 530 




























• 210 __, 
0 
°' 
PROGRAM IMPFM - FOR A~ALYSis OR PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE FRAMES 
UND,H STATIC OR IMPULSE LOADS 
IHPFM T:.ST PRJBL~HS - EXAMPLE PR09LEHS FOR DISSERTATION 
CJuEJ >-22-73 BY GHR 
PROBLEM !PF8 
PO,TAL FRA1E WITH SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE LOAD ON BEAH ANO RIGHT COLUMN 
TAaLc 1. PROG~AM CONT<OL DATA 
NJ KEEP OPTIONS oXCi<.CISED 
STATIC SOLUTION <lo.,UIREO 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTION 
NJHBER OF OVNAMI~ LOAOINGS 











IABLo 2. JOINT COORUINATcS AND CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
A.JJINT COJRDINAE5 ANO MATERIAL 
JT ,•IQ, X-COORD Y-COORD 
32 ·l· 1,&8~E+J2 
o; z .c .. .:;;.:;:+~2 1.&SCt.+~2 
9• z,fj4QE+J~ o. 












J.. 0.1 ... :.+i.1 
1. 'j ... u:: t:,11 
l,J,,E+01 









3. S IREsS-STRAI N CURVES 
:Hvo NO, 1 
STRos:. VALJ:: SCALE FAG TOR 
STRAIN -./ALJ:: SCA1.i::: FAL.TOR 
SIPoSS !NPJT VALJt.S 










-z. J1,1.; -::i. J; ... -;;.;;.J ':'• ,J 
" STRAIN INP"T •A•JES 
-lJ .... j 1 -r..2s. -2.5 •• -2. cc 0 
".HVi:. /110, ~ 
STR~SS V~~J~ 5CAL~ FA~TOQ 
STRAIN VALJo SCALE FACTOR 
51 ,{,::SS INPUT VA_Jt'S 
-&. ij 4J 
-E>,C 31 -b. 02G -6. i..1;1 
STRAIN ... NPUT VAi..tJES 
-15.1:1-.:..2.c~ -d. & ... ~ -;.1. 
-1. 25.i z • .,J._ 
la!JO~E+J-..· 
1t0i.JUE-J3 
-o. i:: J l 0. J' ~ 





BOTTOM REINF NO, 
AREA OEPTH SoGM, 
1, 8DOE+OO 1.aouE+Oi 12 
1.~D:.'E+OO 1.000E+01 12 
1. 3z,:t:+Jc. 1. 20J; +.Jl 12 
1,3z·:t.+JO 1.200E+J1 12 
1. 80:.J C:+;).., 1.ao .. ~+il1 1Z 
1o60CE+Oi. 1. o DJc.+ill 12 
&.OlJ 0 a l.i z~ &. J 33 6. O'- l 





'+• BEAHICOLUHN HASS ANO ELASTIC SUPPORTS 
FROM TJ CONT HASS 
STA SU CODE 
4 31 2.%~E-;2 
~2 && J.31+\.C.-02 
o7 9• 2. %3E-,2 
4 -u. 
5 :; -r. 
;3 93 -o. 
;4 9+ -l:. 
;. STATIC LOA OS 
FR.OH TJ CONT HORIZONTAL VC:RTICAL 
STA ST4 COOE LOAD LOAD 
4 31 -t. -1.144E+J1 
32 Go -l. -1.29uE+a 
bi' 91+ -c. -1.144E+'1 
•• IMPULSE LOAJING 
IH~JLSE ... OAOING ~UH9C:R 
IhITHL INTERMEDIATE 
STA IMPULSE STA IMPULSE SU 
32 ~. .30 -3.8b3t.•d1 '+") 
:.r. 
-7.31.t:iiC-ul 49 -1.ZSDE+Q~ 5a 
>8 -2.l.27~+;,::j &2 -£+. illt5C.+:J() && 
!i& J. &9 4,l,,it.l::;;:.+on. 72 
72 ... ,, l+:;;ioO::+.i,; 6~ J., 25iJ E+OJ 88 
88 7 .345~·-Ql 91 3o8&3E-J1 91+ 















T;;;~M ~Xi1-ti... ;OK.Ci 
STA MULTIPLil!< 
,_ 
'. - • 'c:+~; 
~XUL Fo~·c:: INPUT lJAL.Ut.S 
- •• l. .21..:i .32'." 





























1. JO( E+ln 

















IMPFH TE'T ?ROaLEM~ - EXAMPL[ PROBLE~S FOR OISSERTATION 
coo:o 1-12-73 qy G~~ 
PROBLEM I PF 1 
PQJ\ITAL FRA'1E WITH UNIFORM LOAD OtJ BEA.:-1 ... STATIC SOLUTION ONLY 

















































































-3, 7382E+O 2 





























































































9, 97 88E+C-.. 
1. 3h8E+05 
5, 9265E+Ci+ 
4., 07 21E+Ott 
1, 878ZE+C~ 
-3. 52 22E+Oi. 
-f-, 3923E+O• 




-Li., 37 37E+Oa. 
...... 0373E+04 






















STA x DISP y DISP 
J -3, 7382E-C8 -3. 7303£-~7 
1 -1.t325E-02 -2.6279£-0~ 
2 -2.248QE-02 -S,252DE•04 
3 -3.329'+E-02 -T, 8762E-04 
4 -4.3597£•02 -1, 05DOE-'03 
5 -5. 3217E-t!2 -1. 3124£-'03 
6 -6.198SE-02 -1.5749£-03 
-6,9730E·D2 -1.8373£-03 
8 -7.?281E-02 -Z.0997E•.03 
9 -8.1468S-02 -Z,3621E•03 
10 -B.:H21E-02 -2,621t5E•03 
11 -R,7069E-02 -2. 8869£•03 
1:2 -a. 11•1£-02 -3.1•93£-03 
13 -S.5167E•02 -3,4118E-'03 
14 -e·: o91rt-if2 -3". 6742£-113 
1:'? -7 -i'i4399C:-02 -3,9366E•D3 
16 -6,5264E-02 -4.1990E••03 
17 -5,3•01E-D2 •lt,4614E-'03 
18 -3.8639£-02 .... 7238£-'03 
19 •2,0809E·02 .... 9862£-03 
20 2, 61S7E•O4 -5,2487E-03 
21 2. 35~1E·04 -2.9729E·D2 
22 2o0925E•04 -5.5994£-02 
23 1.83l.OE·O~ -a, !591E-92 
24 1.Si94E-~t+ -1, 082•E•D1 
25 1. 307M·D4 •1.3182E·01 
26 1. 0463F-O~ -1,5Z39E-01 
27 1, 81..70E-JS -1.692DE-·01 
28 -::;, 2313E•l5 -1, 8162E-n 
29 2.6157E·C5 -1.8925E-G1 












•2 : .3' 39E·C2 
43 5,34t1E-02 
.... 6,5264E-02 
- ""5 7. 4'3'99[-02 
46 ~. 0977E-02 
47 8,5167E-02 





53 6, 97 30E-O 2 
54 &.1985E-.02 
~; !:J. 3217E-C2 
56 i.. 3sq1r-:J2 
57 3.3294£-02 
58 2. 248CE-02 
59 1.1325E-il2 




























-5, 25 2DE·04 
-2,6279E·04 




PROGRAM IMPFH - FOR ANALYSIS OR PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE FRAMES 
UNDER STATIC OR IHPUlSE LOAOS 
IMPFH TEST PROBLEMS - HAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR DISSERTATI.ON 
COD~O 1-12-73 BY GMR 
?~08lEH C?F3 
SIHPlE REINFORCED CONCRETE ~EAH - COH9INED STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADS 
COMPL<;fE RES 0 0NSE' T!Hl o. 
STA x r.OORD ~ COORO THRUST "O_HENT SHEAR 
~. o. -1, 7795E-08 
0. 3,5628E+03 
9e OG 0-0E+iHi c. 3. 2065E+04 
o. 3o1e78E+03 
1o8DOOE+Ql o. 6,0755E+O~ 
o. z, 81Z7E+03 
2-70GOE+01 Q. 8, 6069E+04 
o,- 2,4377E+03 
4 •. . J.,6UGEU.1. o.~ 1. 0..!!01£.+Q!i 
o. 2. o&21E+o·3 
i:..50CJE+Ci:< o. 1oZ6HE+05 
o. 1.6876E+03 
5.4000E+01 o. 1o4176E+05 
c. l,3126E+n 
&e:!OOUE+:J1 G • 1. 5357E+05 
o. 9o3757E+02 
7
.20GOE+01 o. 1,&Z01E+05 
o. 5.62S.ltE+02 
9 . ,.1COVE+C1 c • 1,670.BE+OS 
o. 1.8752E+OZ 
10 9oOOOOE+01 0. 1,6870E+05 
o. -1.8751E+02 
11 9,9000E+u1 o. 1, 67DBE+05 
o. -5,6254E+02 
12 1eC•80~E+02 o. l,6Z01E+D5 
Q, 
-9,3757E+02 
13 t.17QSF+C2 0. l. 5357E+05 
o. -1. 3126E+03 
1• 1.?"i::i:c+:;r2 ... 1, i..176E+05 
o. -1,6e7&E+O~ 
15" t.?"'7::..J;;+C2 ), 1, 2E57;'.+!J~ 
0. -2,Q627E+03 
1<; 1.~ .. ..:0F+i:;2 1. !. C6i:1 ?:+'15 
o. -Z.tt37~F.+03 
F t.!"'~r",+~2 o. S,6C69F.+Qi.. 
i:. -2.6127"+03 
B LFZJ';~+02 c. 6. 07S~E+r:.. 
c. -3,1S78E+03 
1 g 1.~.~~:E".+C2 ... :r, 20G~E+C4 
.. -3.5&28E'+03 
2J t,,.. JC~E+~2 .. i.., tt .. 88E•Oq 
STA x DISP Y DIS? 
0 o. -3,7503E-07 
1 J. -&. 3117E-ez 
2 1. -1.2423£-01 
3 J. -1. 8204£-01 
4 o. -2, 3501E-01 
5 1. -2,8192E-01 
6 1. -3, 2172E-01 
7 o • -3.5356E-01 
8 o. -3, 7577E-D1 
g o. -3, 90~9E-01 
10 0. -3.9563E-D1 
11 o. -3,9J89E-D1 
12 0. -3, 7677E-'01 
13 Q. -3, 5355E-G1 
14 o. -3. 2172E-01 
15 o. -2,8192E-G1 
16 o. -z, 3501E-C1 
17 l. -1. e204F.-·o 1 
18 ~. -1. 2423E-C1 
19 J. -&. 31j17E-l'.l2 




FAILURE ~UE TO THRUST•MOHEN". !NTERACTION AT X z 7.2000E+01 Y: a. 
FAILURE DUE TO THRUST•HOltENT INTERACTION AT X. 1.aeaaE+a2 v z o. 
FAILURE AT TIME 1.132:+£:-~ 3 
PROG~AH IH?FH · - FOh ANALY:SIS O·ll PP.e>OICT!ON 0F COLLAPSE OF PLANE FRAHES 
UNDER ST.ATIC Qq IHPULSS LOADS 
IHPFM TEST P•OBLEMS - EXAMPLE •ROBLEHS FOR DISSERTATION 
coo~D 1-12-n av GMR 
PROBLEM t PF3 
SIHPL<C PEINFOPCEO SONCRETE BEAM - COMBINED STATIC AND OYNAHIC LOADS 
COMPLETE RES?ONSf, TIHE 1.1324E-O 3 
STA x COORD y COO RD THRUST HOHENT SHEAR 
a. a. a. 
"• 3236E+03 1o3'87E+Olt 
13.DO!JOE+t.C 0. 1. 2228E+05 
~.C270E+p3 1o4555E+04 
1.eooo'E+o1 a. 2. 5328£+05 
-2.~6'i'E+D·2 ·4 ~1·7tJJi;.oO"" 
3· 2. 7000£+01 0 •. 3, 5875E+05 
-z. 2530E+03 5, 3516E+03 
3.6000E+01 0. 4. 0692E+05 
-3.1048E+03 Zo1659E+03 
•.5000E+01 o. 4o2641E+05 
-6.7713E+03 9o90r.4E+02 
6 5.4DOOE+D1 o. 4o 35 32E+05 
•6o9602E+03 9o<!697E+D2 
7 6.3000E:+01 o. , •. -367E+05 
8.Z609E+02 •9,5632E+OJ 
7.2UUOE+G1 o. &t.e5110E+OS 
-1. 30 86E"+Q'6 1,5561E+02 
3,10GOE+01 0. 4o5ZoOE+05 
-1.<t547E+04 4o990DE+01 
10 9.0000E+01 o. 
-1 ... 547[+d4 
4o5295E+05 
-4.9900£+01 
11 9,9QOOE+01 o. 4.5250E+05 
•1, 3086E+04 •1o5561E+02 
12 1.!)81j!)f+!!2 o. 4.S110E+05 
-9.S6~2E+03 -8,2609E+'2 
13 1.t 7 C0t+:2 3. .. , ~367E+CS 
-6.%02E+03 -9. Z6CHE+02 
14 1.2i;\'.11JE+C2 0. 4,3!:32E+05 
-6, 7713E+03 •9o9044E+02 
15 1.J50QE+02 0. 4. 26"1E+05 
-3.1048E+03 -2,1659E+C3 
16 1,t..!.G0£+02 0. 4o0692E+C5 
•2.ZS30£+C!3 -5,3'~16E+03 






19 t.7101'.!f.+C;C: c. 1. 222BE+D5 
• •. 3236E+O 3 -1,3~87E+04 
2~ l.S10ijf'+G?. 
'. c. 
STA x DISP y DISP 
D 1, 2329E·02 0. 
1 8,6291,E-03 •2,6728E•01 
2 •.9•05f-03 •&. 2813E-01 
3 1, C277E•H -7.7SSo..E-IJ1 
4 -2,68C7E•C3 -1,0039E+OO 
. 5. -s .• 0111tE•03 •1o2094E+OO 
6 •5, 8375E-03 •1,3849E+OO 
7 -4, 6%4E-O 3 -1. 52Sijf+DO 
8 -3, 0679E-~ l -1,6253E+OD 
9 -1, 3823E•03 •1.6845E+OO 
10 a. -1.7D40E+no 
11 1.3823£-03 •1o6645E+OD 
12 3'.0679E•Ol -1.6253E+DO 
13 4. 8964f~03 •1.5Z50E+DO 
14 5.6378E-03 •1o381t9E+OO 
15 5. 0114E·O~ -1. 2D94E+OO 
16 z.08G7E-ti3 -1, 0039E+~O 
17 -1, 0277E•u3 -7.7554E-~1 
H -.:+".':1405E-IJ!: -5 • ZfH3E-01 
19 -a.&Z94F.•03 -2.6728E-C1 
20 ·1,2329E-02 a. 
__, 
__, 
. ~· .__. ... :;r.)S';-:1U i ~~Gj 
PR'.OliRA ~· -iHPFH • foR UA~Y SIS OR PRf:DIC TION OF COLLAPSi:: OF PLANE F·RAHES 
uNOE~ STATIC OR IHPULSE LOADS 
IHPFll TEST PROBL~HS • EXAMPLE PROBLoHS FOR DISSE.RTATION 
CJOED o•l5•7J 3t liHR 
.PORTAL FR~ME li°ITH s:tr·usciiilAO:: IMPULSE i.OAD ON BEAii AND COLUMNS 

























5 .• 2a~oi;+,;;1 
_;'.~·761;1UE+G1 
th 2 .. 1..0E+i:.1 
a, 7C.w i:iE+L 1 
1.2c .. uc:+~1 
7.&&01H~+~.l 
9, 1.2~ ~E+~l 
9.&~ .. OE+d1 
,· 
THRUST 
. J ,·i.195E+J 2 
208669£+02 
Zo61a7E+D2 













·5 ,Q G35E+O It 







, ! -1.vie1E+az 






3.5129E+ .. ~ 






































9.&0 •. 11 .. :::+ai 
9.0 .. J1,;;t.+Ul 
9.DOUOE+t1 
9_.60i.!UC.+L:.1. 
i.oo .. uE+1.11 






























1. o56St+-J 2 
z.za19E+;2 
2 .011.17E+UZ 




5 • .:Go7E+~4 
J,84S6E+u3 
1.38:j3E+., "-
-3.9 ... 13E+ .. 3 
-Z.13-. 9f.+~ &; 
-3.513.1.t.+ .. 4 
•5o968oE+. 4 



















-z • .i .. 55E+O 3 
2.J9<t7E+.:; 1 
-2 • ..S737£+J1 
•1, 7 ZZ2t:+ ~ 2 
1.~S81C.+:J2 
z.~O£+lt:+J 3 
1.·:.19ZE+ j 3 




Sll ( OlSP y OlSP 
.. " . 
-'+. 481&t.-J 3 -1.<t8<to<:·O8· 
-a. 8:..~Qc.-; 3 -1.07J;UE-;7 
-1.Z9Ue•l Z -1. '"-~&t •C 7 
-1.D797c.-l ia -1.&7~&c.-~ 7 
-2.&J,a.-; z -z.,gllsE-~ 1 
-z.. 3lb~c.-l 2 •.:;,U3&.1.E•J 7 
-z, :;ST1E-l 2 -~··bi.i'2E-~ 7 
6 -2.720<IE-J2 -1~c1i'i11e~' 1 
9 •2.,o19lh.-J Z. -5,3S&tiE-w 8 
"' 
-2. 8517c.-J 2 ·3.3f>Olt~·1• 
·-W.1' ....z..a.i.u..~.lz. ... -Ji~S.59~ 6 • 
ti =~1m:~=;~ 1.c1.t1t:.-. 7 1.:.i935E-., 7 
lit -z. 32:.9i;,-j 2 lo87f9E·H 
15 ·2.03J9e•l 2 •5,0o15E•l6 
., -.l., OljOC:-) 2 -3 .n .. tin .... ,j o 
17 -1.29U1'-•l2 ·2 .67760.·0 s 
16 -a, 11a .Jc.-• 3 -1.31ii1i.·llt 
l.9 ·'+• >965E·l 3 -2.91+8•Jc.-04 
211 -2. &9&DE-, 4 -2.7i.3JO:~JI+ 
2• -2.941+4i:.-J,.. -~.0•68(~1 i'" 
<2. 
-1.31J1t:.-11+ -a. 11oze-; 3 
ii.> ·2, oHJE·l 5 -1. G.901i:..-j 2 
"" 
-3. 38.:>0E.-l & -1.6798::.-'Ji. 
2> -t+.71..;:SS-.17 -2.L3U9~-L .C:: 
•• •-'!,.;.q..,,u:.-l 1 -z. ~269C.-J 2 27 -1.0008~-;7 -2 .5571~-; 2 
26 -1. ~ 72lt.-l 7 -z. 7Zll8;.-t; Z 
<9 ....... 3;01-.-:. 8 -Z.619J~·ili 
•• 8 • .i.W 3.2.:.-1.; -2!85~7E-~Z. 
31 s,J!1a1£-1 i;, 
32 1. C721;;•l 7 
3; 1. boa·a~·l 7 
34 2119 .. U.2:-J 7 
3> &t, 7 J.U8C.·l 7 
Jf> 3. 38SOt.·l ~ 
37 ;;:;, &Y93c.-,; 5 
38 lt J"-Ylt.E•l '+ 
39 z. 91t-.'t:.-l 't 
.u 2. 69&l1E•l tt 
'+1 't• 5905~-i 3 
.. ~ ~.7.l.;3.ki.\ 
lt3 1.29;i;:-12 
..... 1.,&798£-l 2 
... 2.0JJ9~·, 2 
... 2, JZG'JE·~ (. 
.. , 2. s;11c.-, z 
1+6 2. 12.,aE.-. z 
1+9 2. 6130E·l 2 
50 2.8~17E-J 2 
st 2. 0190i:.•J 2 
... ,~· . ~ 7'2~ a·::·-i 2 
,3 2. i571::.-l 2 
z. 32tli9E.-J 2 
,, z •. J.3...,s=.~) 2 
Sb 1.0797~-j 2 
57 1.2~10::-12 
56 s, 6USr)~-l .$ 





-2. 326CJt::-.. 2 
·2.l 3J9E-O 2 
•1of>796E-J2 
-1.29 .. tE•;2 
-8,l7GZE•.J.J 
-~.5968E•;,3 
-2. 713"t.-. 4 




-s ... 015C.-J 8 
"-• 8779C:-.1 7 
1,;j93!it-·;7 
i.~7li.C:-'. 7 
j,3:>~'1~ -, 0 
.. 3, 81J6h.-l i.;. 
-5.35b .. ~-J 8 
-1. :ru::-; 1 
-·~.6W12t..-~ 1 
-2 ... 3&1:.-_ 1 
-2 ... ~sac.-,;7 
-l .b77ti::.-.J 7 
•.lti:.:-+96:.-w 7 
-1.~716::.•j 7 
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